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Abstract 

 

This thesis is a collection of essays that study the issue of estimation risk in portfolio 

optimization. Each essay investigates the usage of a probability estimator or optimization 

approach which addresses estimation risks in portfolio selection under lower-partial moments 

and stochastic dominance. The three approaches use option-implied data, robust 

optimization, and sparse multivariate copula models, respectively. The considered empirical 

applications show robust evidence of enhanced portfolio performance in an out-of-sample 

setting. 

The first essay uses an eclectic financial modelling approach to equity sector rotation 

using sector Exchange Traded Funds. The approach combines stochastic dominance 

ordering with the use of option-implied probabilities and copulas. We find that the 

performance of the monthly reweighted long-only portfolio can be improved using an option-

implied probability distribution. We further find that option-implied probabilities estimated 

using the Heston pricing model provide the best portfolio performance. The portfolio 

outperforms the S&P 500 index, an equally-weighted portfolio and strategies based on 

historical time series, even after accounting for transaction costs. The superior performance 

is more pronounced during bad economic times proxied by bear market and high volatility 

states. No significant performance gains are evident for portfolios formed when we account 

for non-linear dependence (R-Vine copula) relative to traditional linear dependence 

(Gaussian copula). 

The second essay provides an empirical analysis of the out-of-sample performance of 

robust portfolios, where uncertainty exists in the underlying probability distribution. This study 

proposes an alternative specification of the uncertainty set allowing for joint uncertainty in 

both probability and threshold levels for three portfolio selection approaches (expected 

shortfall, semi-variance and the Omega ratio). There are two cases considered where the 

uncertainty sets are dependent or independent. The empirical results show that joint 

uncertainty with dependent sets yields superior results to other portfolios. Furthermore, 

portfolios constructed using joint uncertainty also have the additional benefit of significant 

protection against market crashes for portfolios. Robust portfolios have a different correlation 

with common risk factors compared to non-robust portfolios. In particular, joint uncertainty 

with dependent sets yields portfolios with significant exposure to the momentum factor, that 

is, betting on stocks that were past winners. The performance of the robust Omega ratio 

portfolios can be attributed to the combination of value and momentum factors.  

The third essay studies the use of high-dimensional Regular-vine copula models in 

estimating asset interdependence for portfolios with varying sizes. For a large portfolio, the 

copula parameters outnumber the assets and observations, giving rise to estimation errors. 

This estimation risk leads to suboptimal portfolio selection and consequently poor out-of-
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sample performance. In this context, sparse vine models, in which independence pair-

copulas prevail, provide significantly improved results for large portfolios across various 

performance measures. The improvement of portfolio performance is more pronounced in 

low market volatility periods. The truncated vine copulas, a sub-class of sparse copulas, yield 

more stable weights for large portfolios and significantly reduce transaction costs.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

Optimal portfolio selection is subject to estimation risk when the true probability 

distribution of returns is unknown. Commonly used historical data-based estimators cannot 

accurately approximate the true probabilities. Therefore, they usually lead to suboptimal 

portfolio choice (Chopra & Ziemba, 1993; Kan & Zhou, 2007) and a reduction in investors’ 

utility (Siegel & Woodgate, 2007). Estimation risk is usually considered in the context of the 

mean-variance approach (DeMiguel, Garlappi, & Uppal, 2009; Dangl & Weissensteiner, 

2020). Much less attention has been paid to the estimation error in other portfolio selection 

approaches, particularly those using lower-partial moments (LPM) and stochastic dominance 

(SD). To redress this gap, this thesis proposes three methods addressing the estimation risk 

in LPM and SD-based portfolio selection.  

The mean-variance framework, proposed by Markowitz (1952), has become a 

cornerstone of modern portfolio theory. From its introduction, however, the choice of variance 

as a risk measure has been criticized due to its symmetrical treatment of upside and 

downside deviations from the mean. Markowitz (1959) proposed the second-order LPM as 

an alternative risk measure that captures only downside risk. LPM is a conditional expected 

value that captures only the part of the probability distribution support below the prespecified 

threshold t: 

𝐿𝑃𝑀𝜑
𝑝(𝑡;  𝑿) = 𝐸{𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑡 − 𝑿, 0]𝜑} =∑𝑝𝑖[𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖]+

φ

𝑇

𝑖=1

, (1) 

where X is portfolio return, φ is the order of LPM and p is the probability distribution. By 

properly specifying the parameter φ, Equation 1 can reproduce the most widely-used 

downside risk measures such as shortfall probability (φ=0), expected shortfall (φ=1), and 

semi-variance (φ=2). Shortfall probability is an inverse of the well-known Value-at-Risk (VaR) 

measure (RiskMetricsTM, 1996). A close relationship also exists between the expected 

shortfall and Conditional VaR (CVaR) measures (Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, & Heath, 1999; 

Rockafellar & Uryasev 2000, 2002; Bertsimas, Lauprete, & Samarov, 2004). 

LPMs are closely related to the rule of stochastic dominance (SD) in decision theory 

(Bawa 1975; Fishburn, 1977; Ogryczak & Ruszczyński, 1999; Balder & Schweizer, 2017; 

Guo, Jiang, & Wong, 2017). SD is a widely used analytical tool for comparing decision 

alternatives with risky outcomes that does not require an exact specification of either the 

decision maker’s utility function or the probability distribution of investment returns (for a 

comprehensive overview, see, for example, Levy (2016)). It also avoids parametric 

specification of the probability distribution of investment returns. The SD relations between 

two portfolios can be represented using a system of LPM inequalities calculated for multiple 
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threshold values t. For instance, if portfolio X1 second-order stochastically dominates portfolio 

X2 then: 

𝐿𝑃𝑀1
𝑝(𝑡; 𝑿𝟏) ≤ 𝐿𝑃𝑀1

𝑝(𝑡;  𝑿𝟐) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡 ∈ {𝑿𝟏 ∪ 𝑿𝟐},  

where {𝐗𝟏 ∪ 𝐗𝟐} is a common state space of portfolios’ returns. 

The mean-variance model is consistent with utility theory only if the utility function 

takes a quadratic form or the asset returns are normally distributed. By relaxing these 

restrictive assumptions (Pratt, 1964; Arrow, 1965; Wippern, 1971), the LPM and SD 

approaches are more compatible with utility theory. Unser (2000) experimentally showed that 

people are strongly in favour of LPMs as the measure of investment risk. Moreover, a 

number of studies show that SD and LPM-based portfolios empirically outperform a mean-

variance based portfolio across various performance metrics (Bertsimas et al. 2004; 

Boubaker & Sghaier, 2013; Hodder, Jackwerth, & Kolokolova, 2015; Post & Kopa, 2017; 

Post, Karabati, & Arvanitis, 2018; Allen, Lizieri, & Satchell, 2020; Malavasi, Lozza, & Trück, 

2021).  

In Chapter 2, I investigate the SD-based approach for sector Exchange-Traded 

Funds rotation. In asset allocation and security selection, a financial modelling approach 

often faces headwinds in the form of a curse of dimensions, complex dynamics of assets 

returns, high sensitivity to estimation error and high transaction costs. Simple heuristic 

decision rules such as equal diversification (DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal, 2009) often 

produce superior investment performance out of sample. 

To address this issue, a range of techniques and methods is combined to a basic 

asset allocation problem of choosing from nine diverse sector-based ETF. This particular 

application seems promising for a number of reasons. The cross-section is limited to nine 

diverse sector ETF. The transactions are limited due to the low expense ratios and bid-ask 

spreads. Exchange-traded options are available for these ETF, which allows for extracting 

forward-looking information about the return distribution from market prices and valuation 

formulas. 

The empirical analysis in this Chapter explores whether a financial modelling 

approach to sector ETF rotation can achieve significant outperformance out of sample after 

accounting for risk and transactions costs. For this purpose, a new and up-to-date dataset is 

constructed of sector ETF spots and options that constitute the S&P500 market index. In 

addition, a number of techniques and methods are combined into a broad-based 

methodology. First, optimization with SD constraints accounts for the skewness and 

downside risk of the conditional sector ETF returns. Second, the option-implied probability 

estimators reflect market expectations about future prices. Third, parametric stochastic 

models capture dynamic patterns such as volatility clustering and extrapolate future states 

beyond available observations. Fourth, multivariate copula models are used to determine the 

dependence structure between the sector ETF. Fifth, a robust winsorised estimator accounts 
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for outliers in the data and reduces estimation risk. Sixth, Monte Carlo simulation allows to 

draw samples and discretize the distribution estimates for scenario optimization. 

The results show that the portfolios optimized using option-implied Heston-based 

probabilities are more likely to outperform the benchmark out of sample when compared with 

the equally-weighted portfolio and portfolios selected using historical probabilities, even after 

adjusting for risk and transaction costs. In particular, the proposed portfolio enhances the 

benchmark’s mean return by 707 bps per annum. The 146% increase in the Sharpe ratio 

relative to the benchmark is economically and statistically significant. The winsorised 

estimator provides further improvement for the Heston-based portfolio. The outperformance 

of Heston-based portfolios originates in crisis periods and highly volatile market states. This 

finding is in line with earlier literature studying option-implied estimators and volatility 

forecasting (Kempf et al., 2015; Li & Zakamulin, 2020).  

This study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, it proposes an effective 

decision-making approach that exploits the benefits of multiple methods such as parametric 

stochastic processes, option-implied estimators, multivariate copulas, stochastic dominance 

and robust estimators. Second, this study enriches the limited literature on applications of 

option-implied information for portfolio selection (Kostakis, Panigirtzoglou & Skiadopoulos, 

2011; DeMiguel, Plyakha, Uppal & Vilkov, 2013; Kempf, Korn & Saßning, 2015). In particular, 

Kostakis et al. (2011) focus on a direct expected utility maximization approach applied to a 

portfolio consisting of only one risky asset (the market index). DeMiguel et al. (2013) and 

Kempf et al. (2015) confine themselves to a mean-variance or a minimum variance analysis. 

This essay extends these studies by looking at SD optimization of multiple ETF portfolios. 

Third, the robust evidence for risk-adjusted outperformance obtained adds to the evidence 

against market efficiency. Implementation is reasonable given that the strategies are 

implemented with low-cost ETF at a modest rebalancing frequency using publicly available 

information. Fourth, a new and up-to-date dataset of exchange-traded funds (ETF) and 

options were used for the empirical application of the proposed methodology. 

Instead of using alternative data or an alternative estimator of a probability 

distribution, the estimation risk can be explicitly addressed in a robust optimization problem. 

Robust optimization theory relaxes the requirement of point-estimate state probabilities and 

develops models that identify a portfolio that is robust under incomplete information. 

Specifically, it seeks a portfolio that is feasible and optimal for all probabilities in a 

prespecified uncertainty set of probabilities. Earlier studies show that downside risk 

measures are hard to calculate accurately due to high estimation errors. For example, Yamai 

and Yoshiba (2005) and Caccioli, Kondor, and Papp (2018) show that the first-order LPM 

suffers from very serious estimation difficulties. Grootveld and Hallerbach (1999) notice that 

semi-variance (SV) estimates are likely less precise than those of variance. Compared to the 

variance estimation process, many data points above a given threshold t are thrown away in 
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the LPMs estimation process. Thus, the parameters estimated in downside risk measures 

are much more susceptible to errors than those defined on the full domain. Robust 

optimization allows us to address this problem and seek portfolios that are optimal/feasible 

for a prespecified set of probability vectors (uncertainty set). Several studies investigate the 

robust counterpart of the uncertain LPM-based portfolio optimization problem. Zhu, Li and 

Wang (2009) study robust formulations of minimum downside risk portfolio problems under 

different uncertainty set specifications. Kapsos, Christofides and Rustem (2014A) conduct an 

analogous study for robust formulations of the maximum Omega ratio (OR) portfolio 

problem.1 

In Chapter 3, I propose an active fund management approach based on robust LPM 

optimization. The goal of an active fund manager is to track and enhance the benchmark that 

must be reflected in the optimization problem specification. In this study, I deal with this 

problem by using expected shortfall (ES), SV and OR, where the expected return of a 

benchmark is used as the threshold for these measures. The minimum ES and SV portfolios 

correspond to an index-tracking problem with the objective to minimize downside risk with 

respect to a benchmark return. The maximum OR portfolios enhance the benchmark upside 

potential (the numerator of OR) and simultaneously minimize its downside risk measure (the 

denominator of OR).  

In the robust portfolio optimization literature, the uncertainty set is usually specified 

only for the joint probability distribution of active fund constituent returns (Zhu et al., 2009; 

Kapsos et al., 2014A). When the benchmark is an equity market index, its returns probability 

distribution is also subject to uncertainty. In this study, I propose a “joint uncertainty” 

approach where the fund manager can account for uncertainty in the return probability 

distribution of both the active fund and the benchmark. I consider two cases where the two 

uncertainty sets are either dependent (JUDS) or independent (JUIS).  

In an empirical application, I apply the proposed robust optimization approach to 

equity investment strategies. As the base dataset, I employ the U.S. industry indices daily 

returns from January 1964 to December 2019 (Moskowitz & Grinblatt, 1999). Since some 

performance details may be dependent on the selected date and time period, I also apply 

robust optimization to the international diversification strategy using country indices daily 

data from January 1980 to December 2019.  

The out-of-sample analysis of industry momentum shows that JUDS portfolios 

outperform non-robust portfolios and JUIS portfolios, as well as robust portfolios optimized 

using traditional uncertainty set types (finite, polytopic, box) for all portfolio selection 

approaches and datasets. For ES and SV approaches, the JUDS portfolios significantly 

enhance the benchmark mean and risk-adjusted returns even after adjusting for transaction 

 
1 The Omega ratio (OR) is an LPM-based performance measure proposed by Keating and Shadwick (2002). OR is the ratio 

of the first-order upper partial moment and first-order LPM calculated at the same threshold level t. 
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costs of 50 basis points. For the OR approach, the JUDS portfolios have lower risks and 

turnover, as well as increased return-risk ratios. Additionally, these portfolios have a higher 

likelihood of stochastically dominating the benchmark than other OR portfolios according to 

the Linton, Maasoumi, & Whang (2005) test results. Similar results are found for a strategy 

using international assets. 

Moreover, the regression analysis reveals that robust optimization can alter portfolio 

exposure to the Carhart (1997) four factors compared to non-robust portfolios. The Carhart 

(1997) model includes general stock market return minus T-bill return ('Mkt-Rf'), small-caps 

return minus big-caps return ('SMB'), value-stocks return minus growth-stocks return ('HML') 

and winner-stocks return minus loser-stocks return ('MOM'). For the Omega ratio approach, I 

find that robust portfolios optimized under JUDS have a significantly higher correlation with 

common factors. The adjusted R2 is twice as high as that of the non-robust portfolio. 

Therefore, these portfolios require more attention to controlling these systematic risks (Kim et 

al., 2014B). The regression results also show that the superior performances of the robust 

portfolios under JUDS are related to the equally-weighted combination of the HML and MOM 

factors. This finding is not surprising since Asness, Moskowitz, & Pedersen (2013) show that 

an optimal combination of value and momentum factors diversifies away a variety of 

exposures including aggregate market and liquidity risks.  

For expected shortfall and semi-variance, factor analysis reveals somewhat opposite 

results. First, robust optimization does not significantly increase the adjusted R2 values. 

Second, while the non-robust portfolios do not depend on the momentum effect, the robust 

portfolios optimized under JUDS have economically and statistically significant coefficients of 

MOM. Since the momentum effect is short-term and highly exposed to crashes (Barroso & 

Santa-Clara, 2015; Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016), these portfolios require more frequent 

rebalancing and are less likely to stochastically dominate the benchmark out of sample. I 

also test the ability of robust portfolios optimized under JUDS to provide protection against 

crash risks, that is, in periods when the Carhart (1997) four factors have the most severe 

drawdowns. The robust ES and SV portfolios can quickly recover after crashes, yielding the 

highest returns among all portfolios. On the contrary, the robust OR portfolios minimize 

losses directly during the factor crashes. 

The joint probability distribution of asset returns can be decomposed into marginal 

(individual) probabilities and dependence structures. Estimating the dependence structure for 

portfolios involving a large number of assets is a statistical challenge due to the curse of 

dimensionality. Several methods have been introduced to improve the covariance matrix 

estimation by reducing the number of parameters to be estimated (see Martellini and 

Ziemann (2010) for a review). They are mostly related to imposing some structure on the 

linear correlation matrix and are used to enhance mean-variance portfolio selection. Since 

equity returns suffer from increased correlations during bear markets (Longin & Solnik, 2001; 
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Ang & Chen, 2002; Hong et al., 2007; Chollete et al., 2009), the assumed linear correlation 

cannot accurately approximate the dependence structure which is asymmetric in this case. 

In Chapter 4, I study the regular vine copulas (R-vine) in the context of CVaR portfolio 

optimization. The R-Vine copula is a multivariate dependence structure that is constructed 

from a set of bivariate copulas, i.e., the so-called pair-copulas (Bedford & Cooke, 2001, 

2002; Aas et al., 2009). More specifically, the copula density is decomposed into a product of 

pair-copula densities which are combined in different hierarchical levels, so-called vine trees. 

Each pair-copula captures the conditional dependence between a pair of variables and may 

be selected completely freely. Therefore, unlike more traditional elliptical and Archimedean 

copulas, it is highly flexible and able to characterize a wide range of complex dependencies 

(Chollete et al., 2009; Nikoloulopoulos et al., 2012).2  

These properties have led to a growing interest in R-vine copulas especially in 

finance (see Aas (2016) for a detailed review of vine copula applications in finance). 

Particularly, a number of studies demonstrate the benefits of R-vine models for scenario-

based downside (tail) risk minimization (Low et al., 2013; Al Janabi, Ferrer & Shahzad, 2019; 

Allen et al., 2020; Sahamkhadam, Stephan, & Östermark, 2021). In this context, they have 

shown the superiority of R-Vine copulas over their Gaussian counterparts that are implied by 

a mean-variance approach. Chapter 4 investigates the ability of high-dimensional R-vine 

copulas to improve the performance of a minimum CVaR portfolio. 

An issue that comes along with the R-vine flexibility is the model complexity. Vine 

copulas typically have a quadratic number of bivariate building blocks and hence a large 

number of parameters. For instance, in the case of n assets, we need to estimate n(n-1)/2 

parameters given that we have chosen only one-parameter pair-copulas. This can give rise 

to overfitting especially in the case of high-dimensional dependence structures. If we sample 

the input for portfolio selection using the R-vine copula, inaccurate estimates may occur and 

can cause suboptimal portfolio choice and poor out-of-sample performance (see DeMiguel et 

al. (2009) for review).  

Hence, the question is whether there are sub-classes of vine copulas that provide a 

sufficiently good fit to the given data but are more parsimonious than a full specification. One 

such sub-class is the class of sparse vine copula. They reduce the complexity of a vine 

copula by replacing pair-copulas with independence copulas. They do this when the 

dependence between corresponding assets is negligible. Sparse vine copulas can, in turn, 

be divided into truncated and thresholded copulas. A vine copula model is called truncated if 

all pair-copulas that are conditioned on more than K variables are set to independence 

(Brechmann et al., 2012). Thresholded copulas induce sparsity by setting a pair-copula to 

 
2 The elliptical copula family including Student-t and Gaussian copulas cannot model asymmetric dependence between 

variables. The standard Archimedean multivariate copula may be tail-asymmetric but is governed only by a single parameter. 
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independence when the encoded strength of dependence falls short of a threshold 

(Dissmann et al., 2013; Nagler et al., 2019).  

This work is related to two strands of literature. The first one consists of papers that 

address the issue of overfitting in high-dimensional copula modelling (Krupskii & Joe, 2015; 

Nagler & Czado, 2016; Oh & Patton, 2017). The second strand of literature analyzes the 

value of the R-vine copula for portfolio optimization (Low et al., 2013; Al Janabi, Ferrer & 

Shahzad, 2019; Allen et al., 2020; Sahamkhadam, Stephan, & Östermark, 2021). To the best 

of my knowledge, this Chapter is the first study that empirically investigates and compares 

various sparse vine copula methods in the context of high dimensional portfolio optimization.  

I analyze the out-of-sample performance of portfolios over 25 years. The main focus 

of this study is large portfolios for which the number of copula parameters becomes much 

higher than the number of observations in the estimation sample (120 observations). I 

consider a portfolio consisting of 49 industry indices (1176 parameters) and a portfolio 

consisting of 100 indices sorted based on size and value factors (4950 parameters). First, I 

find that the R-Vine copula with various pair-copula families yields superior portfolio 

performance compared to the Gaussian copula for large portfolios; the result is in line with 

earlier findings. Second, sparse vine copulas outperform the R-vine model with full 

parametrization.3 In the case of 49 indices, the best performing copula truncated using the 

Vuong test enhances the mean of the full R-vine portfolio by 138 bps p.a.. For 100 indices, 

the best performing copula thresholded based on the modified Bayesian information criterion 

enhances the mean of the full R-vine portfolio by 256 bps p.a.. Sparse vine copulas also lead 

to an increase in the Sharpe ratio, which is statistically significant according to the Ledoit & 

Wolf (2008) test. Moreover, sparse vine copulas, especially those based on truncation, can 

significantly reduce portfolios' turnover.  

Additional analysis shows that sparse vine copulas’ outperformance is more 

significant in periods of low market volatility periods. Also, a longer estimation window of 240 

observations does not qualitatively affect the results of the base case. Analysis of a small 

portfolio comprising 12 industry indices (66 copula parameters) shows that it is less exposed 

to estimation error compared to larger portfolios. Specifically, none of the sparse vine 

copulas can significantly outperform the fully parametrized R-vine copula in terms of most 

return and risk measures. A portfolio optimized using a Gaussian copula also underperforms 

one which is optimized using the full R-vine model. 

In Chapter 5, I conclude, give final remarks and outline potential areas for future 

research. 

 

 
3 For the R-vine copula construction, I consider six bivariate copula types: Gaussian, Student-t, and four rotated Clayton 

copulas. 
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Chapter 2. A Financial Modelling Approach to Industry 

Exchange-Traded Funds Rotation 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 
Portfolio choice is a popular application that combines elements from decision theory, 

statistics and finance. Technically, portfolio choice is based on stochastic ordering and 

optimization with the earliest frameworks being mean-variance analysis (Markowitz, 1952). 

Using historical estimators of mean and variance, this approach orders the investments by 

considering the trade-off between return and risk, and maximizes the expected utility having 

quadratic form. A rich collection of concepts, methods and techniques have been proposed 

to improve the mean-variance approach in terms of approximation (downside risk measures, 

stochastic dominance) and estimation (e.g., option-implied distributions, multivariate copulas, 

robust estimators, weights constraints). Normally considered separately, most approaches 

have limited marginal value added in asset allocation and security selection, due to the high 

dimensions and complex dynamics of the probability distribution, sensitivity to estimation 

error and transaction costs. Simple heuristic decision rules such as equal diversification often 

produce superior investment performance out of sample; see, for example, the sobering 

results by DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2009). 

The present study tries to combine a range of techniques and methods to a basic 

asset allocation problem of choosing from nine diverse sector-based Exchange Traded 

Funds (ETF). This specific problem seems particularly interesting given that it is easy to 

trade EFTs with limited transaction costs, derivatives are available and the cross-sectional 

dimension seems analytically tractable. 

The methods and techniques which are being integrated include the following: 

• Forward-looking estimates for the marginal risk-neutral distribution of sector 

ETF returns from option prices; 

• Parametric stochastic processes which allow the forecast of probability 

distributions of returns; 

• Risk transformation methods to obtain real-world distributions from risk-neutral 

ones; 

• Multivariate copulas to model the dependence between the sector ETF; 

• Stochastic Dominance (SD) constraints to account for the skewness and 

downside risk of the conditional sector ETF returns; 

• Robust estimators to reduce the sensitivity to estimation risk; 

• Monte Carlo simulation to draw samples and discretize the distribution 

estimates for numerical purposes. 
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Integrating the solutions from different fields naturally requires some tinkering and 

improvisation. The result is surprisingly effective and the financial modelling approach beats 

the passive benchmark and simpler approaches in terms of a range of performance 

measures out of sample. Option-implied probabilities estimated using the Heston stochastic 

volatility model provide the best portfolio performance, showing superiority over equal 

diversification, the option-implied Black-Scholes-Merton (BSM) model and the historical 

GARCH model, even after adjusting for transaction costs. Relative to the S&P 500 index, our 

portfolio increases the average out-of-sample return by over seven percentage points per 

annum, using monthly rebalancing and without short selling. Besides, the 158% increase in 

the Sharpe ratio relative to this passive benchmark is economically and statistically 

significant. The strong outperformance obtained using robust winsorised estimates 

demonstrate the importance of accounting for estimation error (outliers) in the context of 

portfolio construction. The outperformance of Heston-based portfolios is more pronounced in 

bad economic times. We also find that using non-Gaussian multivariate copulas adds limited 

benefit for portfolio choice from the sector ETF.  

Our work is related to several strands of literature, namely option-implied portfolio 

selection (Kostakis, Panigirtzoglou, and Skiadopoulos, 2011; DeMiguel, Plyakha, Uppal, and 

Vilkov, 2013; Kempf, Korn, and Saßning, 2015), copula-based portfolio optimization (Patton, 

2004; Low, Alcock, Faff, & Brailsford, 2013; Kakouris & Rustem, 2014), portfolio optimization 

with SD constraints (Dentcheva & Ruszczynski, 2003; Roman, Mitra, & Zverovich, 2013; 

Post, Karabati, & Arvanitis, 2018), SD-based option pricing (Constantinides, Jackwerth, & 

Perrakis, 2009; Constantinides, Czerwonko, Jackwerth, & Perrakis, 2011; Constantinides, 

Czerwonko, & Perrakis, 2020; Perrakis, 2019; Post & Longarela, 2021), and robust portfolio 

management (see Fabozzi, Kolm, Pachamanova, and Focardi (2007) for a review). However, 

to the best of our knowledge, this is the first to integrate a multitude of existing methods into 

a feasible, coherent and effective methodology. For the empirical application, we use a new 

and up-to-date data set of sector ETF spots and options that constitute the S&P500 market 

index. This study finds results of risk-adjusted outperformance, which add to the evidence 

against market efficiency. Given the low cost of ETF, a modest rebalancing frequency and 

the publicly available data that we use, our strategy is applicable in a real-world environment 

and may be of interest to a wide range of investors and institutions. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the notation and standard 

definitions related to SD-based portfolio optimisation and describes all the considered joint 

probability forecasting methods. The options and historical data on the assets scrutinised are 

described in Section 2.3. This is followed by an explanation of the portfolio evaluation 

methods in Section 2.4, and the descriptive statistics for the data in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 

presents and discusses the empirical results of our study. We conclude in Section 2.7. 
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2.2 Methodology 
 
The portfolio optimisation approach examined in this study can be bifurcated into 

forecasting the probability distribution function and subsequently optimising the portfolio 

using the predicted probabilities. In Subsection 2.2.1, we describe the portfolio optimisation 

model with SD constraints. The optimal portfolio must dominate the benchmark by second-

order stochastic dominance (SSD) (Hadar & Russell, 1969; Hanoch & Levy, 1969; Rothschild 

& Stiglitz, 1970). The concept of SSD is both theoretically and empirically appealing: if an 

asset with return distribution A second-order stochastically dominates another with 

distribution B, then all risk-averse investors with increasing and concave utility functions will 

prefer A to B. The framework can potentially be applied directly to higher orders of SD (Post 

& Kopa, 2017; Fang & Post, 2021). In Subsections 2.2.2, we describe the approach adopted 

to estimate the joint probability function using both option-implied and historical data. 

Subsection 2.2.3 summarizes the estimation and optimization procedure for the various 

model's specifications. 

 

2.2.1 Portfolio Optimisation based on Stochastic Dominance 

 
To apply stochastic dominance to portfolio optimisation, we introduce some 

designations here. Assume that the investment universe consists of N assets with random 

investment returns, R = (R1, R2, …, RN), whose support is bounded by [Rmin, Rmax]
M, -100%< 

Rmin< Rmax<+∞. The investment opportunity set consists of all convex combinations of assets, 

Ω ∶= {𝝎 𝜖 ℝ+
𝑁 : 1𝑀

T𝝎 = 1;  𝜔 ≥ 0}, allowing for unlimited diversification. The optimisation 

objective is to find a portfolio which will dominate the prespecified benchmark, 𝝉 𝜖 Ω, with 

returns equal to 𝑦 ∶= 𝑹𝑇𝝉. 

Let 𝐹(𝑹): ℝ𝑁 → [0, 1] denote the joint cumulative distribution function (cdf) of R and  

𝐹𝜔(𝑧) = ∫ 𝑑𝐹(𝑹)

{𝑹𝜖𝑅𝑁;𝑹T𝛚≤𝑧}

(2.1) 

be the marginal cdf for portfolio 𝝎 𝜖 Ω. The cdf is latent and needs to be estimated 

using one of the methods shown in the sections that will follow. To define the second-order 

SD concept, Bawa (1975) introduces the first-order lower-partial moment (lpm), which is an 

integrated marginal cdf: 

𝛾𝜔(𝑧) ∶= ∫ 𝐹𝜔(𝑅)𝑑𝑅 =

𝑧

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐸𝐹𝜔[(𝑧 − 𝑅)𝐼(𝑅 ≤ 𝑧)], (2.2) 

where I(r ≤ z) is an indicator function that takes on a value of unity if the condition 

within the parentheses is satisfied, and zero otherwise. Portfolio ω then dominates the 

benchmark, τ, by SSD if and only if: 

𝛾𝜔 ≤ 𝛾𝜏 , ∀𝑧 𝜖 [𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛,  𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥]. (2.3) 
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Empirical applications of SSD generally use a discrete cdf estimator �̂� with atoms Rt 

and probabilities 𝑝𝑡, 𝑡 = 1,… , 𝑇. In our application, the continuous cdf estimates are 

discretized using Monte Carlo simulation methods. Each return vector Rt in the random 

samples is equiprobable so that 𝑝𝑡 =
1

𝑇
. Using the discrete cdf estimator, the lpm can be 

estimated as follows:  

𝛾𝜔(𝑧) =∑𝑝𝑡(𝑧 − 𝑹𝑡
T𝛚)𝐼(𝑹𝑡

T𝛚 ≤ 𝑧).

𝑇

𝑡=1

(2.4) 

Since the estimated lower-partial moment takes on a simple piecewise-linear, 

increasing, and convex shape, checking the dominance condition only at the observed return 

levels for the benchmark (z = yt, t = 1, …, T) would suffice. The lpm can be linearized using 

the lifting representation by Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000). 

Combining the SSD conditions with a budget and short-selling constraints in Ω, we 

obtain SSD enhanced portfolios as solutions to the following system of constraints: 

𝛾𝜔(𝑧) ≤ 𝛾𝜏(𝑦𝑖), 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇; (2.5) 

𝟏𝑴
𝑻 𝝎 = 1; 

ω𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑀. 

Any feasible solution, 𝝎∗, to this system dominates the benchmark portfolio, 𝝉 , by 

SSD. 

The objective function for portfolio optimisation using SSD is then found as follows:  

𝐺�̂�,𝝎 ∶= 𝐸�̂�𝛚[𝑅] −∑𝜆𝑡�̂�𝜔(𝑦𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

, (2.6) 

where 𝜆𝑡 ≥ 0, 𝑡 = 1,… , 𝑇 are decision weights. In the empirical application, the 

objective function is the average portfolio return. This common specification amounts to 𝜆𝑡 =

0, 𝑡 = 1,⋯ , 𝑇.4 This objective of the SSD optimisation problem can theoretically lead to a 

solution that is not fully efficient. Secondary performance improvements can be achieved 

using multi-stage programming. The effect of this method on out-of-sample performance is, 

however, negligible in this study. 

The problem of maximizing this objective subject to the system of constraints is a 

well-known convex optimization problem that can be solved efficiently using the linearization 

of the lpms by Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000) and/or cutting plane algorithms as in Fábián, 

Mitra and Roman (2011). The present study uses the Aorda Portfolio Safeguard Toolbox for 

MATLAB (American Optimal Decisions Inc). 

 

 
4 Kopa and Post (2015, Section 5) show the alternative objective where decision weights 𝜆𝑡 are based on a pre-
specified utility function. 
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2.2.2 The probability distribution function 

 
The input of the portfolio optimisation model is a joint probability distribution of the 

base assets. In this section, we describe how to estimate the input using options data. The 

option-implied distribution estimation consists of three parts: 1) a risk-neutral process and 

distribution estimation, 2) a transformation of the risk-neutral to the real-world probability 

distribution, and 3) the joint distribution function estimation. 

 

2.2.2.1. Risk-neutral process 

 
To estimate the option-implied distribution, we assume two alternative specifications 

for the risk-neutral stochastic process of the underlying assets. The first one is geometric 

Brownian motion (GBM), which is the basis for the BSM option pricing formula. All the risk-

neutral probability densities (RNDs) are then lognormal. The GBM under risk-neutral 

measure 𝑄 has the following representation: 

𝑑𝑆

𝑆
= (𝑟 − 𝑞)𝑑𝑡 + √𝑉𝑑𝑊, (2.7) 

where r is a risk-free rate, q is a dividend yield, V is a variance and W is a Wiener 

process. The risk-neutral distribution of log(ST) at time T is then normal: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆𝑇)~𝑁(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆0) + (𝑟 − 𝑞)𝑇 − 1 2⁄ 𝑉𝑇, 𝑉𝑇). (1.8) 

The risk-neutral density of ST then depends on the parameters, (r, q, S0, V, T), and is 

given by the lognormal density 

𝑓𝑄,𝑇(𝑆) =
1

𝑆𝑇√2𝑉𝜋𝑇
𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

1

2

(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆𝑇) − [𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆0) + (𝑟 − 𝑞 −
1
2𝑉

2)𝑇])

𝑉𝑇

2

) . (2.9) 

An alternative model assumes that the dynamics obey a stochastic volatility process.5 

The Heston (1993) stochastic volatility process is chosen because it has a closed-form 

characteristic function and theoretical option prices, whose implied volatilities show realistic 

term structure and smile effects. Additionally, Shackleton et al. (2010) found that the option-

implied probabilities estimated from the Heston pricing model were more informative than 

historical distributions or option-implied probabilities estimated using the BSM model for a 

forecast horizon from 2 to 12 weeks. The risk-neutral process with stochastic volatility is 

described by the following set of equations: 

𝑑𝑆/𝑆 = (𝑟 − 𝑞)𝑑𝑡 + √𝑉𝑑𝑊1; (2.10) 

𝑑𝑉 = 𝜅(𝜃 − 𝑉)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎√𝑉𝑑𝑊2;  

 
5 Hsieh (1991) rejected the hypothesis that stock returns are i.i.d. and revealed that the cause appeared to be conditional 
heteroskedasticity (predictable variance changes). Bakshi et al. (1997) found that incorporating stochastic volatility was 
important for option pricing and hedging.  
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𝑐𝑜𝑟(𝑊1,𝑊2) = 𝜌,  

where θ is the level towards which the stochastic variance, V, reverts and κ denotes 

the rate of reversion of V toward θ. σ is the volatility of the volatility parameter, while ρ is the 

correlation between the two Wiener processes, W1 and W2. Relaxation of the constant 

volatility assumption allows nonnormality of the underlying distribution, which is more 

realistic, given previous empirical studies. In particular, the correlation, ρ, controls the 

skewness of the distribution, while the volatility of volatility, σ, affects the kurtosis. 

Aside from the BSM model, Heston (1993) provides a formula for pricing European 

style call options: 

𝐶(𝑆0, 𝐾) = 𝑆𝑒
−𝑞𝑇𝑃1 −𝐾𝑒

−𝑟𝑇𝑃2 (2.11) 

where Pj, j = 1, 2 are the conditional probabilities that the option expires in-the-

money. P2 is a risk-neutral probability, while P1 is a probability under another measure with a 

different drift rate. The risk-neutral measure 𝑄 for P2 uses the riskless asset as numeraire, 

while the alternative measure for P1 uses the stock price St.6 We use this theoretical price 

formula to estimate the risk-neutral parameters, by matching theoretical and market option 

prices for all expiry dates and moneyness levels. 

Knowing parameters values, the risk-neutral distribution for different horizons can be 

derived by numerical integration of the characteristic functions of models. Heston’s (1993) 

characteristic functions have a risk-neutral expectation form: 

𝑔(𝜓) = 𝐸𝑄[𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝜓𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆𝑇))], (2.12) 

where 𝜓 is a real number. Using an inversion formula, the risk-neutral density, 𝑓𝑄,𝑇, 

can then be estimated: 

𝑓𝑄,𝑇(𝑆) =
1

𝜋𝑆
∫ 𝑅𝑒[𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖𝜓𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆))𝑔(𝜓)]𝑑𝜓
𝑖𝑛𝑓

0

. (2.13) 

 

2.2.2.2. Parameter estimation 

 
The risk-neutral process parameters in the sample are estimated monthly on the first 

trading day, from the whole cross-section of options contracts. The implied volatility can be 

found by equating the market price of the end-of-day, the nearest-the-money, and the 

nearest-to-expiry options, using the BSM formula price.  

 
6 The relation between P1 and P2 is following: 

𝑃1 = 𝐸𝑄 [
𝑑𝑄𝑆

𝑑𝑄
𝐼(𝑆𝑇 > 𝐾)] ; 𝑃2 = 𝐸𝑄[𝐼(𝑆𝑇 > 𝐾)]; 

𝑑𝑄𝑆

𝑑𝑄
=

𝑆𝑇
𝑆0𝑒

𝑟𝑇
, 

where 𝐸𝑄[] is a risk-neutral expectation, I(⋅) is an indicator function. The last term is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of alternative 

measure 𝑄𝑆 with respect to risk-neutral measure 𝑄. 
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On day t, for the Heston model, we estimate the initial variance, Vt, the three volatility 

parameters, 𝜃t, κt, and σt, and the correlation, ρt. Suppose Nt European call option contracts 

are traded on day t, indexed by i = 1, . . . , Nt, with strikes, Kt,i, expiry times, Tt,i, and market 

prices, ct,i; additionally, suppose pt,i = S0e
(r-q)T

 is the futures price for the equity, calculated for 

a synthetic futures contract that expires after Tt,i years.7 The five Heston parameters are then 

estimated by minimising: 

∑(𝑐𝑡,𝑖 − 𝑐(𝑝𝑡,𝑖 , 𝐾𝑡,𝑖 , 𝑇𝑡,𝑖, 𝑉𝑡, 𝜅𝑡, 𝜃𝑡, 𝜎𝑡, 𝜌𝑡))
2
,

𝑁𝑡

𝑖=1

(2.14) 

where c(⋅) is the Heston pricing formula in (10). Christoffersen and Jacobs (2004) 

conclude that the mean squared pricing error is a ‘… good general-purpose loss function in 

option valuation applications …’. Subsequently, it has also been employed in studies on 

equity dynamics, notably by Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Mimouni (2010), Shackleton et al. 

(2010), and Fan et al. (2018).  

 

2.2.2.3. Real-world distribution estimation 

 
The risk-neutral densities are not satisfactory specifications of real-world densities. 

One reason for this phenomenon is the lower real-world variance relative to the variance 

obtained from option prices, due to a negative volatility risk premium (Carr & Wu, 2009). 

Consequently, there are fewer observations than predicted in the tails of the risk-neutral 

densities. A second reason is that the equity risk premium is, by definition, absent from all 

the risk-neutral densities. Additionally, there are other distinctions: for example, risk-neutral 

densities for equity indices are more negatively skewed than real-world densities. 

We apply two methods, here, to transform risk-neutral probabilities to real-world ones. 

For the lognormal distribution, we use statistical calibration. This approach has been shown 

to be more effective than utility-based transformation since calibration is more flexible (it 

relies on two beta distribution parameters rather than one risk aversion parameter) and can 

provide a more accurate forecast of the real-world density (Liu et al., 2007; Shackleton et al., 

2010). We use parametric calibration with the beta distribution as a calibration function.  

The calibration method relies on learning from past outcomes how best to change a 

measure from risk-neutral to real-world. It is well known that the cumulative probabilities of 

observed prices, S, are uniformly distributed for correctly specified densities.8 Observed 

deviations from uniformity can be exploited to transform risk-neutral densities and to obtain 

better descriptions of real-world outcomes. 

 
7 Following Shackleton et al. (2010), we assume that the same price dynamics and parameter values apply to the set of 
contemporaneous futures contracts. Fan et al. (2018) prove that this assumption is reasonable. 
8To see this, if Z is a random variable with cumulative distribution, F, then the cdf of U = F(Z) is:  

Pr(𝑈 ≤ 𝑢) = Pr(𝐹(𝑍) ≤ 𝑢) = Pr(𝑍 ≤ 𝐹−1(𝑢)) = 𝑢 

and that is the equivalent of the cdf of a uniform random variable on the interval [0,1]. 
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At starting point, t = 0, we forecast the risk-neutral density of the price and cdf from a 

cross-section of options and denote them 𝑓𝑄,𝑇 and 𝐹𝑄,𝑇, respectively. Let the calibration 

function, CT(u), be the real world cdf of a random variable, 𝑈𝑇 = 𝐹𝑄,𝑇(𝑆𝑇), that depends on 

the forecast horizon, T. The real world cdf, 𝐹𝑃,𝑇, then equals the calibrated risk-neutral cdf 

(Liu et al., 2007): 

𝐹𝑃,𝑇(𝑆) = 𝐶𝑇 (𝐹𝑄,𝑇(𝑆)) . (2.15) 

Taking the derivative of FP,T, we obtain the real-world density, 𝑓𝑃,𝑇: 

𝑓𝑃,𝑇 = 𝑓𝑄,𝑇(𝑆)𝑐𝑇(𝑢), (2.16) 

where 𝑢 = 𝐹𝑄,𝑇(𝑆𝑇) and cT(u) is the real-world density of 𝑈𝑇. 

The parametric calibration function, CT(u), is the cdf of the Beta distribution suggested 

by Fackler and King (1990) and later applied by Liu et al. (2007) and Shackleton et al. 

(2010). The calibration density is then: 

𝑐𝑇 = 𝑢
𝑎−1(1 − 𝑢)𝑏−1/𝐵(𝑎, 𝑏), 0 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 1, (2.17) 

where 𝐵(𝑎, 𝑏) =
Г(𝑎)Г(𝑏)

Г(𝑎+𝑏)
 is the beta function. a and b are calibration parameters that 

depend on the horizon T. If 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 1, then the investor is risk-neutral and 𝑓𝑄,𝑇 = 𝑓𝑃,𝑇 . 

The calibration parameters are estimated for each forecasting horizon, T. If we have n 

observations9, the parameters for the next period, (n+1), can be estimated using the 

maximum likelihood method: 

log 𝐿(𝑆1, … , 𝑆𝑛|𝑎, 𝑏) = ∑ log (𝑓𝑃,𝑡,𝑇(𝑆𝑡+1|𝑎, 𝑏))

𝑛−1

𝑡=0

. (2.18) 

Having completed the statistical calibration, we obtain the input for the SD 

optimisation by direct sampling from a beta distribution with estimated parameters, a and b. 

The inverse lognormal distribution is then combined with the implied volatility associated with 

the sample data to obtain the forecasts for the equity price for a specific horizon, T. 

An alternative risk transformation approach is the adjustment of the risk-neutral 

stochastic process with the risk premia. Shackleton et al. (2010) showed that the risk 

premium transformation result was similar to parametric calibration when we transformed 

both the price and the variance equations. Therefore, it is applied to the Heston bivariate 

model. We apply the alternative transformation to the Heston model for computational 

efficiency. Since we cannot obtain the closed-form probability distribution for the Heston 

model, we need to use numerical integration twice to obtain cumulative probabilities from the 

characteristic function, which is computationally intensive. Additionally, to obtain the input for 

 
9 Since the estimation window for calibration is one year, the number of observations, n, is inversely proportional to the size of 
the forecast horizon, T.  
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portfolio optimisation, we need to sample from the transformed distribution function. 

Following the risk premium transformation, we apply a standard discretisation Milstein 

scheme (Kahl & Jäckel, 2006) of the Heston model to obtain a sufficiently large sample 

(10,000 observations) for a specific horizon (one month). 

To obtain the real-world stochastic process, we need to add the risk premium drifts, µ 

and λ, to the price and variance equations, respectively: 

𝑑𝑆/𝑆 = (𝑟 − 𝑞)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜇𝑑𝑡 + √𝑉𝑑�̃�1; (2.19) 

𝑑𝑉 = 𝜅(𝜃 − 𝑉)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜆𝑉𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎√𝑉𝑑�̃�2;  

𝑐𝑜𝑣(�̃�1, �̃�2) = 𝜌,  

κ, θ, σ, ρ and initial variance, Vt, are estimated using options data, as explained in the 

previous Subsection 2.2.2.2. We used the methods suggested by Atiya and Wall (2009) to 

obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of the risk-premia parameters, µ and λ, for the 

Heston model using a time series of historical asset prices. A more detailed explanation of 

the methods is provided in Appendix 2-A. 

 

2.2.2.4. Joint probability distribution 

 
Having obtained the transformed real-world marginal distribution for each asset, we 

need to estimate the joint distribution of the base assets. The joint option-implied distribution 

cannot be extracted in a straightforward manner since multivariate contingent claims (options 

with several underlying assets), such as exchange options and quantos, are usually not 

available. Therefore, we use historical time series to estimate the dependence structure 

between the base assets. We model the interdependence using copula models and then 

combine results with marginals obtained in previous sections. 

According to Sklar’s theorem, the joint probability distribution of F(R), where R is a 

vector (R1, R2, …, RM), can be represented using marginal probability functions, Fi(Ri), i = 1, 

2, …, M, and copula (dependence) function C: 

𝐹(𝑹) = 𝐶(𝐹1(𝑅1), 𝐹2(𝑅2),… , 𝐹𝑛(𝑅𝑛)), (2.20) 

where a copula is also a joint distribution C(u) with marginals ui, i=1, 2, …, M, that are 

uniform on the unit interval [0,1]. That is, we can describe the joint distribution of R by the 

marginal distributions Fi(Ri) and the copula C. From a modelling perspective, Sklar’s 

Theorem allows us to separate the modelling of the marginal distributions Fi(Ri) from the 

dependence structure, which is expressed in C. 

In Equation (20), Sklar’s theorem is written using the cdf. Taking the partial derivative 

of the above equation with respect to each variable, Ri, i=1, 2, …, M, we obtain: 

𝑓(𝑹) =∏𝑓𝒊(𝑅𝒊) ∗ 𝑐(𝐹1(𝑅1), 𝐹2(𝑅2),… , 𝐹𝑛(𝑅𝑛))

𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

, (2.21) 
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where f(R) is the joint probability density function (pdf), fi(Ri) is the marginal pdf, and c 

is the copula density function. The most well-known copula is the Gaussian one. This model 

implies that the Pearson linear correlation matrix fully describes the dependence structure 

between variables. However, many studies reveal that the equity returns exhibit lower tail 

dependence (Ang & Chen, 2002; Patton, 2004; Low et al., 2013). In this case, Gaussian 

copula can be a poor approximation of the real dependence between equities.  

The regular vine (R-Vine) copula is a flexible dependence model which consists of 

conditional pair-copula blocks. It allows specifying various types of dependence (including 

left tail asymmetry) by choosing appropriate bivariate copula families for each pair of 

variables. In the case of R-Vine copula, the equation (21) can be decomposed into a product 

of bivariate copulas: 

𝑓(𝑹) =∏𝑓𝒊 ∗ ∏ ∏𝑐𝑚𝑘,𝑘,𝑚𝑖,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑀,𝑘
(𝐹𝑚𝑘,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘

, 𝐹𝑚𝑖,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘
)

𝑘+1

𝑖=𝑀

1

𝑘=𝑀−1

,

𝑀

𝑖=1

(2.22) 

where the arguments of all the functions have been omitted to shorten the notation. 

The dependence structure and conditional bivariate copulas, 𝑐𝑚𝑘,𝑘,𝑚𝑖,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘
, are 

described using matrix notation, where indexation of 𝑐𝑚𝑘,𝑘,𝑚𝑖,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘
 corresponds to the 

elements of an R-Vine lower triangular M matrix, where diagonal elements are in descending 

order, mk,k = M – k + 1 (Dissmann et al., 2013):  

𝑀 =

𝑚1,1 0 0

⋮ ⋱ 0
𝑚1,𝑀 ⋯ 𝑚𝑀,𝑀

. (2.23) 

The R-Vine copula approach is widely used in financial studies (see Aas (2016) for a 

detailed review). Particularly, Low et al. (2013) revealed the superiority of the minimum 

expected shortfall portfolio when it was optimised with a dependence function estimated 

using the canonical vine copula (a special case of the regular vine). 

Dissmann et al. (2013) provided an automated algorithm for sequential R-Vine model 

selection including tree structure, bivariate copula type, and parameter estimation. They also 

showed that their model provided additional explanatory power over existing dependence 

models when applied to financial data. In this study, we use the Dissmann et al. (2013) 

model selection methods, in which each pair-copula can be of a different type chosen from 

the specified set of 48 bivariate copulas (see Appendix B). 

We obtain the real-world R-Vine dependence function using the underlying ETF’ 

historical return time series. To sample from the joint option-implied distribution, we first 

sample from the estimated R-Vine model, u=[u1, …, uM], where u ∈ [0, 1]M; we then apply 

inverse cdf functions of prices estimated in the previous section to u (inverse sampling). If 

the cdf is not invertible, as in the case of the Heston model distribution, the joint distribution 
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sample can be obtained using rank correlation (using the algorithm provided in Appendix 

2.B).  

 

2.2.2.5 Historical probability estimate 

 
To benchmark our findings, we also estimate historical marginal probabilities. 

Suppose that t is the number of trading days and there is a history of m observed daily 

changes in price logarithms, 𝐼𝑚 = {𝑟𝑡, 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑚}, with 𝑟𝑡  =  𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆𝑡 )  −  𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆𝑡−1). The 

prices, St, are adjusted for ETF splits and dividends. The history, Im, is used to find the 

density of the price, Sm+n = ST, after another n days of trading, where T is the forecast 

horizon. 

Following the methodology in Rosenberg and Engle (2002) and Taylor (2005), we 

suppose that an ARCH model for prices is estimated from the history, Im, and that this model 

is also applicable in the future. The general historical price process is given by: 

𝑟𝑡 = 𝜇𝑡 + 휀𝑡 = 𝜇𝑡 + 𝑉𝑡
1
2⁄ ∗ 𝑧𝑡 , (2.24) 

where 𝜇𝑡 is the conditional mean and 𝑉𝑡 is the conditional variance of returns; these 

conditional time-varying moment functions are determined by the information, It−1, and a 

parameter vector, θ. zt are time-invariant standardised residuals, distributed according to 

some distribution, D(0,1), with zero mean and unit variance. 

Although a constant expected return is not usually compatible with time-varying risk 

aversion, the effect over a short period (e.g. up to one month) has a negligible impact on 

probability estimates. Johannes, Polson, and Stroud (2002) argue that strategies based on 

time-varying expected returns perform rather poorly, due to estimation risk, while volatility 

timing strategies do not suffer from this problem. Therefore, we approximate Equation (24) 

by replacing the time-varying mean with constant µ. 

On the other hand, multiple studies reveal that variance timing yields a significant 

economic value for short horizons (see Johannes et al. (2002), Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek 

(2003), and Carroll, Conlon, Cotter, and Salvador (2017), who find that investors benefit from 

predicting the dynamics of variance when forming an optimal portfolio). For the conditional 

variance, we use the asymmetric conditional heteroskedasticity (Glosten, Jagannathan, & 

Runkle, 1993) GJR-GARCH(1,1,1) model, which was advocated by Christoffersen and 

Jacobs (2004) as a better forecasting model than more richly parameterised models. The 

choice of the GJR-GARCH model is also determined by the statistical properties of the 

historical data described in Section 2.5; in particular, by the presence of ARCH and leverage 

effects. 

The GARCH model is known to weakly converge to a bivariate stochastic model with 

mean-reverting volatility dynamics (Duan, 1997; Escobar-Anel, Rastegari, & Stentoft, 2021), 
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which make it a discrete analogue to the Heston model. The leverage effect in the GJR 

model accounts for the asymmetry of the underlying process. The distribution of the 

standardised residuals is assumed to be the standardised t-distribution with ν degrees of 

freedom since the data is heavy-tailed. The GJR-GARCH(1,1,1) model with parameter 

vector, 𝜃 = {𝜔, 𝛼, 𝛼−, 𝛽, ν}, has the following specification: 

𝑉𝑡 = 𝜔 + 𝛼 ∗ 휀𝑡−1
2 + 𝛼− ∗ max(0,−휀𝑡−1)

2 + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑉𝑡−1, (2.25) 

where 휀𝑡−1 = 𝑉𝑡−1
1
2⁄ ∗ 𝑧𝑡−1 and the θ is estimated using the maximum likelihood method 

from history, It-1.  

To forecast returns, we first obtain the values of the standardised residuals, zt+1, …, 

zT, by independent drawings from an estimated Student’s t-distribution with ν degrees of 

freedom. We obtain a 22-period (one month ahead) return by drawing the first return 

innovation, (𝑧𝑡 + 1), updating the conditional variance, (𝑉𝑡 + 2), drawing the second return 

innovation, (𝑧𝑡 + 2), updating the conditional variance, (𝑉𝑡 + 3), and continuing through to the 

last innovation. The one-period simulated return, rT, is equal to 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [∑ (𝜇 + 휀𝑡+𝑖)𝑖=1,…,22 ]. We 

replicate this procedure 10 000 times to obtain the sample input for the SD optimisation.  

 

2.2.3 Steps in process 

 

Let t be the rebalancing dates (the first trading date of the month). For each t, we 

define the estimation window It (history of underlying assets prices/returns before t) and the 

forecast/holding period T (specified in years). For each t, repeat Step 1-4: 

Step 1. Estimate the real-world marginal probability distributions: 

(a) For the BSM model: 1) for each rebalancing date in the window It, find the end-of-day, 

nearest-the-money implied volatility V for the nearest-to-expiry options; 2) calculate 

one-period-ahead risk-neutral cdfs using (2.9) for all rebalancing dates in It; 3) 

calculate the calibration function parameters (a and b) for date t by maximizing log-

likelihood in (2.18). 

(b) For the Heston model: 1) using the screened cross-section of options contracts on 

date t, calculate model parameters {𝑉t, 𝜅t, 𝜃t, 𝜎t, 𝜌t} by minimizing MSE (2.14) using 

the Heston call pricing formula in (11); 2) using the estimation window It and 

calculated parameters {𝑉t, 𝜅t, 𝜃t, 𝜎t, 𝜌t}, calculate risk-premium drifts, µ and λ, for real-

world dynamics in (2.19) by maximizing likelihood in A2.8 (Appendix A). 

(c) For the GJR-GARCH(1,1,1) model, using estimation window It, estimate parameter 

vector, {𝜔, 𝛼, 𝛼−, 𝛽, ν}, by maximizing the likelihood of (2.25). 

Step 2. Estimate the dependence structure using copula models.  

(a) Extract the standardized residuals z from the estimated univariate GJR-GARCH 

models using (25) for the chosen set of assets using the estimation window It. 
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Convert the standardized residuals z into pseudo-observations u ∈ [0, 1] using the 

probability marginal distribution. 

(b) Estimate the multivariate cumulative distribution function of the returns using the 

chosen copula model (Gaussian or Regular vine) on the pseudo-observations from 

Step 2.a. 

(c) Draw a sample of 10,000 pseudo-observations u from the estimated copula model 

Step 3. Draw a sample input from a joint probability distribution for SSD portfolio 

optimization 

(a) For the BSM model: 1) using a and b calculated in Step 1.a, apply inverse beta cdf to 

pseudo-observations u obtained in Step 1.c; 2) then, using Vt found in Step 1.a, apply 

the inverse of lognormal cdf (2.9) to the obtained values to get a sample input from a 

joint probability distribution for SSD portfolio optimization. 

(b) For the Heston model: 1) using estimated parameters {𝑉t, 𝜅t, 𝜃t, 𝜎t, 𝜌t, µ𝑡, 𝜆𝑡} from Step 

1.b, apply a discretisation Milstein scheme to real-word price dynamics of each asset 

in (2.19) and simulate 10,000 paths with forecast period T; 2) using pseudo-

observations u obtained in Step 1.c and rank correlations, generate the input sample 

for SSD optimization (see Algorithm in Appendix B). 

(c) For the GJR-GARCH (1,1,1) model: 1) using the estimated univariate GJR-GARCH 

models in (2.25), calculate the expected return and variance for forecast period T 

10,000 times as explained at the end of Section 2.3; 2) using pseudo-observations u 

obtained in Step 1.c and rank correlations, generate the input sample for SSD 

optimization (see Algorithm in Appendix B). 

Step 4. Using the sample input from Step 3 with equal probabilities (pt = 1/10000), 

solve the SSD optimization problem with objective (2.6) and constraints (2.5).10 

 

2.3 Data 
 

The investment universe consists of nine sector ETF, which constitute the S&P 500 

equity index, chosen as the benchmark portfolio, τ. An ETF is an investment fund traded on 

stock exchanges much like stocks and generally operates with an arbitrage mechanism 

designed to keep it trading close to its net asset value, although deviations can occasionally 

occur. By using sector ETF, we avoid some drawbacks associated with individual stocks: 

issues of size bias, selection bias, idiosyncratic risk, higher transaction costs, and illiquidity. 

The specific sector ETF considered are Materials (XLB), Consumer Staples (XLP), Energy 

(XLE), Financial (XLF), Industrial (XLI), Technology (XLK), Utilities (XLU), Consumer 

 
10 The simulated sample can be winsorised to account for outliers in the data. In many cases, SD does not occur 
due to relatively small violations of the dominance conditions, especially in the distribution's left tail. Thus, the 
outliers can lead to under- or overestimation of extreme events and misleading conclusions about the SD relation. 
Additionally, the mean return, which is the objective function of our optimisation problem, is known to be 
extremely sensitive to outliers (see Chapter 7 in Fabozzi et al. (2007)). 
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Discretionary (XLY), and Health Care (XLV). These ETF belong to the SPDR Select Sector 

and track the corresponding S&P 500 sector indices. The average ETF bid-ask spread is 3.8 

basis points while the gross expense ratio equals 0.14% as of 2017.11 The sample period is 

from January 2000 to December 2017. The subperiod from January 2000 to December 2000 

is preserved for initial risk transformation, copulas, and historical probability estimation.  

Previous studies indicate that option-implied measures work well in cases of short-

term horizon forecasting. Specifically, Kostakis et al. (2011) and Kempf et al. (2015) use a 

monthly rebalancing frequency for the portfolio, while DeMiguel et al. (2013) consider three 

rebalancing intervals: daily, weekly, and fortnightly. Additionally, we focused on a short-term 

(one month) holding period for our application. The historical probabilities are estimated 

using one-year windows of daily returns. We also use a one-year window to estimate 

copulas. We obtain real-world option-implied probabilities using a one-year window for 

statistical calibration and risk premium transformation. We use a rolling window for 

computing the portfolio weights and evaluating their performance. As a benchmark, we 

consider the S&P 500 equity index, which is the most widely used benchmark. Besides, we 

consider the equally-weighted portfolio which was previously shown to outperform more 

advanced approaches (DeMiguel et al., 2009). 

The options data were obtained from IvyDB US (OptionMetrics). The IvyDB US 

database contains a complete historical record of end-of-day data on all US exchange-traded 

equity and index options from January 1996 to December 2017. The S&P 500 index options 

are European, while all the ETF options are American. The historical data were obtained 

from CRSP database. 

Call and put settlement prices for the same strike and expiry date theoretically contain 

the same information; either the call or the put will be out-of-the-money (OTM), except for the 

rare occasions when both are at-the-money (ATM). We choose to use the information 

provided by the prices of OTM and ATM options alone because the in-the-money contracts 

are less actively traded and have higher early exercise premia. 

Since a closed-form pricing formula is available only for European-type contracts and 

all ETF options are American style, we estimate equivalent European option prices from the 

American prices which have the same implied volatility, using the BSM model and the 

Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) pricing formulae to estimate the early exercise premia. For 

American options, the effective maturity of the OTM options is closer to the maturity of the 

contract and hence only very small errors can be created by applying these formulae. Since 

the Heston model provides a closed-form formula only for calls, we obtain call option values 

from put options using put-call parity.  

Several screening conditions are used to eliminate illiquid options (Carr & Wu, 2009; 

Shackleton et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2018). First, we exclude option records when the bid price 

 
11 Further detail regarding SPDR S&P500 sector ETFs is available at https://www.spdrs.com/. 
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is zero, negative, or more than the ask price. Options with less than 5 days or more than one 

year until expiration are excluded from the sample. We also exclude options with less than 

five contracts traded over a day, where the open interest and/or volume should be positive. 

Options with implied volatilities bigger than 100% or lower than 1% are also excluded. 

Following the screening, the average number of S&P 500 option prices per day is 

818, made up of 588 puts and 230 calls. The average number of expiry dates available on 

any considered day for the S&P 500 index options is 12. The ETF option datasets are 

significantly smaller. The average number of options traded on the considered days is 74 

contracts across all nine ETF; the largest dataset available is for the XLE fund with 215 

contracts per day (129 puts and 86 calls), while the smallest dataset is for the XLP fund with 

40 contracts per day (27 puts and 13 calls). The average number of maturities available on 

any considered day is 5.5 among all ETF and does not vary significantly between funds. 

These screened data are used for the estimation of the option-implied marginal probabilities 

of the ETF (base assets) and the S&P 500 index (benchmark) using the methodology 

described in Subsections 2.2.2.1–2.2.2.2. 

 

2.4. Evaluation methods 
 
To assess the out-of-sample performance of portfolios, we apply a variety of 

measures. The estimates of the most commonly used sample moments are examined, 

including the mean return, standard deviation, semi-deviation, and skewness of the out-of-

sample returns. The other performance measures include historical value at risk (VaR) and 

conditional value at risk (CVaR), the certainty equivalent (CE) return for a power utility 

function with RRA = 4, 𝑢(𝑥) =
𝑥−3−1

−3
 , and the return to risk ratios, the Sharpe and Sortino 

ratios. The formulae for the above metrics are provided in Appendix C. We also test the 

Sharpe ratio difference between the passive benchmark and SSD portfolios using the robust 

bootstrap inference suggested by Ledoit and Wolf (2008). The null hypothesis for this test is 

that the Sharpe ratio difference equals zero. We also report the p-values of the Linton, 

Maasoumi, and Whang (2005) SSD pairwise statistical test. The advantage of this test is that 

it accounts for both cross-sectional and autocorrelation of variables. The null of the Linton et 

al. (2005) test is that the optimal portfolio stochastically dominates the benchmark out of 

sample. 

Turnover serves as a proxy for the level of transaction costs associated with portfolio 

rebalancing. It is computed as the average absolute change summed across all N portfolio 

weights over T out-of-sample periods: 

𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 =
1

𝑇 − 1
∑∑|𝜔𝑖,𝑡+1 −𝜔𝑖,𝑡+|

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑇

𝑡=1

, (2.26) 
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where 𝜔𝑖,𝑡+1 is the optimal portfolio weight of asset i for period t+1 and 𝜔𝑖,𝑡+ is the 

portfolio weight of asset i before rebalancing at time t+1. Additionally, we calculate the 

portfolio performance net of transaction costs. These measures provide an economic 

interpretation of the turnover metric; they show how the proportional transaction costs 

generated by the portfolio turnover affect the returns from any given strategy. To fix ideas, let 

pc be the proportional transaction cost. When a portfolio is rebalanced, the total proportional 

cost is given by 𝑝𝑐 ∗ ∑ |𝜔𝑖,𝑡+1 −𝜔𝑖,𝑡+|
𝑁
𝑖=1 . The evolution of wealth net of transaction costs 

(NW) for portfolio 𝜔 is given by 

𝑁𝑊𝑡+1 = 𝑁𝑊𝑡(1 + 𝑹𝒕
𝑻𝝎) ∗ [1 − 𝑝𝑐 ∗∑|𝜔𝑖,𝑡+1 −𝜔𝑖,𝑡+|

𝑁

𝑖=1

] . (2.27) 

The terminal wealth (TW) net of transaction costs will be equal to: 

𝑇𝑊 = 𝑁𝑊1 ∗ (∑(1 + 𝑹𝒕
𝑻𝝎) ∗ [1 − 𝑝𝑐 ∗∑|𝜔𝑖,𝑡+1 −𝜔𝑖,𝑡+|

𝑁

𝑖=1

]

𝑇

𝑡=1

) . (2.28) 

 Specifically, we model TW by hypothetically investing $100 (NW1) at the start of the 

out-of-sample periods for each portfolio management strategy. The return net of transaction 

costs, RNTCt+1, for any strategy at time t + 1 is then given by 

𝑅𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑡+1 =
𝑁𝑊𝑡+1

𝑁𝑊𝑡
− 1. (2.29) 

We then calculate other performance metrics using the return net of transaction costs, 

RNTC. We apply proportional transaction costs of 3.8 basis points per transaction, calculated 

as the average ETF bid-ask spread using CRSP price data. As a test of robustness, we also 

apply higher transaction costs of 8.1 basis points per transaction that equals the 90th 

percentile of the ETF bid-ask spread distribution.  

 

2.5 Descriptive statistics 
 
To estimate the descriptive statistics, we use the daily historical returns data for the 

nine ETF and the S&P 500 index for the whole sample period from January 1999 to 

December 2017. In Table 2.1, all the assets exhibit excess kurtosis, while the null hypothesis 

is rejected for the Jarque-Bera test of normality at the 1% level. 

 

[Insert Table 2.1 here] 

 

Most assets’ distributions are negatively skewed, except those of XLK (0.25) and XLU 

(0.05). In addition, we tested the data for ARCH and leverage effects. In Table 1, the ARCH 

coefficients are the autocorrelation coefficients for the squared returns computed for one lag, 

which provide statistically significant evidence of volatility clustering (heteroscedasticity) for 

all assets. The leverage coefficients, which are the linear correlation coefficients between the 
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lagged returns, rt-1, and the squared return, r2, at time t, are negative and statistically 

significant for all the ETF and the index; this corresponds to the negative asymmetry in the 

marginal probabilities. The non-normality of the data means that the classical mean-variance 

portfolio may be suboptimal, since it ignores higher moments, such as kurtosis and 

skewness. The stochastic dominance approach, in contrast, is a more general method, 

allowing asymmetric and heavy-tailed data. Table 2.2 presents the unconditional Pearson 

correlation coefficients between each pair of ETF: all the correlations are positive and 

statistically significant. 

 

[Insert Table 2.2 here] 

 

The highest correlation coefficient is between XLI and XLY (0.81), while the lowest 

correlation is between XLP and XLK (0.44), providing evidence for potential diversification 

benefits. The last two rows of Table 2 show that the correlations between the S&P market 

index and its constituent ETF are higher (lower) when returns are below (above) the 5th (95th) 

percentile of the market daily returns. This pattern corroborates other studies (Ang & Chen, 

2002; Patton, 2004; Low et al., 2013) that describe these conditional correlations as 

exceedance correlations. To account for this nonlinear dependence, we also consider the R-

Vine copula which, unlike the Gaussian copula, allows us to model asymmetric tail 

dependence as well. 

 

2.6 Empirical analysis 
 

In this section, we provide an empirical analysis of marginal densities forecasting 

(Subsections 2.6.1) and portfolio performance (Subsections 2.6.2–2.6.3).  

 

2.6.1 Marginal densities analysis 

 
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of risk transformation on the option-

implied RNDs and the predictive ability of the considered marginal models. 

Table 2.3 summarizes the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of one-

month-ahead of marginal densities for equity returns (T = 30/365). The statistics are given for 

the BSM and Heston RNDs, the real-world densities obtained by applying the statistical 

calibration to BSM RNDs and risk-premium transformations to Heston RNDs. 

For one-month-ahead BSM RNDs, the averages of the ex-ante estimates for the 

parametric calibration transformation are a = 1.836 and b = 1.428 for the sector ETF and 

S&P500 index. The ex-ante estimates of parameters nearly always have a > b indicating that 

the calibration density (Equation (2.17)) reduce the right tail less than the left one of the 

RNDs in Equation (2.16). This calibration results in less dispersed real-world densities with 
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higher mean returns than RNDs. The higher moments do not change significantly due to the 

return lognormality assumption of the BSM model.  

 

[Insert Table 2.3 here] 

 

For one-month-ahead Heston RNDs, the averages of the ex-ante estimates for the 

risk-premium transformation are µ = 0.099 and λ = -0.605 for the ten equities. With µ > 0 and 

λ < 0, the risk-premia transformation ensures that the means and the standard deviations of 

the real-world Heston densities are, respectively, above and below their risk-neutral 

counterparts. This transformation is clearly observed in Table 2.3.  

Unlike the BSM model, the higher moments of Heston RNDs are also affected by the 

risk transformation. In most cases, we observe less negatively skewed and less leptokurtic 

real-world densities after the inclusion of risk premiums in Equations (2.19). The negative 

skewness in the option-based densities is consistent with beliefs that there is more chance of 

a substantial negative one-month return than of a similar substantial positive return, and 

supports the possibility of a major crash being reflected in the option prices. These results 

are consistent with those shown in Liu et al. (2007).  

To analyse the predictive ability of the three models for the marginal density (GBM, 

Heston, GARCH), we use the weighted likelihood ratio (WLR) test by Amisano and 

Giacomini (2007). For each pair of models (Heston-BSM, Heston-GARCH, BSM-GARCH), 

the WLR test shows the relative accuracy of the density forecasts over the full sample. Table 

2.4 reports the test statistics 𝑊𝐿𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ for the equally and tail-weighted test which has a standard 

normal asymptotic distribution. 

 

[Insert Table 2.4 here] 

 

It is clear from Table 2.4 that the option-implied models (BSM and Heston) forecast 

assets prices densities more accurately than the GARCH historical time series model. The 

BSM model (lognormality) underperforms in terms of tails forecasting (Panel B) compared to 

the Heston and GARCH models. The differences in 𝑊𝐿𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ are, however, statistically 

insignificant for most ETF. The best performing model varies among assets. The Heston 

model yields superior results for XLE (energy), XLK (technology) and S&P500 index, where 

the differences in 𝑊𝐿𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ are statistically significant. The result is related to the size and 

liquidity of the options market for these three underlying assets. Compared to other ETF, 

these assets have much more options contracts traded per day (especially for S&P 500). 

Therefore, Heston’s five parameters estimates provide accurate information about density, 

particularly about its tails (Panel B). For the other 7 ETF, the BSM model with one parameter 

performs on par or better than Heston.  
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To sum up, Heston seems the preferred model for density forecasting since it has a 

high ability to predict the full distribution as well as the tails of the distribution The accurate 

tails forecasting is especially important for SD portfolio construction when we aim to reduce 

downside risk compared to a benchmark. 

 

2.6.2 Portfolio performance analysis 

 

In this subsection, we present the empirical assessment of the performance of the 

portfolios described in Table 2.5. 

 

[Insert Table 2.5 here] 

 

All performance assessment is done out-of-sample. There are eight competing 

portfolios: two passive strategies (the benchmark S&P500 index and an equally-weighted 

portfolio) and six portfolios selected from the nine sector ETF to enhance the given 

benchmark S&P 500 index. The portfolio rebalancing takes place monthly on the first trading 

day in the sample subperiod, from January 2001 to December 2017. We use a winsorised 

sample as input for SSD portfolio optimization. Specifically, we first simulate return samples 

from the models described in Subsection 2.2.2, and then replace the data below the 5th 

percentile with the 5th percentile value and the data above the 95th percentile with the 95th 

percentile value.12 Figure 2.1 provides an overview of Heston_RVine portfolios optimised 

using input that was winsorised at different levels. 

 

[Insert Figure 2.1 here] 

 

Table 2.6 presents the out-of-sample performances of the competing portfolio 

strategies. The benchmark index (S&P 500 in Column 1) on average yields 0.461% per 

month, with a standard deviation of 4.82%, while its negative skewness of -1.42 shows that 

variability stems mostly from the downside rather than upside deviations.  

In Columns 2–5 of Table 2.6, the option-implied strategies demonstrate a substantial 

range of performances based on our assumptions about marginals models and dependence 

structure. When we estimate the inputs using the BSM marginal model and Gaussian copula, 

the BSM_G strategy does not yield any enhancement compared to the S&P 500 in terms of 

mean return, while its standard deviation is slightly higher. The performance, however, 

becomes less negatively skewed, which results in a lower CVaR value. The risk-adjusted 

return measures, that is, the CE and Sharpe and Sortino ratios, exhibit no improvement 

 
12 The winsorizing of the input sample has the most prominent effect on Heston-based portfolios. Specifically, we 
observe improvement across all the performance metrics, except turnover. Generally, using no winsorizing, we 
find no qualitative differences in results.  
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compared to the benchmark, while the p-value of the Ledoit and Wolf test of 0.856 shows 

that the Sharpe ratio’s difference is statistically insignificant. When we allow the dependence 

structure to be non-Gaussian (using the R-Vine copula), BSM_RVine provides limited 

improvements in terms of mean return, skewness and CVaR; however, the Sharpe ratio 

difference remains insignificant, with a p-value of 0.971. Based on the p-values of the Linton 

et al. (2005) test, however, we cannot reject the null of BSM-based portfolios dominating the 

benchmark index out of sample.  

 

[Insert Table 2.6] 

 

The option-implied strategies optimised using the Heston model marginals lead to 

more substantial performance improvements. Our reasoning is that, unlike the BSM model, 

the Heston model accounts for time-varying variance and incorporates forward-looking 

skewness and kurtosis. Using the Gaussian copula, Heston_G achieves a mean return of 

1.050% per month, which is an annualized 7.303% increase compared to the S&P 500. 

Despite the higher standard deviation of 4.99%, the Heston_G has a less negative skewness 

and lower semi-deviation. The Heston_G improvements are robust to risk adjustments. 

Specifically, the Heston_G portfolio has lower VaR and CVaR values than the benchmark 

index, while it maximises the CE and Sortino ratio. The Sharpe ratio increase of 158% is also 

substantial and statistically significant at the 1% level. When we use the R-Vine copula to 

model dependence structure, Heston_RVine does not yield any improvement compared to 

Heston_G, while it still significantly outperforms the S&P 500 strategy, and we reject the null 

hypothesis of the Ledoit and Wolf (2008) test at the 5% significance level. As well as in the 

case of the BSM model, we cannot reject the stochastic dominance null, while the p-values 

have increased. 

Columns 6–7 in Table 2.6 report the performances of the SSD strategies optimised 

with historical data and assume the leveraged GARCH model for marginals. When we use 

the Gaussian copula, Hist_G enhances the benchmark average return from 0.461% to 

0.65%, while the standard and semi deviations are lower than those of the S&P 500. 

Therefore, Hist_G outperforms the benchmark with respect to the Sharpe and Sortino ratios. 

The Sharpe ratio increase, however, is not statistically significant and is smaller than those of 

the Heston_G and Heston_RVine strategies. In addition, we observe that it yields lower 

volatility and CVaR 95% than the portfolios optimised with the option-implied probabilities. 

The risk-adjusted measures which account for higher moments, that is, the CE and Sortino 

ratio, show that Heston_G and Heston_RVine provide higher compensation for additional 

risks than the Hist_G strategy. The use of the R-Vine copula for dependence modelling 

provides limited benefits for the SSD portfolio optimisation with historical probabilities. The 
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SSD test results show that active portfolios based on historical estimators stochastically 

dominate the S&P500 index. 

EWP also yields enhancement of the value-weighted index performance across all 

the considered measures. The outperformance is statistically significant according to the 

Sharpe ratio and SSD tests’ results. Generally, EWP performs on par with the GARCH-

based portfolios, beating the BSM option-implied model. Heston_G, however, demonstrates 

superiority over EWP across all the metrics but turnover. Due to less negative skewness, 

Heston_G and Heston_RVine have lower downside risks as well as higher risk-adjusted 

return, especially CE return and Sortino ratio, than EWP.   

The Heston_G and Heston_RVine strategies yield the highest average turnover, 

which means that they are more exposed to transaction costs than the other portfolios. This, 

in particular, can be due to the high sector concentration of Heston_G and Heston_RVine, 

which have the highest values of the squared sum of weights among all active strategies. To 

account for this effect directly, we also calculate the portfolios’ performance net of 

proportional transaction costs (pc). The results for two levels of pc (mean and 90th percentile 

of the ETF bid-ask spread distribution) are presented in Table 2.7. Using pc of 3.8 basis 

point, we find no significant qualitative difference with the results in Table 2.6. Heston_G and 

Heston_RVine are still the best performing portfolios that dominate the benchmark index. 

The outperformance is statistically significant as shown by the two tests’ p-values. EWP, 

which is the least affected by transaction costs, still underperforms the Heston-based 

portfolios. A higher pc of 8.1 basis points reduces portfolios’ returns even more. Heston_G 

and Heston_RVine are still superior compared to the benchmark and other strategies, even 

though the outperformance is less pronounced now.  

 

[Insert Table 2.7] 

 

Here, we conclude that portfolio optimisation with option-implied data offers superior 

forecasting probabilities and can lead to better out-of-sample performance of the 

corresponding portfolios. Regarding marginal models, the Heston model yields the best 

performance in terms of risk-adjusted returns, while the BSM model cannot outperform the 

strategies optimised using the historical distribution. The Heston model, however, has the 

highest turnover requirements. This can be explained by the trade-off between portfolio 

performance and a necessity to rebalance the portfolio more regularly, revealed in Carroll et 

al. (2017). Despite the high turnover, the Heston model yields better portfolio performance 

than the benchmark, EWP and other approaches, even after accounting for transaction 

costs. Furthermore, the results show that accounting for non-linear dependence (using the R-

Vine copula) does not yield any gains which are statistically or economically significant.  
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2.6.3 Portfolio performance under change of market conditions 

 
Option-implied probability estimates rely on the current cross-section of option prices. 

Option-implied strategies should yield better performance during crisis periods for two 

reasons. First, the flow of information is higher during bad economic times, such as during 

crises, or during highly volatile periods. In such market conditions, historical information 

becomes out-of-date rapidly and, therefore, is less valuable than the option-implied 

estimator, which relies solely on current data and more accurately reflects prevailing market 

conditions. Second, options markets offer more benefits for informed investors than spot 

stock markets (Easley, O'hara, & Srinivas, 1998; Pan & Poteshman, 2006; Hu, 2011). 

Therefore, one expects to observe more informed investors in the options market during 

periods of higher information asymmetry. This would make option prices more informative, 

again suggesting that the option-based portfolios should yield significantly superior 

performance in crisis periods. In non-crisis periods, however, when fewer extreme events 

occur, and the information asymmetry is lower, option-implied probabilities may have less 

benefit over historical ones. Meanwhile, several studies find that option-implied distributions 

do not anticipate stock market crashes (Bates, 1991; Gemmill & Saflekos, 2000). We test 

these hypotheses presently.13  

We divide the period from January 2001 to December 2017 into two subsamples: 

crisis periods and non-crisis periods. The crisis years are identified as the worst 25% of US 

market index monthly returns—the 4 years (48 months) that exhibit the largest frequency of 

the worst performing months.14 The remaining 13 years are identified as the non-crisis 

periods. Table 2.8 presents the out-of-sample performances of all the strategies for crisis and 

non-crisis periods. We find that the out-of-sample standard deviation and CVaR are higher in 

the crisis periods (Panel B) than in the non-crisis periods (Panel A), supporting our crisis 

stratification. Since most strategies yield a negative average return that is expected under 

bearish market conditions, it is not meaningful to compare portfolios by the Sharpe and 

Sortino ratios (see Israelsen (2005) for an explanation of the possible paradoxes). Therefore, 

we calculated p-values for tests of differences significance between the benchmark and SSD 

portfolios, separately, for the mean return and standard deviation. Only portfolios formed 

based on the Heston marginal yield profits during crises and, hence, outperform the other 

strategies. Specifically, we reject the null hypothesis for Heston_G’s mean return at the 5% 

significance level, while the difference between standard deviations is insignificant. EWP also 

shows statistically significant improvement compared to the S&P 500; however, it 

 
13 Interestingly, Kostakis et al. (2011) and Kempf et al. (2014) reach opposite conclusions from testing analogous hypotheses. 
Specifically, Kostakis and colleagues show that using an option-implied estimator leads to higher losses than using historical 
probabilities during a crisis, while Kempf and colleagues conclude that the superior performance of option-based strategies is 
more prominent in a crisis period. However, both papers agree that it is always preferable to use more recent historical data to 
estimate the input for portfolio optimisation, especially during bear markets.  
14 The 4 crisis years identified are 2001, 2002, 2008, and 2009. The choice of crisis periods is similar to that used in Low et al. 

(2013) and Kempf et al. (2015). 
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underperforms compared to Heston_G. Furthermore, Heston_G has substantially lower VaR 

than the benchmark and maximises the CE. 

The non-crisis periods present a different picture of the performance of the various 

strategies. While the performances of all the portfolios improve, the performance of the active 

strategies relative to the benchmark worsen. Heston_G maximises the Sharpe ratio; 

however, we find no statistically significant improvement in the risk-adjusted returns. Since 

we compare portfolios based on their ability to outperform the passive benchmark, we 

conclude that, in the non-crisis periods, Heston_G does not offer the same significant gains 

that we observe during the bear states of the market. Heston_G, however, has the lowest 

CVaR and maximises the average return, Sortino ratio, and CE. The LMW05 SSD test 

results do not qualitatively differ under change of market conditions. 

 

[Insert Table 2.8 here] 

 

To test for the robustness of the results, we consider an alternative specification of 

market conditions: we compare performances during periods of high and low market 

volatility. As a proxy for volatility, we use the VIX (CBOE Volatility) index, which represents 

the market's expectation of monthly forward-looking volatility. The VIX index is widely used 

as an indicator of market risk and investors’ sentiments in industry and the financial literature. 

High VIX values are generally linked to large volatility resulting from increased uncertainty, 

risk, and investors’ fear, while low VIX values correspond to stable, stress-free periods in the 

markets. The low VIX period is identified as the months when the VIX is below the 25th 

percentile of the VIX values distribution. Correspondingly, the high VIX period is identified as 

the months when the VIX is above the 75th percentile of the VIX values distribution. 

Table 2.9 shows the results for high VIX (Panel A) and low VIX (Panel B). A similar 

pattern to that in Table 8 is evident. In the period of high volatility, all the strategies yield a 

negative average return but Heston_G and Heston_RVine. We reject the null of a mean 

return difference for the Heston-based portfolios, which also have the lowest VaR and 

maximise skewness and CE returns. When the market is less volatile, Heston_G does not 

generate any economically or statistically significant gains for the investor. Moreover, Hist_G 

maximises the Sharpe and Sortino ratios, while it has the lowest VaR and CVaR values. 

These results are not surprising since Heston_G and Heston_RVine are formed based on 

the stochastic volatility model; therefore, the investor will benefit from them most during 

periods of high VIX, when an accurate volatility forecast is more crucial than during stress-

free periods in the market. It is also consistent with recent findings in the literature that the 

stock volatility predictability is state-dependent and strongest during bad economic times 

when the market is highly volatile (see Li and Zakamulin (2020) and references therein). 
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[Insert Table 2.9 here] 

 

The market volatility is strongly correlated with momentum factor crashes (Barroso & 

Santa-Clara, 2015; Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016).15 Therefore, the Heston model allows us to 

predict this factor crash and avoid its negative consequences for portfolio performance. 

Specifically, if the estimation window includes factor crashes, the defensive sectors which 

are less correlated with the momentum factor will appear attractive. Given a strong mean-

reversion effect, including these ETF in a portfolio would then lower the portfolio’s expected 

return (Post et al., 2018). In the investigated sample, the most severe momentum crash 

corresponds to the estimation period from December 2008 to November 2009 with a mean 

monthly return of -5.76%. Heston_G and Heston_RVine maximize the following month’s 

return with a value of 8.44%. Hist_G and Hist_RVine perform considerably worse with less 

than 3.60% return, while BSM_G and BSM_RVine yield 2.00% return. EWP’s performance is 

inferior with less than 1.75% return in December 2009. 

 

2.7. Conclusion 
 
In this study, we examine a financial modelling approach to equity sector rotation 

using Exchange Traded Funds. The motivation for doing this is that sector ETF allow one to 

invest in diversified portfolios at low cost. Moreover, the liquid ETF option market provides 

forward-looking information about the return distribution. To achieve a robust risk-adjusted 

performance of the ETF portfolio, we combine a range of techniques and methods including 

option-implied probability, stochastic volatility models, risk transformation, multivariate 

copulas, stochastic dominance, robust winsorised estimators, and Monte Carlo simulation. 

The result is surprisingly effective and the financial modelling approach beats passive 

benchmark and simpler approaches in terms of a range of performance measures out of 

sample. Option-implied probabilities estimated using the Heston stochastic volatility model 

provide the best risk-adjusted performance, showing superiority over equal diversification, 

the option-implied Black-Scholes-Merton model and the historical GARCH model, even after 

adjusting for transaction costs. The observed outperformance strengthens after we have 

accounted for data outliers by winsorizing the sample input. The outperformance of the 

optimal portfolios is more pronounced during bad economic times. We also found that using 

non-Gaussian multivariate copulas adds limited benefit for portfolio choice from the sector 

ETF. 

The results show that a financial modelling approach can outperform heuristic 

approaches, at least in our benign environment with a narrow cross-section, availability of 

 
15 The momentum factor explains a significant part of equities variation (Carhart, 1997). Compared with the 
market, value, or size factors, momentum had the worst crashes. Daniel & Moskowitz (2016) find that crashes 
tend to occur in times of market stress, when the market has fallen and ex-ante measures of volatility are high, 
coupled with an abrupt rise in contemporaneous market returns. 
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exchange-traded options and low transactions costs, provided that insights and methods 

from Finance, Decision Science, Econometrics and Optimization are properly integrated. 

The results can also be seen adding to the evidence against market efficiency. Given 

the low cost of ETF, a modest rebalancing frequency and the publicly available data that we 

use, our strategy is applicable in a real-world environment and may be of interest to a wide 

range of investors and institutions. 

We conclude with two promising areas for further research. First, the SSD approach 

allows for unrealistic preferences over higher-order moment risks, such as increasing risk-

aversion and negative skewness preferences. To avoid this problem, the suggested forward-

looking approach can be applied directly to higher orders of SD and approximate SD orders, 

as in Fang and Post (2021).  

Second, the investment universe can be extended to a larger number of base assets, 

for example, currency pairs, commodity futures and industry ETF (as opposed to sector 

ETF). This extension complicates the dependence structure modelling due to the curse of the 

dimensionality problem. We can address this issue by using copula models that account for 

high multidimensionality, in particular, the truncated vine copula (Brechmann, et al., 2012) 

and factor copula (Oh & Patton, 2017). 
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Figure 2.1 The value of a $100 invested in the Heston_RVine portfolio optimised using the winsorised input sample.  
 

The solid line shows the performance of the portfolio optimised without winsorising the input. The dashed line shows the case in which the input has been winsorised at the 5th 
and 95th percentiles. The dotted line shows the case in which the input has been winsorised at the 10th and 90th percentiles.  The dash-dot line shows the case in which the 
input has been winsorised at the 25th and 75th percentiles. 
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Table 2.1 Descriptive statistics for daily return series 
 

 Mean Stand. Dev Skewness Kurtosis ARCH Leverage Jarque-Bera 

XLB 0.0302 1.53 -0.12 8.61 0.18* -0.08* 0 

XLP 0.0244 0.95 -0.11 7.61 0.23* -0.07* 0 

XLE 0.0310 1.72 -0.40 11.97 0.20* -0.11* 0 

XLF 0.0158 1.91 -0.04 16.87 0.30* -0.06* 0 

XLI 0.0311 1.33 -0.25 8.68 0.13* -0.07* 0 

XLK 0.0183 1.62 0.25 9.25 0.19* -0.08* 0 

XLU 0.0260 1.18 0.05 11.59 0.27* -0.16* 0 

XLY 0.0327 1.40 -0.24 8.77 0.20* -0.06* 0 

XLV 0.0296 1.13 -0.12 11.34 0.20* -0.10* 0 

S&P 500 0.0163 1.21 -0.19 11.31 0.21* -0.11* 0 

 
This table presents descriptive statistics for the daily returns of nine sector ETF and the S&P 500 index. The full 
sample runs from January 2000 to December 2017. The list of ETF includes Materials (XLB), Consumer Staples 
(XLP), Energy (XLE), Financial (XLF), Industrial (XLI), Technology (XLK), Utilities (XLU), Consumer Discretionary 
(XLY), and Health Care (XLV). The mean and standard deviation are presented as percentages. ARCH refers to 
the one-lag autocorrection coefficients for the squared returns. Leverage refers to the linear correlation 
coefficients between the lagged returns, rt−1 . and the squared return, rt

r. The normality hypothesis is rejected for 
all assets using the Jarque-Bera test with 99 % confidence.  
* Statistical significance at the 99% confidence level 
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Table 2.2 Unconditional Pearson correlation and Ang & Chen (2002) exceedance correlation 

 

 XLB XLP XLE XLF XLI XLK XLU XLY XLV 

XLB 1 0.54 0.69 0.66 0.79 0.57 0.50 0.70 0.59 

XLP 0.54 1 0.46 0.57 0.61 0.44 0.54 0.61 0.57 

XLE 0.69 0.46 1 0.55 0.63 0.46 0.53 0.53 0.48 

XLF 0.66 0.57 0.55 1 0.76 0.62 0.49 0.75 0.61 

XLI 0.79 0.61 0.63 0.76 1 0.72 0.54 0.81 0.71 

XLK 0.57 0.44 0.46 0.62 0.72 1 0.44 0.69 0.64 

XLU 0.50 0.54 0.53 0.49 0.54 0.44 1 0.49 0.50 

XLY 0.70 0.61 0.53 0.75 0.81 0.69 0.49 1 0.68 

XLV 0.59 0.57 0.48 0.61 0.71 0.64 0.50 0.68 1 

5th percentile 0.58 0.22 0.45 0.48 0.41 0.37 0.22 0.46 0.15 

95th percentile -0.03 -0.09 0.12 0.19 0.08 0.07 -0.06 0.39 0.09 

 
This table presents the sample unconditional Pearson’s correlations between the daily returns for the nine sector 
ETF over the full sample period, January 2000 to December 2017. The list of ETF includes Materials (XLB), 
Consumer Staples (XLP), Energy (XLE), Financial (XLF), Industrial (XLI), Technology (XLK), Utilities (XLU), 
Consumer Discretionary (XLY), and Health Care (XLV). All correlations have p-values lower than 1%. The last 
two rows show the Ang & Chen (2002) exceedance correlation coefficients between the ETF and the S&P 500 
index, calculated for the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively. 
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Table 2.3 Moments for risk-neutral and real-world option-implied densities 
 

 Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis 

 BSM 
(RND) 

BSM 
(RWD) 

Heston 
(RND) 

Heston 
(RWD) 

BSM 
(RND) 

BSM 
(RWD) 

Heston 
(RND) 

Heston 
(RWD) 

BSM 
(RND) 

BSM 
(RWD) 

Heston 
(RND) 

Heston 
(RWD) 

BSM 
(RND) 

BSM 
(RWD) 

Heston 
(RND) 

Heston 
(RWD) 

XLB 0.0006 0.0084 0.0006 0.0034 0.058 0.048 0.064 0.051 0.000 0.036 -1.045 -0.770 3.000 3.021 5.389 5.067 

XLP 0.0006 0.0067 0.0006 0.0038 0.035 0.027 0.044 0.034 0.000 0.038 -1.378 -0.913 3.000 3.034 7.890 5.933 

XLE 0.0006 0.0081 0.0006 0.0018 0.065 0.055 0.072 0.061 0.000 0.031 -0.732 -0.673 3.000 3.010 4.169 4.056 

XLF 0.0006 0.0066 0.0006 0.0056 0.054 0.044 0.063 0.050 0.000 0.028 -1.186 -1.007 3.000 3.039 5.987 5.683 

XLI 0.0006 0.0080 0.0006 0.0068 0.049 0.042 0.056 0.046 0.000 0.032 -1.281 -0.929 3.000 3.027 6.583 5.873 

XLK 0.0006 0.0061 0.0006 0.0047 0.050 0.043 0.059 0.048 0.000 0.023 -1.247 -1.173 3.000 3.035 6.473 6.113 

XLU 0.0006 0.0085 0.0006 0.0023 0.044 0.039 0.051 0.042 0.000 0.050 -0.984 -0.556 3.000 3.028 5.705 4.708 

XLY 0.0006 0.0073 0.0006 0.0061 0.049 0.040 0.056 0.048 0.000 0.037 -1.348 -0.995 3.000 3.041 6.756 6.208 

XLV 0.0006 0.0069 0.0006 0.0057 0.043 0.035 0.050 0.040 0.000 0.029 -1.243 -0.905 3.000 3.030 6.752 5.606 

S&P 
500 

0.0006 0.0060 0.0006 0.0038 0.043 0.033 0.050 0.042 0.000 0.030 -1.506 -1.454 3.000 3.034 7.072 6.920 

 
Table reports the medians moments of option-implied one-month-ahead probabilities of sector ETF and S&P 500 index. The mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis 
are calculated for forty sets of densities (10 assets and four distribution types). Each set includes 203 density calculated at every first business day in the out-of-sample period 
from January 2001 to December 2017. The statistics are given for the BSM and Heston RNDs, the real-world densities (RWD) obtained by applying the statistical calibration to 
BSM RNDs and risk-premium transformations to Heston RNDs.  
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Table 2.4 Comparing density forecasts using weighted likelihood ratio test 
 

 Panel A. No weighting Panel B. Tails of distribution 

 Heston-BSM Heston-GARCH BSM-GARCH Heston-BSM Heston-GARCH BSM-GARCH 

XLB -1.357 6.418 7.544 0.689 -0.888 -1.134 

XLP -2.048 3.850 6.790 0.652 -0.926 -1.442 

XLE 0.291 11.532 9.576 2.478 2.925 -0.093 

XLF -1.361 5.668 7.206 0.425 -0.560 -0.884 

XLI -1.184 6.872 8.225 0.203 -0.542 -0.599 

XLK 1.637 11.281 7.906 2.681 2.752 -0.902 

XLU -1.553 1.860 4.143 -0.332 -1.182 -0.617 

XLY -0.825 4.978 6.295 1.331 -0.288 -1.392 

XLV -0.614 3.482 4.658 0.171 -1.508 -1.328 

S&P 500 7.635 11.535 3.351 9.584 7.718 -6.551 

 
This table reports the results for the weighted likelihood ratio (WLR) test by Amisano and Giacomini (2007). The 
null hypothesis is that the two comparing models f and g perform identically in terms of density forecasting, The 
WLR is calculated as follows: 

𝑊𝐿𝑅𝑡+1 = 𝑤(𝑃𝑡+1) (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑓𝑡(𝑃𝑡+1) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔�̂�𝑡(𝑃𝑡+1)) , 𝑡 = 1,… , 𝑇 − 1, 

where 𝑃𝑡+1 is the price at time t+1, 𝑓𝑡 and �̂�𝑡 are density forecasts estimated at time t using the model f and g, 

𝑤(·) is the weight function, T-1 is the number of forecasting periods. The test is conducted for 9 sectors ETF and 
the S&P500 index. The out-of-sample period is from January 2001 to December 2017, where T = 204 months. 

The table reports the test statistics 𝑡 = 𝑊𝐿𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅/(�̂�/√(𝑇 − 1), where �̂� is HAC estimator of the WLR asymptotic 

variance. The t-statistic is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. Panel A reports results with no 
weighting (𝑤(·) = 1). Panel B reports results for the tail-weighted case where the tails of distribution have higher 

weights 𝑤(·) values than the center part. The label on each column indicates the comparing models’ names (f-g). 
Positive values indicate that f outperforms g and vice versa. 
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Table 2.5 Competing strategies description 
 

Name Data Marginal probability Dependence model 

S&P500 Passive benchmark — S&P 500 equity index 

BSM_G Options BSM model Gaussian 

BSM_RVine Options BSM model R-Vine 

Heston_G Options Heston model Gaussian 

Heston_RVine Options Heston model R-Vine 

Hist_G Historical GJR-GARCH Gaussian 

Hist_RVine Historical GJR-GARCH R-Vine 

EWP Passive equally-weighted portfolio, ω𝑗 = 1/9, 𝑗 = 1,… , 9 

 
The table presents a description of seven competing strategies. The first column includes the names of the 
portfolios. The second column shows the type of data used for the estimation of the marginal probabilities: option 
or historical data. The third column presents the parametric model for the marginal probability distribution. ‘BSM 
model’ indicates the case when the prices are lognormally distributed, as in the BSM model. ‘Heston model’ 
indicates the case when the prices are distributed according to the marginals implied by Heston’s (1993) model. 
‘GJR-GARCH’ indicates the case when the prices are distributed according to the marginals implied by Glosten et 
al.’s (1993) GJR-GARCH (1,1,1) model with Student’s t innovations. The last column presents the model used to 
measure the dependence between the base assets. ‘Gaussian’ indicates the case when the assets are linearly 
dependent, that is, the dependence is completely explained by the Pearson correlation matrix. ‘R-Vine’ indicates 
the case when the assets dependence is modelled with the Regular Vine copula with different pair-copulas, 
allowing non-linear interactions between the assets. The second row is the description of the benchmark portfolio. 
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Table 2.6 The out-of-sample performance (base case) 
 

  Option-implied Historical  

 S&P500 BSM_G BSM_RVine Heston_G Heston_RVine Hist_G Hist_RVine EWP 

Mean 0.46 0.43 0.48 1.05 1.02 0.60 0.68 0.74 

TW 199.16 186.24 202.94 647.52 615.66 279.92 329.33 350.70 

Stand. Dev. 4.82 4.98 5.14 4.99 4.97 4.33 4.31 4.74 

Semidev. 3.67 3.66 3.67 3.26 3.26 3.09 3.00 3.51 

Skewness -1.42 -0.92 -0.62 -0.38 -0.50 -0.88 -0.82 -1.48 

VaR95% 7.44 8.48 8.48 5.89 6.79 7.02 6.69 7.35 

CVaR95% 13.40 13.03 12.89 11.49 11.41 10.77 10.50 12.77 

CE -0.07 -0.11 -0.09 0.52 0.49 0.20 0.29 0.22 

Sharpe 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.19 0.18 0.11 0.13 0.13 

Sortino 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.29 0.28 0.16 0.19 0.18 

Turnover  0.87 0.87 1.40 1.37 1.11 1.05 0.02 

Concentration  0.76 0.77 0.91 0.91 0.67 0.68 0.11 

LW08 p-value  0.856 0.971 0.010 0.018 0.317 0.130 0.000 

LMW05 p-value  0.443 0.397 0.655 0.684 0.569 0.506 0.511 

 
This table presents the out-of-sample performance of competing portfolio strategies over the sample period from 
January 2001 to December 2017. There are eight different portfolios, described in Table 5. Column 1 and 8 
contains the results for the passive benchmark index and equally-weighted portfolio. Columns 2–5 show the 
performance of active strategies constructed using option-implied probability estimators, while Columns 6–7 show 
the performances of active strategies constructed using historical probability estimators. The rebalancing happens 
on the first trading day of every month. The performance measures are estimated from monthly returns. The 
measures shown are the mean, standard deviation, semi-deviation, and skewness, as well as the historical value 
at risk (VaR) and conditional value at risk (CVaR) for the 95% confidence level, the certainty equivalent (CE) 
return for a power utility function with RRA = 4, the Sharpe ratio, the Sortino ratio, turnover and the sum of 
squared portfolio weights (Concentration).The LW08 p-value is a p-value for the Sharpe ratio difference test 
between the corresponding portfolio and the benchmark S&P 500, estimated using robust bootstrap inference, as 
suggested by Ledoit and Wolf (2008). The bottom row displays p-values of Linton, Maasoumi and Whang (2005) 
SSD statistical tests. For excess returns, we use 0.11% as the monthly risk-free rate. 
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Table 2.7 The out-of-sample performance net of transaction costs 
 

Panel A. 3.8 bps 

  Option-implied Historical  

 S&P500 BSM_G BSM_RVine Heston_G Heston_RVine Hist_G Hist_RVine EWP 

Mean 0.46 0.38 0.43 0.99 0.96 0.55 0.63 0.74 

TW 199.16 174.08 189.77 580.66 553.71 256.85 303.61 350.08 

Stand. Dev. 4.82 4.98 5.14 5.00 4.98 4.34 4.32 4.75 

Semidev. 3.67 3.69 3.69 3.28 3.29 3.12 3.02 3.52 

Skewness -1.42 -0.91 -0.61 -0.38 -0.50 -0.87 -0.81 -1.47 

VaR95% 7.44 8.51 8.50 5.96 6.79 7.02 6.75 7.35 

CVaR95% 13.40 13.08 12.94 11.55 11.47 10.83 10.56 12.80 

CE -0.07 -0.17 -0.14 0.45 0.43 0.15 0.24 0.21 

Sharpe 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.18 0.17 0.10 0.12 0.13 

Sortino 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.27 0.26 0.14 0.17 0.18 

Turnover  0.88 0.87 1.41 1.37 1.11 1.05 0.02 

Concentration  0.76 0.77 0.91 0.91 0.67 0.68 0.11 

LW08 p-value  0.601 0.728 0.015 0.027 0.570 0.308 0.000 

LMW05 p-value  0.254 0.254 0.659 0.699 0.566 0.532 0.509 

Panel B. 8.1 bps 

  Option-implied Historical  

 S&P500 BSM_G BSM_RVine Heston_G Heston_RVine Hist_G Hist_RVine EWP 

Mean 0.46 0.34 0.39 0.93 0.90 0.50 0.59 0.73 

TW 199.16 161.26 175.89 513.24 491.05 233.01 276.91 349.38 

Stand. Dev. 4.82 4.98 5.14 5.00 4.97 4.33 4.31 4.75 

Semidev. 3.67 3.70 3.70 3.30 3.31 3.13 3.04 3.52 

Skewness -1.42 -0.91 -0.61 -0.38 -0.50 -0.87 -0.81 -1.47 

VaR95% 7.44 8.52 8.52 6.04 6.79 7.02 6.82 7.36 

CVaR95% 13.40 13.11 12.97 11.59 11.51 10.87 10.60 12.80 

CE -0.07 -0.21 -0.18 0.39 0.37 0.10 0.19 0.21 

Sharpe 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.16 0.16 0.09 0.11 0.13 

Sortino 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.25 0.24 0.13 0.16 0.18 

Turnover  0.88 0.87 1.41 1.37 1.11 1.05 0.02 

Concentration  0.76 0.77 0.91 0.91 0.67 0.68 0.11 

LW08 p-value  0.489 0.604 0.031 0.052 0.749 0.439 0.000 

LMW05 p-value  0.225 0.162 0.665 0.717 0.595 0.578 0.509 

 

This table presents the out-of-sample performance calculated net of proportional transaction costs. We considered two levels 

of transaction costs: 3.8 basis points (Panel A) and 8.1 basis points (Panel B). There are eight different portfolios, described 

in Table 5. The rebalancing happens on the first trading day of every month. The performance measures are estimated from 

monthly returns. The measures shown are the mean, terminal wealth (TW), standard deviation, semi-deviation, and skewness, 

as well as the historical value at risk (VaR) and conditional value at risk (CVaR) for the 95% confidence level, the certainty 

equivalent (CE) return for a power utility function with RRA = 4, the Sharpe ratio, the Sortino ratio, turnover and the sum of 

squared portfolio weights (Concentration). We model TW by hypothetically investing $100 at the start of the out-of-sample 

periods for each portfolio. The LW08 p-value is a p-value for the Sharpe ratio difference test between the corresponding 

portfolio and the benchmark S&P 500, estimated using robust bootstrap inference, as suggested by Ledoit and Wolf (2008). 

The bottom row displays p-values of Linton, Maasoumi and Whang (2005) SSD statistical tests. For excess returns, we use 

0.11% as the monthly risk-free rate. 
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Table 2.8 The out-of-sample performance in crisis and non-crisis periods 
 

Panel A. Period of crisis 

  Option-implied Historical  

 S&P500 BSM_G BSM_RVine Heston_G Heston_RVine Hist_G Hist_RVine EWP 

Mean -1.02 -0.65 -0.57 0.23 0.05 -0.38 -0.31 -0.51 

p-value  0.286 0.246 0.029 0.051 0.120 0.110 0.002 

TW 53.11 66.17 67.67 95.98 88.16 75.81 78.49 67.98 

Stand. Dev. 7.51 6.35 6.90 7.98 7.88 6.20 6.23 7.50 

p-value  0.253 0.563 0.682 0.745 0.192 0.204 0.989 

Semidev. 6.28 5.30 5.37 5.73 5.76 4.86 4.77 6.06 

Skewness -0.79 -0.94 -0.32 -0.13 -0.23 -0.54 -0.48 -0.89 

VaR95% 14.29 12.24 12.24 11.30 11.30 12.24 9.89 15.39 

CVaR95% 20.53 17.91 17.91 20.23 20.13 15.97 15.95 20.68 

CE -2.30 -1.55 -1.58 -1.12 -1.28 -1.20 -1.13 -1.80 

Concentration  0.76 0.77 0.91 0.91 0.67 0.68 0.11 

LMW05 p-value  0.395 0.413 0.657 0.686 0.292 0.122 0.594 

Panel B. Period of no crisis 

  Option-implied Historical  

 S&P500 BSM_G BSM_RVine Heston_G Heston_RVine Hist_G Hist_RVine EWP 

Mean 0.92 0.77 0.81 1.30 1.33 0.91 0.99 1.12 

TW 374.96 281.46 299.89 674.66 698.34 369.25 419.59 515.86 

Stand. Dev. 3.51 4.45 4.44 3.61 3.62 3.53 3.48 3.42 

Semidev. 2.34 2.98 2.95 1.93 1.91 2.28 2.17 2.18 

Skewness -1.09 -0.64 -0.59 -0.09 -0.06 -0.70 -0.62 -1.04 

VaR95% 5.12 5.40 5.51 5.04 5.04 5.92 4.94 4.28 

CVaR95% 7.79 10.40 10.29 6.26 6.26 7.94 7.85 7.43 

CE 0.66 0.35 0.39 1.05 1.07 0.65 0.74 0.88 

Sharpe 0.23 0.15 0.16 0.33 0.34 0.23 0.25 0.30 

Sortino 0.35 0.22 0.24 0.62 0.64 0.35 0.41 0.46 

Concentration  0.76 0.77 0.91 0.91 0.67 0.68 0.11 

LW08 p-value  0.090 0.136 0.113 0.098 0.938 0.680 0.000 

LMW05 p-value  0.077 0.133 0.642 0.631 0.539 0.727 0.288 

 
The table shows the out-of-sample performances separately for crisis periods (2001, 2002, 2008, and 2009) in 
Panel A and non-crisis periods (2003–2007 and 2010–2017) in Panel B. In Panel A, we provide the p-values for 
the tests of significance differences between the benchmark S&P 500 and the corresponding SSD portfolios. The 
first p-value relates to the mean return and the second one to the standard deviation. 
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Table 2.9 The out-of-sample performance in periods of high and low VIX (volatility) 
 

Panel A. High VIX 

  Option-implied Historical  

 S&P500 BSM_G BSM_RVine Heston_G Heston_RVine Hist_G Hist_RVine EWP 

Mean -0.93 -1.10 -0.90 0.25 0.12 -0.64 -0.26 -0.57 

p-value  0.605 0.486 0.032 0.047 0.284 0.094 0.011 

TW 52.61 49.09 53.51 96.70 91.06 64.24 77.81 63.22 

Stand. Dev. 7.92 7.48 7.88 7.91 7.83 6.67 6.78 7.86 

p-value  0.694 0.977 0.994 0.935 0.228 0.277 0.962 

Semidev. 6.57 6.27 6.22 5.59 5.62 5.28 5.17 6.37 

Skewness -0.75 -0.64 -0.27 -0.09 -0.20 -0.38 -0.45 -0.80 

VaR95% 16.47 17.89 17.89 11.30 11.30 13.33 13.71 15.46 

CVaR95% 20.63 19.79 19.61 19.70 19.61 15.98 16.42 20.38 

CE -2.34 -2.33 -2.22 -1.08 -1.18 -1.57 -1.23 -1.98 

Concentration  0.76 0.77 0.91 0.91 0.67 0.68 0.11 

LMW05 p-value  0.487 0.487 0.601 0.638 0.358 0.107 0.661 

Panel B. Low VIX 

  Option-implied Historical  

 S&P500 BSM_G BSM_RVine Heston_G Heston_RVine Hist_G Hist_RVine EWP 

Mean 1.42 1.60 1.69 1.60 1.63 1.73 1.55 1.60 

TW 202.62 218.78 229.07 221.52 224.15 237.25 216.96 222.18 

Stand. Dev. 2.08 3.48 3.43 2.46 2.48 2.21 2.25 2.11 

Semidev. 0.92 1.57 1.50 1.16 1.13 0.85 0.85 0.90 

Skewness -0.37 0.83 0.85 -0.55 -0.45 -0.13 0.07 -0.47 

VaR95% 2.94 4.08 2.59 3.13 3.13 2.31 2.60 2.99 

CVaR95% 3.33 6.07 5.74 4.19 4.19 3.16 2.91 3.28 

CE 1.33 1.38 1.47 1.48 1.50 1.64 1.46 1.51 

Sharpe 0.63 0.43 0.46 0.61 0.61 0.73 0.64 0.71 

Sortino 1.43 0.95 1.06 1.29 1.34 1.92 1.71 1.66 

Concentration  0.76 0.77 0.91 0.91 0.67 0.68 0.11 

LW08 p-value  0.113 0.189 0.810 0.841 0.394 0.914 0.051 

LMW05 p-value  0.410 0.417 0.461 0.550 0.672 0.568 0.576 

 
The table shows the out-of-sample performances during periods of high and low market volatility proxied by the 
VIX index. Panel A shows the results for the period of high VIX, which is identified as the months when the VIX is 
above the 75th percentile of the VIX values distribution. Panel A shows the results for the period of low VIX, which 
is identified as the months when the VIX is below the 25th percentile of the VIX values distribution.  
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Appendix 2-A. Atiya and Wall (2009) method 
 

The Atiya and Wall (2009) method for risk-premium calibration requires us to specify 

the bivariate stochastic process: the logarithmic price, y=log(S), and the variance, V: 

𝑑𝑦 = (𝑟 − 𝑞 + 𝜇 −
𝑉

2
)𝑑𝑡 + √𝑉𝑑�̃�1; (A2.1) 

𝑑𝑉 = (𝛼 − 𝛽𝑉)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎√𝑉𝑑�̃�2; (A2.2) 

𝑐𝑜𝑟(�̃�1, �̃�2) = 𝜌,  

where r is the risk-free rate, q is the dividend yield, and µ is the equity risk premium; 

α=κθ and β=(κ-λ), where θ is the level towards which the stochastic variance, V, reverts, κ 

denotes the rate of reversion of V towards θ, and λ is the variance risk premium; 𝜌 is the 

correlation between the two Brownian motions. 

Since the Brownian motions are correlated normal random variables, the transition 

probability density for the joint log-stock price/variance process from time t to t + 1 is bivariate 

normal: 

𝑝(𝑦𝑡+1, 𝑉𝑡+1|𝑦𝑡 , 𝑉𝑡) = 𝛷(𝜧𝑡+1, 𝜮𝑡+1), (A2.3) 

where 𝛷(Μt+1, Σt+1) is the bivariate normal density with mean vector 

𝜧𝑡+1 = [
𝑦𝑡 + (𝑟 − 𝑞 + µ −

𝑉𝑡
2
)𝑑𝑡

𝑉𝑡 + (𝛼 + 𝛽𝑉𝑡)𝑑𝑡
] , (A2.4) 

and covariance matrix 

𝜮𝑡+1 = 𝑉𝑡𝑑𝑡 (
1 𝜌𝜎

𝜌𝜎 𝜎2
) , (A2.5) 

where dt is the time increment between t and t+1. Since the Atiya and Wall (2009) 

method approximates a continuous process with discrete observations, the size of dt defines 

the precision of the method. Atiya and Wall (2009) apply a filtering argument to show that the 

likelihood for the unobserved variances can be approximated from the likelihood of stock 

prices. The likelihood at time t + 1, given a value, Vt, at time t, is proportional to:  

𝐿𝑡+1(𝑉𝑡+1) ∝  𝑑𝑡(𝑎𝑏𝑡)
−
1
4𝑒−2√𝑎𝑏𝑡𝐿𝑡 (√

𝑏𝑡
𝑎
) (A2.6) 

This expression uses the following inputs: 

𝑎 =
𝛽′2 + 𝜌𝜎𝛽′𝑑𝑡 +

𝜎2𝑑𝑡2

4
2𝜎2(1 − 𝜌2)𝑑𝑡

,  

𝑏𝑡 =
(𝑉𝑡+1 − 𝛼𝑑𝑡)

2 − 2𝜌𝜎(𝑉𝑡+1 − 𝛼𝑑𝑡)(𝑑𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝜇
′𝑑𝑡) + 𝜎2(𝑑𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝜇

′𝑑𝑡)2

2𝜎2(1 − 𝜌2)𝑑𝑡
,  
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𝑑𝑡 =
exp [

(2𝛽′ + 𝜌𝜎𝑑𝑡)(𝑉𝑡+1 − 𝛼𝑑𝑡) − (2𝜌𝜎𝛽
′ + 𝜎2𝑑𝑡)(𝑑𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝜇

′𝑑𝑡)
2𝜎2(1 − 𝜌2)𝑑𝑡

]

𝐷
,

 

𝛽′ = 1 − 𝛽𝑑𝑡,  

𝐷 = 2𝜋𝜎√1 − 𝜌2𝑑𝑡,  

𝑑𝑦𝑡+1 = 𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝑦𝑡 , , 

𝜇′ = 𝜇 + 𝑟 − 𝑞.  

The likelihood function depends also on Vt+1, through the terms bt and dt. To evaluate 

Vt+1 from Vt, Atiya and Wall (2009) note that 𝑉𝑡 = √𝑏𝑡 𝑎⁄ . Inverting this expression and 

applying the quadratic formula produces the solution 

𝑉𝑡+1 = √𝐵
2 − 𝐶 − 𝐵, (A2.7) 

where 

𝐵 = −𝛼𝑑𝑡 − 𝜌𝜎(𝑑𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝜇
′𝑑𝑡),  

𝐶 = (𝛼𝑑𝑡)2 + 2𝜌𝜎𝛼𝑑𝑡(𝑑𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝜇
′𝑑𝑡) + 𝜎2(𝑑𝑦𝑡+1 − 𝜇

′𝑑𝑡)2 − 2𝑉𝑡
2𝑎𝜎2(1 − 𝜌2)𝑑𝑡.  

Hence, to evaluate the likelihood equation (A2.6), we start with initial values L0(V0). To 

evaluate Lt+1(Vt+1) given Lt(Vt), we first obtain Vt+1 from Equation (A2.7). We then apply 

Equation (A1). We continue until time T, at which time we have LT(VT), to which we apply an 

optimisation routine to find the maximum. 

[𝜇, 𝜆] = argmax
𝜇,𝜆

L𝑇(𝑉𝑇) . (A2.8) 

The initial value suggested by Atiya and Wall (2009) is 𝐿0(𝑉0) = 𝑒
−𝑉0, where V0 is the 

initial variance parameter from the Heston model. 
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Appendix 2-B. Regular Vine copula estimation and simulation 
 

To model nonlinear dependence between assets, we use the Regular-Vine copula. 

The Regular Vine (R-Vine) can be described as a hierarchy of trees in which a tree is a 

graph in which every two nodes are connected by a unique sequence of edges.  

Definition 1. (R-Vine) ϑ=(T1, …, Tn-1) is an R-Vine on n elements if 

(1) T1 is a tree with nodes N1={1, …, n} and a set of edges denoted E1. 

(2) For i=2, …, n-1, Ti is a tree with nodes Ni=Ei-1 and edge set Ei. 

(3) For i=1, …, n-1 and {a, b} ∈ Ei if for {a1,a2} ∈ a and {b1, b2} ∈ b it must satisfy 

card(a∩b)=1 (proximity condition) 

Definition 2. (Complete Union, Conditioning and Conditioned Sets of an Edge) The 

complete union of an edge ei ∈ Ei is a set Uei = {n1 ∈ N1|∃ej ∈ Ej, j = 1, …, i-1, with n1 ∈ e1 ∈ e2 

∈ … ∈ ei-1 ∈ ei} ⊂ N1. For ei = {a,b} ∈ Ei, a, b ∈ Ni, i = 1, 2, …, n-1, the conditioning set of an 

edge ei is Dei = Ua ∩ Ub (the intersection of the complete unions of a and b), and the 

conditioned sets of an edge ei are Cei,a = Ua \ Dei, Cei,b = Ub \ Dei and Cei = Cei,a ∪ Cei,b (the 

symmetric difference of the two sets). 

Definition 3. (Constraint set) The constraint set for ϑ is a set, each element of which 

is composed of the edge conditioned and conditioning sets:  

𝑐𝜗 = {({𝐶𝑒,𝑎 , 𝐶𝑒,𝑏}, 𝐷𝑒)|𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑖 , 𝑒 = {𝑎, 𝑏}, 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛 − 1}. (B2.1) 

The constraint set of R-Vine cϑ contains all the necessary information to distinguish it 

from other R-vines. 

Definition 4. (R-Vine Copula Specification) (F, ϑ, B) is an R-Vine copula specification 

if F = (F1, F2, …, Fn) is a vector of continuous invertible distribution functions, ϑ is an n-

dimensional R-Vine and B = {Be|i = 1, …, n-1; e ∈ Ei} is a set of copulas with Be being a 

bivariate copula (pair-copula). 

A joint probability distribution F of a random vector (X1, …, Xn) is said to realise an 

R-Vine copula specification (F, ϑ, B) if, for each e ∈ Ei, i = 1, …, n-1, e = {a, b}, and Be is a 

pair-copula of 𝑋𝐶𝑒,𝑎 and 𝑋𝐶𝑒,𝑏 given 𝑿𝐷𝑒 = {Xi|i ∈ De}, where it is assumed that this conditional 

copula is independent of the conditioning variables, 𝑿𝐷𝑒.
16 The marginal distribution of Xj has 

to be Fj for j = 1, …, n. 

Definition 5. (Theorem 2.5 in Dissmann et al. (2013)) Let (F, ϑ, B) be an R-Vine 

copula specification on n elements. There is a unique distribution that realises this R-Vine 

copula specification with density  

 
16 Indeed, the conditional bivariate copula depends on the conditioning variables in De but, indirectly, through the 
conditional marginal distributions, which are the copula’s arguments. This simplification (therefore, the method is 
called simplified pair-copula construction) was shown to be a good approximation, even when the true model 
implies the direct dependence of pair-copulas on the conditioning set (Haff, Aas, & Frigessi, 2010). 
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𝑓1…𝑛(𝒙) =∏𝑓𝑘(𝑥𝑘)

𝑛

𝑘=1

∏∏𝑐𝐶𝑒,𝑎,𝐶𝑒,𝑏|𝐷𝑒 (𝐹𝐶𝑒,𝑎|𝐷𝑒(𝑥𝐶𝑒,𝑎|𝒙𝐷𝑒), 𝐹𝐶𝑒,𝑏|𝐷𝑒(𝑥𝐶𝑒,𝑏|𝒙𝐷𝑒))

𝑒∈𝐸𝑖

𝑛−1

𝑖=1

, (B2.2) 

where x = (x1, …, xn), e = {a, b} and 𝒙𝐷𝑒 = {xi|i ∈ De}. The first term is the product of the 

densities, fi, of Fi for i = 1, …, n. The pair-copulas in the second term are indexed with the 

constraint set elements from Definition 3. The conditional distributions, 𝐹𝐶𝑒,𝑎|𝐷𝑒(𝑥𝐶𝑒,𝑎|𝒙𝐷𝑒) and 

𝐹𝐶𝑒,𝑏|𝐷𝑒(𝑥𝐶𝑒,𝑏|𝒙𝐷𝑒), can be obtained by taking the partial derivative of conditional pair-copulas 

which correspond to the edges, a and b, respectively. Particularly, let Ei ∋ e = {a,b}, a = (a1, 

a2), and b = {b1, b2} be the edge that connects Ce,a and Ce,b conditioned on De; then, as Joe 

(1996) showed, 

𝐹𝐶𝑒,𝑎|𝐷𝑒(𝑥𝐶𝑒,𝑎|𝒙𝐷𝑒) =
𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑎|𝐷𝑎(𝐹𝐶𝑎,𝑎1|𝐷𝑎(𝑥𝐶𝑎,𝑎1 |𝒙𝐷𝑎), 𝐹𝐶𝑎,𝑎2|𝐷𝑎(𝑥𝐶𝑎,𝑎2 |𝒙𝐷𝑎))

𝜕𝐹𝐶𝑎,𝑎2|𝐷𝑎 (𝑥𝐶𝑎,𝑎2 |𝒙𝐷𝑎)
, (B2.3) 

𝐹𝐶𝑒,𝑎|𝐷𝑒(𝑥𝐶𝑒,𝑎|𝒙𝐷𝑒) ∶= ℎ(𝐹𝐶𝑎,𝑎1|𝐷𝑎
(𝑥𝐶𝑎,𝑎1

|𝒙𝐷𝑎), 𝐹𝐶𝑎,𝑎2|𝐷𝑎
(𝑥𝐶𝑎,𝑎2

|𝒙𝐷𝑎)), 

where 𝐹𝐶𝑎,𝑎1|𝐷𝑎
(𝑥𝐶𝑎,𝑎1

|𝒙𝐷𝑎) and 𝐹𝐶𝑎,𝑎2|𝐷𝑎
(𝑥𝐶𝑎,𝑎2

|𝒙𝐷𝑎) are called transformed variables 

and have to be obtained recursively. The notation of the h-function is introduced for 

convenience.  

Definition 6. (Matrix Constraint Set) Let M = (mi,j), i, j = 1, …, n, be a lower triangular 

array. The i-th constraint set for M is 

𝐶𝑀(𝑖) = {({𝑚𝑖,𝑖, 𝑚𝑘,𝑖}, 𝐷)|𝑘 = 𝑖 + 1,… , 𝑛, 𝐷 = {𝑚𝑘+1,𝑖, … ,𝑚𝑛,𝑖}} (B2.4) 

for i=1, …, n-1. If k=n, D equals an empty set. The constraint set for matrix M is the 

union CM = CM(1) ∪ … ∪ CM(n-1). For the elements of the constraint set, ({mi,i, mk,i}, 

D) ∈ CM, {mi,i, mk,i} is the conditioned set and D is the conditioning set.  

𝑀 = (

𝑚1,1 ⋯ 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑚1,𝑛 ⋯ 𝑚𝑛,𝑛

) . (B2.5) 

Every element of the constraint set is made up of the diagonal entry, mi,i, an entry in 

the same column below the diagonal mk,I, and all the elements following in that column, 

{mk+1,i, …, mn,i}, k = i+1, …, n, i = 1, …, n. 

Definition 7. (R-Vine Matrix) A lower triangular matrix M = (mi,j), i, j = 1, …, n, is 

called an R-Vine matrix if, for i = 1, …, n-1 and for all k = i+1, …, n-1, there is a j in i+1, …, n-

1 with 

(𝑚𝑘,𝑖, {𝑚𝑘+1,𝑖, … ,𝑚𝑛,𝑖}) ∈ 𝐵𝑀(𝑗) 𝑜𝑟 ∈ �̃�𝑀(𝑗), (B2.6) 

where 

𝐵𝑀(𝑖)  ∶= {(𝑚𝑖,𝑖 , 𝐷) |𝑘 = 𝑖 + 1,… , 𝑛; 𝐷 = {𝑚𝑘,𝑖 , … ,𝑚𝑛,𝑖}} ,  
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�̃�𝑀(𝑖) ∶= {(𝑚𝑘,𝑖 , 𝐷)|𝑘 = 𝑖 + 1,… , 𝑛; 𝐷 = {𝑚𝑖,𝑖} ∪ {𝑚𝑘+1,𝑖, … ,𝑚𝑛,𝑖}} . (B2.7) 

Definition 6 implies that every column contains all the entries that a column to the 

right contains, and there is a new entry on the diagonal in every column. Therefore, all the 

elements in each are different. 

(Theorem 2.5 in Dissmann et al. (2013)) Let (F, ϑ, B) be an R-Vine copula 

specification on n elements with constraint set cϑ and R-Vine matrix M. There is a unique 

distribution F that realises this R-Vine copula specification with density 

𝑓(𝑹) =∏𝑓𝒊 ∗ ∏ ∏𝑐𝑚𝑘,𝑘,𝑚𝑖,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘
(𝐹𝑚𝑘,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘

, 𝐹𝑚𝑖,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘
)

𝑘+1

𝑖=𝑛

1

𝑘=𝑛−1

𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

, (B2.8) 

where fi is the density of Fi for i = 1, …, n; 𝑐𝑚𝑘,𝑘,𝑚𝑖,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘
 is a conditional 

bivariate copula which corresponds to the k-th constraint set of M (Definition 5). The 

conditional cumulative function, 𝐹𝑚𝑘,𝑘|𝑚𝑖+1,𝑘,…,𝑚𝑛,𝑘
, can be calculated as the partial derivative 

of the corresponding copula with respect to the condition set. 

Besides the R-Vine copula structure in the form of matrix M, we need to specify family 

and parameter estimates for each pair-copula in the form of two additional matrices, T = (ti,j) 

and P = (pi,j), for i, j = 1, …, n. For convenience, the diagonal elements of M are sorted in 

descending order, n, …, 1, where mk,k = n-k+1.  

The sampling from the R-vine specifications can be performed using the inverse 

probability integral transform. For example, in the pair-copula case, let C be the copula under 

consideration and let v1 and v2 be two independent samples. Using the inverse of the h-

function as defined in Definition 5, u = (u1, u2)’ given by 

𝑢1 = 𝑣1 and 𝑢2 = ℎ
−1(𝑣2, 𝑢1) = 𝐹2|1

−1(𝑣2|𝑢1), 

is a sample from the copula C with uniform marginals. 

The R-Vine structure selection (Algorithm 3.1 in Dissmann et al. (2013)) as well as a 

simulation (Algorithm 2.2 in Dissmann et al. (2013)) from the selected R-Vine specification 

was conducted using the R package, ‘VineCopula’, with the full set of pair-copula types to 

select from 48 types. We also include the independence copula in the selection by 

performing a preliminary independence test based on Kendall’s tau. If this test indicates 

independence, no further steps are taken, and the independence copula is chosen. 

 

Algorithm. Generate correlated sample using rank correlation 

1: Generate random numbers from marginal probability distributions (see Subsection 

2.2.3. Real-world distribution estimation) and obtain s = (s1, …, sn). 

2: Simulate data from the selected R-vine specification, x = (x1, …, xn) (Algorithm 1) 
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3: Sort the R-Vine copula random numbers, (x1, …, xn), from smallest to largest, and 

return a vector of indices describing the rearranged order of the numbers 

[𝑟1, 𝑖1] = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑥1) 

[𝑟2, 𝑖2] = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑥2) 

… 

[𝑟𝑛, 𝑖𝑛] = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑥𝑛), 

where (r1, …, rn) contain the sorted values of (x1, …, xn), respectively, and (i1, …, in) 

are index vectors that describe the rearranged order of the elements into (r1, …, rn). For 

example, if the first value in the sorted vector, r1, is the third value in the original unsorted 

vector, x1, then the first value in the index vector, i1, is 3. 

4: Allocate n vectors, (p1, …, pn), which are of the same length as the simulated R-

Vine copula random vectors, (x1, …, xn). 

5: Sort the values in (s1, …, sn) from smallest to largest. Place the values into (p1, …, 

pn), in the same order as the indices, (i1, …, in), generated by sorting the R-Vine copula 

random numbers in Step 3. 

𝑝1(𝑖1) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑠1) 

𝑝2(𝑖2) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑠2) 

… 

𝑝𝑛(𝑖𝑛) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑠𝑛) 

6: return: Return p = (p1, …, pn) 
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Appendix 3-C. Portfolio performance measures 
 

For the analysis of portfolios’ out-of-sample performances, we consider nine metrics. If we 

have N realisations of the optimised portfolio out-of-sample return, R: 

Mean:    𝜇 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑅𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1  

Standard deviation:  𝜎 = √
∑ (𝑅𝑖−𝜇)

2𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁−1
 

Semi-deviation:  𝑠𝑑 = √
∑ (𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖−𝜇)

2∗𝐼(𝑅𝑖<𝜇)

∑ 𝐼(𝑅𝑖<𝜇)
𝑁
𝑖=1

 

𝐼(𝑅𝑖 < 𝜇) = {
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑖 < 𝜇
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

Skewness:   𝑠𝑘 =
1

𝑁

∑ (𝑅𝑖−𝜇)
3𝑁

𝑖=1

𝜎3
 

95 % Value-at-Risk:  𝑉𝑎𝑅 = (min𝑅 |𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑅) = 0.05) 

where Prob(R) is the cumulative probability distribution of returns, R. 

95 % Conditional Value-at-Risk: 𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅 =
∑ (−𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖)

2∗𝐼(𝑅𝑖<𝑉𝑎𝑅)

∑ 𝐼(𝑅𝑖<𝑉𝑎𝑅)
𝑁
𝑖=1

 

Certainty equivalent returns:  𝐶𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑ ln(1 + 𝑅𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1  

Sharpe ratio:   𝑆𝑅 =
𝜇

𝜎
 

Sortino ratio:   𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑅 =
𝜇

𝑠𝑑
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Chapter 3. Active portfolio management using robust 

optimization 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

The risk-averse investor seeks a portfolio that minimizes risk for a given target return. 

It corresponds to maximizing the expected utility which is non-decreasing and concave. 

Implementation of this return-risk framework requires that the portfolio returns’ probability 

distribution is deterministic and measurable. The true probability distribution of portfolio 

returns, however, is never known and can only be estimated from, usually, limited 

information. In this case of incomplete probability information, a distinction might be drawn 

between the standard expected utility approach and more general decision models that have 

been known since Knight (1921). According to Knight, there are two kinds of uncertainty. The 

first, called risk, corresponds to situations in which all relevant events are associated with a 

uniquely determined probability assignment. The second, called Knightian uncertainty, 

corresponds to situations in which some events do not have an obvious probability 

assignment. The experimental relevance of the distinction between risk and uncertainty has 

been formally discussed by Ellsberg (1961), whose findings have shown that agents are not 

always able to derive a unique probability distribution over the possible scenarios.17  

In the context of portfolio selection, a risk-averse investor will construct minimum-risk 

portfolios whereas an uncertainty-averse investor will seek portfolios that are robust to 

uncertainties. Ignoring uncertainty can lead to suboptimal asset allocation and thus, a 

reduction of investors’ utility. One popular approach for resolving this problem is robust 

portfolio optimization, which applies the worst-case approach of robust optimization to 

portfolio selection (Ben-Tal et al., 2009; Fabozzi et al., 2010). Intuitively, a goal of robust 

portfolio optimization is to seek the portfolio weights within the feasible set whose worst-case 

scenario realization is better than for any other portfolio. Unlike the deterministic risk 

approach, where inputs are just point-estimate forecasts, robust portfolio optimization 

ensures the optimality of the solution for all elements in the prespecified uncertainty set. 

Uncertainty sets may be formed by the difference of expert opinions or alternative estimates 

of probability distribution generated via statistical techniques. The size of the uncertainty set 

is typically determined by the level of desired robustness. 

It is not a trivial task to measure how successfully the robust models achieve their 

goals under practical settings. The usage of robust optimization for portfolio selection is 

 
17 The literature exploring decision making under Knightian uncertainty has substantial implications for financial 
theory. This literature helps to rationalize empirical features of asset returns and portfolio decisions, such as the 
failure of the two-fund separation theorem, the home country bias, the excess volatility of asset returns, the equity 
premium puzzle and the occurrence of trading break-downs (for example see Guidolin and Rinaldi (2013)).  
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strongly supported in several studies (e.g., Kim et al., 2018; Liesiö et al., 2020). There is, 

however, some scepticism of robust optimization (e.g., Scherer, 2007; Gotoh et al., 2021), 

particularly that it can lead to very conservative asset allocation. In this study, we conduct an 

out-of-sample performance analysis of actively managed portfolios formed using robust 

portfolio optimization. In particular, we consider the case where both the actively managed 

portfolio and passive benchmark are subject to uncertainty (joint uncertainty) and apply three 

portfolio selection approaches. Although there have been many studies on formulating robust 

portfolio problems (Goldfarb and Iyengar, 2003; Fabozzi et al., 2010), robust optimization has 

not been adopted by practitioners as an approach to manage active portfolios. One of the 

reasons that limits the use of robust portfolios is the weak understanding of the 

characteristics of portfolios formed from robust optimization methods. In this study, we 

attempt to analyze the behaviour of portfolios obtained from robust optimization. Specifically, 

we evaluate whether robust optimization changes the dependence of the portfolio on the 

fundamental risk factors and how this affects the portfolio’s performance. 

Most earlier studies of robust portfolios focus on the analysis of the traditional mean-

variance approach which is based on the first two moments of the returns probability 

distribution (Kim et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2018; Xidonas et al., 2020). Variance cannot capture 

the asymmetry of the return distribution and downside risk that are significant for multiple 

asset classes and investment strategies such as small-cap stocks, junk bonds and 

momentum strategies. To address this drawback, we consider three alternative portfolio 

selection approaches: expected shortfall (ES) and semi-variance (SV), corresponding to first-

order and second-order lower partial moment (LPM), respectively, and the Omega ratio 

(OR), which is the ratio of the first-order upper partial moment and first-order LPM calculated 

at the same threshold level (Keating & Shadwick, 2002; Biglova et al., 2004; Farinelli et al., 

2009). Unlike the traditional mean-variance approach, they are based on a full probability 

distribution rather than moments, and capture asymmetry and downside risk. Additionally, 

ES, SV and OR are consistent with the second-order stochastic dominance rule (SSD) which 

assumes only that utility is non-decreasing and concave (Porter, 1974; Fishburn, 1977; 

Ogryczak & Ruszczyński, 1999; Balder & Schweizer, 2017; Guo et al., 2017).18 We make an 

important contribution to the literature by investigating these approaches and their robust 

counterparts together. 

The use of robust optimization is motivated by the significant sensitivity of the chosen 

portfolio selection approaches to the uncertainty and estimation errors (Grootveld & 

Hallerbach, 1999; Varga-Haszonits & Kondor, 2008; Caccioli et al., 2018). Specifically, 

compared to the estimation process of the variance, many data points are thrown away in the 

 
18 Hodder, et al., (2015) show that SSD-consistent measures yield better out-of-sample portfolio performance than 
when we optimize using measures related to the mean-variance approach. 
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estimation process of LPMs. Therefore, the parameters estimated in these measures are 

much more susceptible to estimation error than those defined in the full domain. 

We assess the active fund approach where a fund manager makes specific 

investments with the goal of outperforming the benchmark. The fund manager builds a 

portfolio where some securities are overweighted and some others underweighted compared 

to the benchmark while trying to exploit possible market inefficiencies. The LPM approaches 

correspond to the active strategy where a fund manager minimizes downside risk with 

respect to the benchmark index return. The OR approach is an active strategy, the basic idea 

of which is to pursue a balance between outperforming the mean return of the benchmark 

index (the numerator of OR) and minimizing a downside risk measure (the denominator of 

OR) (see Guastaroba et al. (2016) and references therein).  

Since the benchmark is usually an aggregate market index, both active fund and 

benchmark returns are subject to uncertainty. In this study, we propose a robust optimization 

approach that explicitly accounts for this "joint uncertainty". In particular, we specify two 

uncertainty sets. The first set models uncertainty in the active portfolio's returns probability 

distribution. The second one corresponds to uncertainty in the benchmark expected return, 

which we use as the threshold in the considered partial moment approaches (ES, SV and 

OR). We consider two cases depending on whether the two uncertainty sets are dependent 

or independent. We compare the out-of-sample performance of the corresponding robust 

portfolios with those of a non-robust portfolio as well as a robust portfolio optimized using 

traditional uncertainty set types. We show that joint uncertainty with dependent sets yields 

the best performance for ES, SV, and OR approaches. 

Additionally, we conduct a risk analysis of the portfolios. We show that robust 

portfolios have a different correlation with the Carhart (1997) four factors compared to non-

robust portfolios. In particular, we find that joint uncertainty with dependent sets can 

substantially increase the OR portfolios' dependency on factor movement and therefore 

requires a focus on managing the total portfolio risk (Kim, et al., 2014B). Joint uncertainty 

with dependent sets yields the portfolios with significant exposure to the momentum factor. 

The risk analysis also reveals that the performances of the robust OR portfolios can be 

attributed to the combination of value and momentum factors. Specifically, when the 

regression coefficients of these factors are significant and have similar values, we see a 

substantial improvement across most performance metrics. Our findings are in line with 

earlier literature documenting that an optimal combination of value and momentum factors 

diversifies away a variety of exposures including aggregate market and liquidity risks 

(Asness et al., 2013; Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016). Besides, we show that joint uncertainty with 

dependent sets provides significant ‘protection’ from the most severe crashes of the Carhart 

(1997) factors. 
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For the empirical analysis, we consider two sets of equity indices. As our base case, 

we employ the industry investment strategy extensively studied in numerous portfolio 

optimization studies (for example, Hodder et al. (2015), Post et al. (2018), Liesiö et al. 

(2020)). The out-of-sample performance of robust portfolios in the U.S. equity market from 

January 1965 to December 2019 is detailed. Since some performance details may be 

dependent on the selected date and time period, we also apply robust optimization to the 

international diversification strategy over the sample period from January 1980 to December 

2019. The performance is assessed using 10 performance measures and the Linton et al. 

(2005) SSD statistical test. 

Our work is most related to Hodder et al. (2015), Post et al. (2018) and Liesiö et al. 

(2020) who conduct studies using SSD-consistent portfolio approaches. Unlike Hodder et al. 

(2015), we consider not only SSD-consistent risk metrics (ES and SV) but also the Omega 

ratio. Maximizing the Omega ratio we seek an optimal trade-off between return and risk of 

the portfolio. Moreover, compared to our study, Hodder et al. (2015) do not account for 

uncertainty in the probabilities explicitly and optimize portfolios using empirical point-estimate 

probabilities. Post et al. (2018) and Liesiö et al. (2020) account for uncertainty in their 

studies. Post et al. (2018) suggest the use of an empirical likelihood approach to estimate the 

state probabilities capturing conditioning information. Liesiö et al. (2020) suggest a more 

general approach in which they use a set of probabilities to define SSD relationships 

between portfolios. Our analysis is based on the Liesiö et al. (2020) specification of an 

uncertainty set of probabilities which has the form of the confidence interval. Post et al. 

(2018) and Liesiö et al. (2020) consider an explicit SSD approach with multiple risk 

constraints which imposes a significant computation burden. Optimizing single metrics like 

ES, SV and OR are much less computationally demanding and yield out-of-sample 

performance on par with the explicit SSD approach (see Table 2 in Hodder et al. (2015)).  

This paper is structured as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the robust portfolio 

optimization problems and describes all the considered performance measures. The 

historical data on the assets and investment strategies scrutinized are described in Section 

3.3. Overall base case out-of-sample performances for different portfolio selection 

approaches and uncertainty sets are presented in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents and 

discusses the dependency of the portfolios on common risk factors movements as well as 

the ability of robust portfolios to provide crash risk protection. We conclude in Section 3.6. 
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3.2. Methodology 
 

Unlike the traditional approach, where inputs to the portfolio allocation framework are 

treated as deterministic, robust portfolio optimization incorporates the notion that inputs have 

been estimated with errors. In this case, the inputs are not traditional point estimate 

forecasts, such as for expected returns and asset covariances in the mean-variance 

approach, but rather uncertainty sets including these point estimates. 

Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (1998, 1999) show how a portfolio manager can solve a 

robust version of the optimization problem efficiently, that is, at about the same time as 

needed for solving it conventionally. The method uses the distribution from the estimation 

process to find a robust portfolio in the form of a single optimization. It thereby embeds 

uncertainties about inputs into a deterministic framework. Most classical portfolio optimization 

formulations have robust counterparts that have roughly the same computational complexity 

and can be solved in approximately the same amount of time as the classical problem 

(Goldfarb & Iyengar, 2003). 

While in stochastic programming the uncertain data is assumed to be random, robust 

optimization is an approach in which the uncertainty in the model is not stochastic, but rather 

deterministic and set-based. Some of the most common types of uncertainty sets 

encountered in robust optimization models include the following:19 

• Finite uncertainty set: 𝑃 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑘} 

• Polytopic (convex) uncertainty set: 𝑃 = {∑ 𝛾𝑖𝑝𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1 |𝛾𝑖 ≥ 0,∑ 𝛾𝑖

𝑘
𝑖=1 } 

• Box (polyhedral) uncertainty set: 𝑃 = {𝑝 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 𝑝} 

• Ellipsoid uncertainty set: 𝑃 = {𝑝 = 𝑝0 + 𝐴휀, ‖휀‖ ≤ 1,  𝟏
𝑇𝐴휀 = 0} 

where p is an uncertain parameter such as a probability vector. The solution of robust 

optimization must be optimal and feasible for all elements of the uncertainty set. Uncertainty 

sets can represent or may be formed by the difference of opinions on the possible values of 

problem parameters, alternative estimates of parameters generated via statistical techniques 

from historical data, Bayesian, or other estimation techniques. The size of the uncertainty set 

is typically determined by the level of desired robustness. 

In this study, we focus on the data-driven approach, in which investors have no 

information beyond the evolving history of asset return observations. In particular, many 

models are based on using a sample of asset returns to represent the state-space of equally 

likely states. This empirical probability distribution-based approach yields statistically 

consistent estimates for the portfolios' return distributions if the returns are serially 

independent and identically distributed. In practice, most applications often have to rely on 

 
19 A drawback of the robust optimization with ellipsoidal uncertainty sets is that it increases the complexity of the 
problem considered, e.g., the robust counterpart of a linear programming problem is a second-order cone 
problem. For the semivariance portfolio, the resulting optimization problem is not tractable, therefore the ellipsoid 
uncertainty sets are avoided in this study. 
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small data samples, at least relative to the number of base assets, and hence favourable 

asymptotic properties do not necessarily imply that the obtained state-space offers a 

reasonable representation of future returns. Moreover, asset returns can exhibit dynamic 

patterns such as price reversals and volatility jumps, which violate the assumption that the 

joint distribution of asset returns remains unchanged over time. To address this problem we 

can relax the assumption of a single probability vector (empirical probability distribution) p 

and consider instead a set of feasible probability vectors in the T-dimensional space 𝑃 ⊆

𝑃0 = {𝑝 ∈ [0, 1]𝑇| ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑇
𝑖=1 = 1}. 

This general definition of a probability set enables us to capture several types of 

parameter uncertainties. In this study, we consider uncertainty in the form of a lower bound 

on the probability distribution following Liesiö et al. (2020) who use the set of feasible 

probabilities of T states: 

 

𝑃𝛼 = {𝑝 ∈ 𝑃
0|𝑝𝑖 ≥

𝛼
𝑇
, ∀𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇} , (3.1) 

 

where α ∈ [0, 1] determines the lower bound for the probability in each state and 

allows variations around the vector of equal state probabilities 𝑝 = {
1

𝑇
,
1

𝑇
, … ,

1

𝑇
}. As we 

decrease the α value, we extend the boundaries and increase the size of the probability set 

(1). If α equals 1, the set (1) consists of only one element which is an empirical probability 

distribution. This choice of uncertainty in the form of the confidence interval encountered 

frequently in statistics is motivated by its generality and its applicability to any data when we 

are not sure about its data-generating process. According to the results presented by Liesiö 

et al. (2020), uncertainty, as defined by set (3.1), provides the best out-of-sample 

performance compared to other uncertain sets specifications (so-called probability ranking 

and varying sample size in Liesiö et al. (2020)). 

Consider K distinct base assets with random investment returns R ∈ ℝK with joint 

probability mass function p, R := [a, b]K, −100< a< b< +∞. The portfolio possibility set 

consists of all convex combinations of the base assets: 𝛬 = {𝜆 ∈ ℝ𝐾: 𝜆𝑇𝟏 = 1, 𝜆 ≥ 𝟎}. We use 

X = λTR and xi = λTRi to denote the return of a portfolio with weights λ and its ith state 

(observation) return, respectively. The fixed benchmark portfolio and its ith state (observation) 

returns are denoted by Y and yi, respectively. 

 In deterministic portfolio optimization, p is assumed to be known and the optimization 

problem boils down to seeking weights which optimize a certain objective function f(λ, p) and 

satisfy certain constraints G(λ, p): 

 

min
𝜆
𝑓(𝜆, 𝑝) (3.2) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  𝐺(𝜆, 𝑝) ∈ 𝑁;  
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𝜆 ∈ 𝛬.  

 

In data-driven optimization p in the objective function and the constraints are usually 

replaced by an empirical distribution. If we take the uncertainty of p estimates defined by 

(3.1) into account the above problem can be reformulated into a robust counterpart: 

 

min
𝜆,𝑝

𝜃 (3.3) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  𝑓(𝜆, 𝑝) ≤ 𝜃;  

𝐺(𝜆, 𝑝) ∈ 𝑁;  

𝜆 ∈ 𝛬, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝛼 .  

 

We introduce the additional variable θ as an upper bound for the objective function 

𝑓(𝜆, 𝑝) to avoid the saddle (minimax) point problem. Thus, optimization problem (3.3) has all 

its uncertainties in its constraints only. In the next subsections, we explain the robust 

versions of the chosen portfolio selection approaches — ES, SV, and OR. All of them are 

tractable so that the robust counterpart can be solved efficiently using standard algorithms. 

 

3.2.1. Robust LPMs 

 

Let t be the threshold level, deviations below are considered as downside risk and 

deviations above as upside potential. Thus we can define a lower partial moment which 

measures downside risk as follows: 

 

𝐿𝑃𝑀𝜑
𝑝(𝑡;  𝑋) = 𝐸{𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑡 − 𝑋, 0]𝜑} =∑𝑝𝑖[𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖]+

φ

𝑇

𝑖=1

, (3.4) 

 

where the 𝑋 = 𝜆T𝑅 is portfolio return and φ is an order of LPM, where φ = 1 

corresponds to the ES and φ = 2 corresponds to SV. The portfolio with the minimum LPM is 

defined as 

 

min
𝜆,𝜃∈Λ×ℝ

{𝜃:∑𝑝𝑖[𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖]+
φ

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃} . (3.5) 

 

Zhu et al. (2009) suggest the worst-case LPMs and robust counterparts for the 

problem (3.5): 
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min
𝜆,𝜃∈Λ×ℝ

{𝜃:∑𝑝𝑖[𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖]+
φ

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝛼} . (3.6) 

 

The expression in square brackets can be replaced by an auxiliary vector d = {d1, d2, 

…, dT}T ∈ ℝT which allows us to avoid mixed-integer programming: 

 

min
𝜆,𝜃∈Λ×ℝ

𝜃 (3.7) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  max
𝑝∈𝑃𝛼

∑𝑝𝑖𝑑𝑖
𝜑

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃; (3.8) 

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 𝑡 − 𝜆
𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇.  

 

This problem is designed such that 𝑑𝑖
∗ = [𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖]+, 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇, is the optimal solution, 

which removes the need to use binary variables. 

Zhu et al., (2009) show that problem (3.7) is tractable for the box, polytopic, and finite 

uncertainty sets. For polytopic and finite sets, the robust counterparts are identical while the 

solution is identical for all three set specifications. We apply this problem specification where 

the uncertainty sets are derived from the feasible set (3.1). The robust counterpart for the 

box uncertainty is provided in Zhu et al. (2009)  (problem 14-20 in Zhu et al. (2009)). The 

upper and lower bounds for the box uncertainty are defined by the feasible set (3.1). Liesiö et 

al. (2020) show that to find the solution for a robust LPMs counterpart with any uncertainty 

set specification it is necessary and sufficient to ensure the feasibility of a solution for 

extreme points of the convex hull of this uncertainty set, ext(conv(Pα)). This property remains 

valid as long as the convex hull of this set has a finite number of extreme points. Therefore, 

in the case of polytopic and finite sets the constraint (3.8) is replaced with the following: 

 

∑𝑝𝑖𝑑𝑖
𝜑

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝 ∈  ext(conv(𝑃𝛼)). (3.9) 

 

To achieve tractability of the optimization problem, Zhu et al. (2009) assume that the 

threshold level t is a predetermined fixed value, for example, the risk-free rate. Since we 

consider an active fund approach where the aim is to improve the benchmark performance, it 

is more relevant to choose the expected return of the benchmark as the threshold level 𝑡 =

∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑦𝑖
𝑇
𝑖=1 . Since the benchmark is a risky asset such as the aggregate market index, the 

threshold t also becomes subject to uncertainty. If the purpose of the portfolio manager is to 

enhance the benchmark, then the results are assessed in terms of excess returns relative to 

the benchmark portfolio. Therefore, miscalculation of the benchmark average return can lead 
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to suboptimal portfolio selection and poor out-of-sample active returns. To account for this, 

we suggest an alternative specification of the uncertainty set, 'joint uncertainty', when both 

the actively managed portfolio and passive benchmark are subject to Knightian uncertainty. 

The uncertainty in probability remains the same defined by set (3.1), while the threshold level 

uncertainty is defined as: 

 

𝑇𝐿𝛼 = {𝑝
𝑇𝑌 | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝛼}, (3.10) 

 

where the Y represents the states of the benchmark return distribution and probability 

vectors p are elements of the set (3.1). If the elements of sets (3.1) and (3.10) are 

independent it is sufficient to replace t by TLα element with the highest value tmax = max(TLα) 

in constraint (3.9) since LPMs are increasing in the threshold level. The derivation of the 

counterpart with joint independent uncertainty is provided in Appendix B. If the sets (3.1) and 

(3.10) are dependent and finite, such that in the case of pk ∈ ext(conv(Pα)), the realization of 

threshold level will be 𝑡𝑘 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑘𝑦𝑖

𝑇
𝑖=1 , the robust counterpart will be: 

 

min
𝜆,𝜃∈Λ×ℝ

𝜃 (3.11) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  ∑𝑝𝑖
𝑘𝑑𝑖,𝑘

𝜑

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃;  

𝑑𝑖,𝑘 ≥ 𝑡
𝑘 − 𝜆𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖,𝑘 ≥ 0, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑝𝑘 ∈  ext(conv(P𝛼)); 𝑡
𝑘 ∈  ext(conv(TL𝛼)).  

 

The dependent sets case (3.11) is more realistic when the benchmark and active 

portfolio consist mostly of the same base assets and thus, are highly correlated, Y = τTR, and 

τ ∈ Λ.20 

 
20 The robust counterpart (11) corresponds to the case when both sets (1) and (17) are finite. 
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3.2.2. Robust OR 

 

Omega ratio is the ratio of the first-order upper partial moment and first-order lower 

partial moment calculated at the same threshold level t, where its numerator and 

denominator are reward and risk measures, respectively. The simplified discrete OR can be 

defined as: 

 

𝑂𝑅 =
𝐿𝑃𝑀1(−𝑡;− 𝑋)

𝐿𝑃𝑀1(𝑡;  𝑋)
=
∑ 𝑝𝑖[𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡]+

1𝑇
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑝𝑖[𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖]+
1𝑇

𝑖=1

. (3.12) 

 

From ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑇
𝑖=1 − 𝑡 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖[𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖]+

1𝑇
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝑝𝑖[𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡]+

1𝑇
𝑖=1  we can derive the following 

representation of OR: 

 

𝑂𝑅 =
∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑇
𝑖=1 − 𝑡 + 𝐿𝑃𝑀1(𝑡;  𝑋)

𝐿𝑃𝑀1(𝑡;  𝑋)
=

𝑝𝑇𝑋 − 𝑡

𝐿𝑃𝑀1(𝑡;  𝑋)
+ 1 

 

According to Kapsos et al. (2014B), the Omega maximization problem can be solved 

using the efficient frontier approach, i.e. by solving the following problem for different δ, 

evaluate the solutions, and keep the solution with the maximum Omega ratio: 

 

max
𝜆,𝜃∈Λ×ℝ

𝜃 (3.13) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  𝛿(𝑝𝑇(𝑅𝑇𝑝) − 𝑡) − (1 − 𝛿)∑𝑝𝑖𝑑𝑖

𝑇

𝑖=1

≥ 𝜃;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 𝑡 − 𝜆
𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇,  

 

where λ is a portfolio weights vector, d is an auxiliary vector as in problem (3.7) and δ 

∈ [0,1] is a coefficient controlling the trade-off between numerator (reward) and denominator 

(risk) of OR. The problem (3.13) is a discrete analogue of the efficient frontier problem. The 

solution of the above sequence of problems for all values δ ∈ [0,1] yields the efficient Omega 

frontier which is a direct analogue to the mean-variance framework (see Kapsos et al. 

(2014B) for more details on the efficient Omega frontier). The portfolio with the optimal 

Omega ratio is given by the solution that corresponds to the maximum Omega ratio. As well 

as in the case of LPMs, the robust counterpart of the problem (3.13) with box, polytopic and 

finite uncertainty sets are considered and they yield the same solution for the considered 

approaches.  
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The robust counterpart of the original problem (3.13), the worst-case OR can be 

formulated as the following problem21 

 

max
𝜆∈𝛬

𝜃 (3.14) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  min
𝑝∈𝑃𝛼

𝛿(𝜆𝑇(𝑅𝑇𝑝) − 𝑡) − (1 − 𝛿)𝑑𝑇𝑝 ≥ 𝜃;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 𝑡 − 𝜆
𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇.  

 

Kapsos et al. (2014A) proposed the robust counterpart of the problem (3.14) under 

box uncertainty. The box uncertainty set can be specified by the following set 

 

{𝑝 = �̅� + 휀, 𝟏𝑇휀 = 0, 휀  ≤ 휀 ≤ 휀}, (3.15) 

 

where �̅� is the expected probability vector (e.g., empirical approximate), ε is the 

deviation from the expectation allowed to vary within interval [휀; 휀 ]. The lower bound 

specification in set (3.1) can be reformulated into the box uncertainty set (3.15). Then, the 

lower bound 휀 equals 
1−𝛼

𝑇
 and the upper bound 휀 equals 

1−𝛼

𝑇
(𝑇 − 1). Using dual theory, the 

robust OR problem (3.14) under box uncertainty (3.15) can be reformulated as a linear 

maximization problem 

 

max
𝜃,𝜆,𝑢,𝑚,𝜐1≤0,𝜐2≤0

𝜃 (3.16) 

𝑠. 𝑡.   𝛿(𝜆𝑇(𝑅𝑇𝑝) − 𝑡) − (1 − 𝛿)𝑑𝑇𝑝 + 𝜐1
𝑇휀 − 𝜐2

𝑇휀 ≥ 𝜃 

𝛿𝑅𝜆 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑑 +𝑚𝟏 + 𝜐2 = 𝜐1;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 𝑡 − 𝜆
𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇.  

 

where 𝜇, 𝝂1, 𝝂2 ∈ ℝ × ℝ
𝑇 ×ℝ𝑇 are Lagrangian multipliers. We provide the derivation of 

OR robust counterpart under box uncertainty (3.16) in Appendix 3-C. To solve this efficient 

frontier problem, the algorithm provided in Kapsos et al. (2014A) section 3.1 can be applied 

to the problem (16).  

As well as in the case of LPMs, the finite and polytopic uncertainty sets lead to the 

same robust counterpart (see Section 3.1 in Kapsos et al. (2014A)). Therefore, the problem 

(3.13) under the finite/polytopic set can be formulated by replacing its first constraint with the 

following expression: 

 

 
21 The discrete robust OR problem is different in the original Kapsos et al. (2014A) paper. The problem, however, 
is not tractable as mentioned in Kapsos et al. (2014A), therefore we apply the efficient frontier method.  
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𝛿(𝜆𝑇(𝑅𝑇𝑝) − 𝑡) − (1 − 𝛿)𝑢𝑇𝑝 ≥ 𝜃 for all 𝑝 ∈ ext(conv(𝑃𝛼)). (3.17) 

 

Balder & Schweizer (2017) show that OR is consistent with the SSD approach when 

the threshold level t equals the benchmark expected return 𝑡 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑦𝑖
𝑇
𝑖=1 . Therefore, the 

ability of OR to stochastically dominate the benchmark is sensitive to the estimation error in 

the threshold and must be addressed by specifying the uncertainty set for the benchmark 

expected return. 

In the case of joint uncertainty with independent sets, the threshold level t in the OR 

robust problem is replaced with the highest value tmax = max(TLα) in the problem (3.13) and 

constraint (3.17). The derivation of the OR robust counterpart under joint uncertainty is the 

same as for LPMs. Therefore, it is avoided here. Similar to (3.11) problem, if sets are 

dependent and finite, such that in the case of pk ∈ ext(conv(Pα)), the realization of threshold 

level will be 𝑡𝑘 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑘𝑦𝑖

𝑇
𝑖=1 , then the robust OR counterpart will be defined: 

max
𝜆∈𝛬

𝜃 (3.18) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  𝛿(𝜆𝑇(𝑅𝑇𝑝𝑘) − 𝑡𝑘) − (1 − 𝛿)𝑢𝑇𝑝𝑘 ≥ 𝜃;  

𝑑𝑖,𝑘 ≥ 𝑡
𝑘 − 𝜆𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖,𝑘 ≥ 0,   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑝𝑘 ∈  ext(conv(P𝛼)); 𝑡
𝑘 ∈  ext(conv(TL𝛼)).  

 

3.2.3. Performance measures 

 

Out-of-sample performance is evaluated using annualized, active returns (excess 

portfolio returns over the benchmark) over the period from January 1965 to December 2019. 

To evaluate the out-of-sample performance of competing portfolios, we use multiple 

measures which are standard in the analysis of portfolio performance. We compute the 

mean, standard and semi deviations (std. dev. and semi-dev.) and skewness of the out-of-

sample returns. As the tail risk measure, we use Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR95%) for a 

95% confidence level.22 As a risk-adjusted performance measure, the certainty equivalent 

return (CER) for a standard logarithmic utility function, 𝑢(𝑥𝑖) = ln (100 + 𝑥𝑖), is reported. 

Also, we report three reward-risk ratios — Information, Sortino, and Omega ratios (IR, SR, 

and OR). IR is the ratio between the optimal portfolio’s excess returns over the benchmark 

portfolio and the standard deviation of excess returns, also known as active risk or tracking 

error. IR does not account for distribution asymmetry and downside risk. Therefore, we 

calculate the ratio between the optimal portfolio's excess returns over the benchmark 

 
22 CVaR is the conditional expectation of returns below a given percentile. The ES and CVaR are closely related. 

The CVaR for 95% confidence level or 5% percentile equals the (
LPM1

p
(t; 𝐗)

0.05
− t), where t is an inverse of probability 

function at value 5%.  
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portfolio and the semi-deviation of the excess returns, also known as the regret of portfolio or 

mean downside deviation (Rudolf et al., 1999; Dembo & Rosen, 1999; Barro & Canestrelli, 

2009).23 We refer to it as the Sortino ratio (SR) of active returns. Additionally, we calculate 

the OR of active returns, which shows the trade-off between the maximization of expected 

overperformance and the minimization of expected underperformance from the benchmark 

(Dembo & Rosen, 1999). We refer to the above measures as ‘traditional’ ones.  

To account for the diversification of competing portfolios and to show how the weights 

of the portfolios differ across methods, we report the average number of assets in the 

portfolios over the out-of-sample period. Also, we use turnover as a proxy of portfolio 

sensitivity to transaction costs as well as a measure of the stability of the weights over time. 

To show the effect of transaction costs on performance explicitly, we also calculate the CER 

adjusted for proportional transaction costs (CER inc. t.c.) of 50 basis points which is one of 

the most conservative values for fixed transaction costs used in the literature. 

Given that the ES, SV and OR approaches are consistent with the second-degree 

stochastic dominance (SSD), it is interesting to analyze if SSD between the active portfolio 

and its benchmark holds when examining the realized returns during the holding period. If 

SSD between the active portfolio and its benchmark holds, this means that all risk-averse 

investors would prefer this active portfolio to the benchmark regardless of their personal 

preferences (level of risk aversion). Therefore, we also report the p-values of the Linton et al. 

(2005) SSD pairwise statistical test. The advantage of this test is that it accounts for both 

cross-sectional and autocorrelation of variables. Since the benchmark and active portfolios 

consist of the same assets they are strongly correlated. Additionally, we reject the null of no 

autocorrelation for all portfolios using the Ljung-Box test (Table 3.11 in Appendix 3-A). The 

null of the Linton et al. (2005) test is stochastic dominance, therefore we conduct two tests. 

For the first one, the null hypothesis is that the active portfolio second-order stochastically 

dominates the benchmark — H1: X SSD Y. For the second one, the null hypothesis is that 

the benchmark dominates the active portfolio — H2: X SSD Y. If we cannot reject the first 

null and reject the second one, we can conclude that the optimal portfolio dominates the 

benchmark out-of-sample. The Linton et al. (2005) test is conducted for each holding period 

separately. Since there is no established way to aggregate p-values over multiple periods, 

we report percentiles of the obtained distribution of p-values from the dominance test.  

 
23Rudolf et al. (1999) and Dembo & Rosen (1999) proposed alternative tracking error measures that reflect the 
investor’s concerns about downside deviations from the benchmark return. Under this perspective, tracking error 
calculation is restricted to the negative values of active returns. Rudolf et al. (1999) show that optimization of 
these measures is equivalent to expected utility maximization and LPM minimization. 
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3.3 Data and investment strategy 
 

As a base dataset for our empirical analysis, we consider 49 industry portfolios 

defined by SIC code from the Kenneth French data library. By using portfolios we minimize 

the drawbacks that would occur with individual stocks — issues of size bias, selection bias, 

short-sales restrictions, idiosyncratic risk, higher transaction costs and illiquidity. The data 

sample includes all daily return observations starting from the first trading day in January 

1964 to the last trading day in December 2019 spanning a time horizon of 56 years. The 

benchmark is the all-share index from the CRSP database, a value-weighted average of 

common stocks listed on the NYSE, NYSE MKT, and NASDAQ stock exchanges. The 

industry-specific daily mean returns vary from 0.026% to 0.064% with an industry-specific 

standard deviation ranging from 0.83% to 2.33%. The benchmark has a daily mean return of 

0.044% along with a standard deviation of 0.98%. Furthermore, most portfolios have 

negative skewness, positive excess kurtosis, and generally exhibit a non-normal distribution 

with Jarque-Bera test p-values close to zero (see Table 3.11 in Appendix 3-A for the 

descriptive statistics of industry indices). These features are a potential issue for mean-

variance frameworks but not for the SSD-consistent approaches, which consider the entire 

distribution and not just the first two moments.  

We employ a standard buy-and-hold trading strategy with no short positions. The 

short-selling constraints are realistic since most investment funds are restricted to take short 

positions. Additionally, these investment restrictions limit the effects of estimation error 

(Jagannathan & Ma, 2003). We use a 12-month estimation window and a 6-month holding 

period. Using such estimation and holding windows, we focus on recent return dynamics and 

have moderate portfolio turnover and transaction costs (Hodder et al., 2015; Post et al., 

2018). Hodder et al. (2015) show that longer estimation windows and lower data frequency 

significantly worsen the performance of industry portfolios. Moreover, as shown in section 

3.5, this configuration allows us to capture momentum, which is based on maximizing 

portfolio return and a 12-month estimation window.   

To check the robustness of the revealed results and shed light on whether robust 

optimization should be applied for portfolio selection, we consider an alternative investment 

strategy based on international diversification. We use 18 international equity indices from 

developed markets: Japan, Canada, UK, Germany, Australia, Switzerland, Hong Kong, 

France, Singapore, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Netherlands, Austria, Belgium, Norway, Denmark 

and the USA. The benchmark is the world equity index which captures large and mid-cap 

stocks across developed markets. Daily returns are computed based on the US-dollar value 

of the country equity index for the period January 1980 to December 2019. Data is from 

MSCI (Morgan Stanley Capital International) provided by Datastream, a division of 
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Thompson Reuters. We employ a standard buy-and-hold trading strategy with no short 

positions and use a 12-month estimation window and a 6-month holding period. 

 

3.4 Out-of-sample performance analysis 
 

In this section, we analyze the out-of-sample performance of different specifications 

of uncertainty sets for ES, SV, and OR. The purpose of the analysis is to find whether the 

robust optimization provides any significant performance improvement for these three 

approaches, rather than to find which approach is better. The fund manager can choose an 

appropriate approach based on his/her objectives and risk preferences. We use 49 industry 

portfolios as base assets and the CRSP all share index as a benchmark. We consider five 

specifications of uncertainty set — box, finite, polytopic, joint uncertainty with independent 

and dependent sets. Since box, finite, polytopic sets yield identical portfolio weights for 

considered approaches (ES, SV and OR), we provide one analysis for these three sets. The 

uncertainty is defined by feasible sets (3.1) and (3.10) where α controls the size of these 

uncertainty sets. If we are highly unsure about the probability estimate p, we decrease the 

lower bounds in (3.1) and (3.10) by reducing α and, hence, extending these uncertainty sets. 

This results in a portfolio that is more robust to uncertainty, that is, a portfolio that yields the 

best result under the ‘worst’ scenario from the sets (3.1) and (3.10). We provide results for α 

= {0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}, corresponding to different level of uncertainty (from low to high). Liesiö 

et al. (2020) use α = {0.98, 0.96, …, 0.90} for their direct SSD approach due to feasibility 

constraints. This range of values, however, leads to the negligible change of performance in 

our case especially for ES and SV approaches. Therefore, we use α = {0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6} to 

demonstrate a more significant effect of robust optimization on out-of-sample performance. 

Generally, α’s values can be chosen depending on the strategy specifications and desired 

level of robustness. Here, we show the pattern of portfolio performance changes as we use 

different uncertainty set specifications and varied sizes of these sets. The explanation of the 

obtained results and their relationship with risk factors are provided in Section 3.5. 

 

3.4.1. ES portfolios 

 

Table 3.1 reports the results for ES portfolios for non-robust and robust portfolio 

optimization for five uncertainty set types: finite/polytopic/box sets (Zhu et al., 2009); joint 

uncertainty with dependent and independent sets as described in Subsection 3.2.1. The 

results are provided in annualized excess return to benchmark index for a different level of 

uncertainty defined by parameter α={0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. Generally, as we decrease the α 

value we see improvement of robust portfolios performance in terms of traditional measures 

such as mean return and risk-reward measures. The robust portfolios, however, have a 
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higher turnover and stochastically dominate the benchmark less frequently. This pattern is 

common for all robust portfolios and uncertainty set specifications. The joint uncertainty with 

dependent sets yields the best performance compared to non-robust portfolio and portfolios 

with other uncertainty set specifications. This finding supports our argument of the 

importance of modelling uncertainty in both the actively managed portfolio and passive 

benchmark. 

 

[Insert Table 3.1 here] 

 

The out-of-sample performance of minimum ES portfolios when we do not account for 

uncertainty (non-robust ES portfolio) is poor in terms of traditional measures. Specifically, the 

mean excess annual return is just 0.17% while the standard deviation is 9.4%. We also see 

that the portfolio distribution is almost symmetric and left tail risk, measured using CVaR, is 

high with the expected loss for 5% of worst cases being 20.3%. The IR and SR are close to 

zero, while OR is near one showing that the upside potential of the portfolio is the same as 

the downside risk. CER is negative which means that investors with logarithmic preferences 

would not buy this portfolio since the required risk premium is higher than the portfolio mean 

return.  

The level of turnover is 0.71 which reduces the CER after the transaction cost 

adjustment to negative 0.97%. The last four columns of Table 1 show the p-values of SSD 

tests. They can be interpreted such that we reject that the benchmark (CRSP all-share index) 

dominates the non-robust portfolio for at least 50% of the time (the second null H2). Within 

this 50% of periods, the non-robust portfolio dominates the benchmark more than 90% of the 

time (the first null H1).24 Therefore, we can conclude that the non-robust minimum ES 

portfolio stochastically dominates the benchmark quite frequently (nearly 45% of the time), 

which was also was revealed by Hodder et al. (2015). 

For the robust counterpart portfolios, we report results for different values of α. If we 

minimize the ES of the portfolio and account for uncertainty using finite/polytopic/box set 

specifications, we see moderate performance improvements compared to the non-robust 

case. The mean excess return increases as we extend the boundaries of set Pα and it equals 

0.35% at α = 0.6. The deviation measures and CVaR 95% increase by nearly 2%, while the 

portfolio distribution becomes more positively skewed (0.65 at α = 0.6) which means that now 

the variation stems more from upside rather than downside deviations, while CER remains 

negative. The improvements in risk-reward measures compared to the non-robust portfolio 

are insignificant, and the increase in turnover offsets these improvements. The number of 

assets in the portfolio decreased by 2–3 assets, so the robust portfolios are less diversified. 

 
24 Rejecting the second null of dominance by the benchmark does not then imply dominance by the non-robust 
ES portfolio, since it can also happen that the test fails to rank those portfolios. 
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These results show that robust optimization can result in less stable portfolio weights than 

non-robust optimization which is distinct from several previous studies which show that the 

robust portfolio remains relatively unchanged over long periods (e.g., Bertsimas & 

Pachamanova, 2008; Kim et al., 2018). 

The Linton et al. (2005) test results for portfolios optimized using finite/convex/box 

uncertainty set worsens compared to the non-robust case. This is especially noticeable by 

how significantly the p-values decrease for the second hypothesis (H2) as we decrease α. 

This implies that the corresponding active portfolio dominates the benchmark half as 

frequently compared to the non-robust case. 

When we account for uncertainty in both probability and threshold level with 

uncertainty sets defined in (3.1) and (3.10), respectively, and assuming the independence of 

these sets’ elements, we observe some improvements, especially for average return and 

risk-adjusted return metrics. As we decrease α, the mean active return increases up to 

0.59%. The deviations, skewness, and CVaR 95 % are on the same level as for 

finite/convex/box uncertainty, therefore the values of IR, SR, and OR increase somewhat. 

CER remains negative, even though it comes close to zero at α=0.6. The number of assets is 

similar to the non-robust portfolio, turnover level increases and it is higher than for previous 

portfolios. After including transaction costs, CER is, however, slightly higher than obtained 

using finite/convex/box uncertainty sets. The SSD test results are on the same level as for 

the finite/convex/box sets with some worsening at lower values of α.  

When we account for dependence between elements of Pα and TLα (optimization 

problem (11)), the results improve dramatically. As we move α values from 0.9 to 0.6 the 

mean annual excess return threefold increases from 0.74% to 3.69%. Figure 3.1 shows the 

in-sample annual excess returns of all ES portfolios for each estimation window. We can 

observe that under joint uncertainty with dependent sets the robust portfolios consistently 

have a higher return than under other approaches. The in-sample mean returns increase as 

we extend the boundaries of uncertainty sets Pα and TLα. This also corresponds to our 

findings in Subsection 3.5.1 that accounting for dependent sets increases the dependence of 

the robust ES portfolio on the momentum factor. That is, the portfolio comprises industries 

with the highest return in the previous 12 months.  

 

[Insert Figure 3.1 here] 

 

The standard deviation under dependent sets is less or equal to previous portfolios 

values. This improvement yields a significant increase in the IR value, with a maximum of 

0.33 at α = 0.6. The skewness reaches the value of 1.35 at α = 0.6, which means that the 

upside potential is higher than the downside risk. This is alternatively characterized by much 

lower left tail risk CVaR 95% and semi deviation, with the lowest values of 11.34% and 
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4.02%, respectively. The higher mean return and positive skewness are also reflected in 

significantly higher CER, SR and OR, with the highest values of 3.17, 0.92 and 2.71, 

respectively.  

The number of assets decreases with α. The turnover, however, increases but even 

after adjustment for transaction costs, the CER remains much higher than for other portfolios.  

The p-values distribution for H1 and H2 are similar to the finite/convex/box uncertainty set for 

α = 0.9, however, for lower values of α the H2 p-values increase, meaning that the robust 

portfolio stochastically dominates the benchmark in a fewer number of periods. 

The superiority of the dependent sets specification comes as no surprise. Both 

portfolios consist of the same assets (industry indices). Therefore, the uncertainties of assets 

return probabilities and the benchmark mean return (threshold) are correlated. In particular, 

using a dependent sets specification with α = 0.6 allows for an increase in the mean excess 

return and IR by 3.52 % and 0.32 if we compare these metrics with those of non-robust 

portfolios. Simultaneously, we notice lower diversification of portfolios, higher turnover and 

worsening of Linton et al. (2005) SSD test results (especially H2 p-values). Even after 

accounting for transaction costs, however, the joint uncertainty with dependent sets yields an 

increase of CER by 2.76 %. In Subsection 3.5.1, we show that obtained results are attributed 

to the higher dependence of the corresponding portfolios on momentum factor from the 

Carhart (1997) model. 

 

3.4.2. SV portfolios 

 

Table 3.2 reports the results for SV portfolios for non-robust and robust portfolio 

optimization for five uncertainty set types: finite/polytopic/box sets (Zhu et al., 2009); joint 

uncertainty with dependent and independent sets described in Subsection 3.3.1. The results 

are provided in annualized excess return to benchmark index ) for a different level of 

uncertainty defined by parameter α = {0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. The results for minimum SV 

portfolios are similar to the ES cases in many aspects. Generally, as we decrease the α 

value we see improvement of robust SV portfolios performance in terms of traditional 

measures such as mean return and risk-reward measures. The robust portfolios have higher 

turnover and stochastically dominate the benchmark less frequently. These patterns, 

however, are less pronounced than in the case of ES portfolios. This may be a consequence 

of the higher diversification of SV portfolios. While the ES approach allocates all funds 

among less than 10 assets, all SV portfolios include all industry portfolios. However, most SV 

portfolios weights are negligible with values below 1e-5. The joint uncertainty with dependent 

sets again yields the best performance compared to the non-robust portfolio and portfolios 

with other uncertainty set specifications. 
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[Insert Table 3.2 here] 

 

The non-robust SV portfolio performs poorly in terms of traditional performance 

measures. The mean return is negative, -0.42%, which leads to negative CER and risk-

reward measures. The skewness is close to zero. The CVaR 95 %, turnover, and Linton et 

al. (2005) test p-values are analogous to ES portfolio values.  

The first four specifications of uncertainty sets (finite/convex/box sets and joint 

uncertainty with independent sets) yield moderate improvements to non-robust SV portfolio 

performance. The main change is an increase in mean excess return and IR, SR, OR 

measures, while CVaR 95% decreases somewhat and CER remains negative. The turnover 

level is higher than for the non-robust portfolio and the Linton et al. (2005) test p-values are 

marginally worse as we decrease α. 

Again the joint uncertainty with dependent sets given by equations (3.1) and (3.10) 

yields the best portfolio performances, especially in terms of traditional measures. 

Specifically, the mean active return is 1.02 % at α = 0.6, while the standard and semi 

deviations with CVaR 95 % decrease. As a result the IR, SR, and OR increase to 0.11, 0.19 

and 1.33, respectively. CER is positive for α = {0.7, 0.6} while CER for all other portfolios is 

negative. Turnover is somewhat higher than for the non-robust portfolio but lower than for 

other robust counterparts. The Linton et al (2005) test p-values are similar to other 

uncertainty set specifications. 

Here we can conclude that joint uncertainty with dependent sets given by equations 

(3.1) and (3.10) again yields the best performance, however, it leads to more moderate 

improvement than in the case of a minimum ES portfolio. Smaller improvement in traditional 

measures performance is somewhat compensated by better performance in terms of SSD 

test results and lower turnover.  

 

3.4.3. OR portfolios  

 

Table 3.3 reports the results for OR portfolios for non-robust and robust portfolio 

optimization for five uncertainty set types: finite/polytopic/box sets (Kapsos et al., 2014A) and 

joint uncertainty with dependent and independent sets described in Subsection 3.3.1. The 

results are provided in annualized excess return to benchmark index for a different level of 

uncertainty defined by parameter α={0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. The Omega ratio approach, 

compared to ES and SV, which just minimizes downside risk, accounts for both downside 

risk and upside potential and seeks an optimal proportion between these two. This difference 

is reflected in the out-of-sample performance. In particular, the non-robust portfolio yields the 

highest mean active return. The robust OR portfolios have a lower turnover and higher 

likelihood to stochastically dominate the benchmark. The joint uncertainty with dependent 
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sets remarkably reduces the portfolio's risks and maximizes the values of the return-risk 

ratios. 

 

[Insert Table 3.3 here] 

 

The non-robust OR portfolio yields the mean active return of 3.01% and CER of 

2.13%. The standard deviation is slightly higher than for non-robust ES and SV portfolios. 

The skewness is negative and the CVaR 95% is higher. The risk-reward measures, however, 

increase dramatically. The IR and SR are 0.23 and 0.39, respectively, while ES values are 

close to zero, and SV values are negative. The out-of-sample Omega ratio is 1.9, which is 

expected since the objective of this approach is to maximize the OR, while LPMs approaches 

yields OR values close to or less than one. 

At the same, the number of assets is halved. Also, we observe that the turnover level 

doubled but after adjustment for transaction costs CER is still much higher than for non-

robust ES and SV portfolios. The percentile of H1 p-values decreased dramatically for the 

OR approach such that we reject the H1 null in more than 25% of periods. At the same time, 

the H2 p-values increase such that the second null is rejected in approximately 10% of 

periods. These results show that the non-robust OR approach cannot yield stochastic 

dominance over the benchmark out-of-sample although the OR measure is consistent with 

the second-order stochastic dominance approach as shown by Balder & Schweizer (2017). 

This can be due to estimation error in the probability estimate and the benchmark expected 

return, which is the threshold level for OR optimization. Nevertheless, we show that robust 

optimization yields a significant improvement in Linton et al. (2005) test results. 

The finite/convex/box uncertainty sets do not yield significant improvements for all 

performance measures with the exception of the SSD test p-values. As we decrease the α 

value for these sets, the mean excess return declines from near 2% to 0.66%. Also, there is 

a small decrease in the standard deviation. Since the skewness becomes positive, the 

CVaR95% decreases by 5-6%. The risk-reward ratios are, however, lower than for the non-

robust OR portfolio while CER is negative for α={0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. The turnover decreases with 

the α parameter value while the number of assets increases somewhat. SSD performance 

improves dramatically, meaning that the active fund stochastically dominates the benchmark 

more frequently. For α=0.6, we cannot reject the H1 null for more than 90% of periods, while 

the second null is rejected in more than 25% of holding periods. The results for joint 

uncertainty with independent sets (3.1) and (3.10) are not qualitatively different from 

finite/convex/box sets. 

The joint uncertainty with dependent sets yields significant improvements in terms of 

most performance measures. The mean excess return decreases as the size of uncertainty 

sets increases. The standard deviation across portfolios decrease even more, such that IR is 
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higher than those of the non-robust portfolio for α={0.9, 0.8, 0.7}. It peaks with a value of 0.4 

for α = 0.9. The skewness is positive with the highest value of 1.48 at α=0.8, which lead to an 

almost seven-time decrease in semi deviation and CVaR 95%. Positive skewness 

simultaneously increases SR and OR to 1.05 and 3.19, respectively. The number of assets 

increases dramatically as well, showing broader diversification. The turnover level decreases 

more than three times for α=0.6, which results in less reduction in returns due to transaction 

costs. CER after including transaction costs is maximized for α = 0.9 and it is higher than the 

value of a non-robust portfolio by 0.20%. Finally, the Linton et al. (2005) test p-values 

distribution also improves as we decrease α and improves upon other OR portfolios. For 

α=0.6, we cannot reject H1 for almost all periods, while the second null is rejected around 

50 % of the time. It means that the active fund under dependent sets stochastically 

dominates the benchmark twice as frequently as a non-robust portfolio does. This result 

demonstrates the importance of modelling threshold uncertainty for OR to ensure its 

consistency with second-degree stochastic dominance (Balder & Schweizer, 2017; Guo et 

al., 2017). 

Summing up, we observe that joint uncertainty with independent sets yields the best 

performance among all portfolio specifications. The traditional measures such as mean, risk, 

and risk-reward ratios reached their best values at α=0.9, that is, when we assume relatively 

small uncertainty in the inputs. This result is similar to Liesiö et al. (2020), who shows that 

the direct SSD approach yields superior performance at α=0.9. The measures related to 

diversification, transaction costs, and the SSD test show the best performance at α=0.6, that 

is when the level of uncertainty is high. The optimal trade-off between these groups of 

measures can be observed at medium values of α = {0.8, 0.7}. We also observe an 

analogous trend for ES and SV portfolios. Specifically, when the performance of the 

traditional measures improves, the turnover and SSD test results worsen to some extent. In 

Subsection 3.5.3, we show that this result is partially attributed to investment in value and 

momentum factors. We relate this finding with earlier studies of common risk factor 

properties (Asness et al., 2013; Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016). 

 

3.4.4. International diversification 

 

To check the robustness of the revealed results and shed light on whether robust 

optimization should be applied for portfolio selection, we consider an alternative trading 

strategy based on international diversification. We consider only a non-robust portfolio and a 

robust portfolio under joint uncertainty with dependent sets given by equations (3.1) and 

(3.10). Table 3.4 shows the results for all three portfolio selection approaches. Generally, we 

observe a similar pattern to what we see in Subsections 3.4.1–3.4.3. The robust international 

portfolios, however, yield less pronounced improvement compared to industry portfolios. 
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There are two main reasons which can explain the differences found. First, the number of 

country indices (18) is almost three times less than the number of industries (49). Given that 

the length of the estimation window remains the same (12 months), the uncertainty in 

probability estimates of country indices is significantly lower than in the case of industry 

portfolios. Second, the world benchmark index can consist of stocks that are not included in 

the considered country indices. In particular, the MSCI World Index includes stocks listed in 

Ireland, Israel, New Zealand, Portugal and Finland.25 Since the joint uncertainty with 

dependent sets specification assumes that the active and benchmark consists of the same 

assets, it can be less effective when applied to the MSCI indices. 

 

[Insert Table 3.4 here] 

 

Panel A presents the results for ES portfolios. The best performance is reached when 

the α equals 0.8. These results indicate that considered international diversification is less 

uncertain compared to industry strategies for which α = 0.6 yields best performance. This 

robust ES portfolio maximizes the IR, SR and OR values. It also yields the lowest deviation 

measures and CVaR95%. The results show that increasing the size of uncertainty sets leads 

to a lower likelihood of obtaining full dominance by SSD over the benchmark out-of-sample, 

similar to what we see in Table 3.1.  

Panel B shows results for SV portfolios. The robust portfolio optimization leads to a 

more pronounced enhancement of benchmark compared to the ES case. The robust SV 

portfolios yield higher mean and risk-adjusted returns than the non-robust strategy for α ∈ 

{0.7; 0.6}. We observe the best performance for α equals 0.6. Specifically, it yields the lowest 

standard and semi deviations, while it maximizes the IR, SR, OR. The CER after including 

transaction costs is by 0.22 higher than that of the non-robust portfolio. The SSD test results 

do not change significantly as we increase α and are on par with those of the non-robust 

portfolio. 

Panel C presents results for OR portfolios. The robust OR portfolio yields superior 

performance only when α = 0.9 maximizing mean return, CER values and all three reward-

risk ratios. Besides, we observe turnover decrease when we increase the size of sets given 

by equations (3.1) and (3.10). The probability that active portfolio stochastically dominates 

the benchmark increases when we apply robust optimization and reaches its highest value 

for α = 0.6. This is especially noticeable by the decline in p-values for the H2 test as the size 

of the uncertainty sets is increased. 

 

 
25 The data for these country indices are limited to short time series. Therefore, they were excluded from the base 
assets set. 
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3.5 Robust portfolios and risk factors 
 

In this section, we attempt to find out if the robust optimization approach has any 

unintended side-effects, which can further explain the behaviour of robust portfolios. Earlier 

studies showed that more robustness among robust mean-variance portfolios results in a 

higher correlation with the Fama-French risk factors (Kim et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014A). 

Factor analysis is an important aspect of risk management. It allows to monitor and control 

the systematic risks of actively managed funds (Ang, 2014). The exposure to systematic 

risks can be reduced using derivative instruments or by constraining the exposure of the 

portfolio to risk factors in optimization problems (Kim et al., 2014B). Therefore, we conduct 

the factor exposure analysis for ES, SV, and OR portfolios and their robust counterpart. As 

factors, we take the four common stock-market factors of Carhart (1997): (1) general stock 

market return minus T-bill return ('Mkt-Rf'), (2) small-capitalization-stocks return minus big-

capitalization-stocks return ('SMB'), (3) value-stocks return minus growth-stocks return 

('HML') and (4) winner-stocks return minus loser-stocks return ('MOM'). These factors explain 

a large part of the general return variation of the industry portfolios (Moskowitz & Grinblatt, 

1999; Post et al., 2018). We perform an in-sample analysis of the relation between ES, SV 

and OR portfolios and factor returns because our main goal is to find out how the robust 

portfolios put weights on the fundamental factors during the process of constructing 

portfolios. From the four-factor model, portfolio annual returns can be expressed as a linear 

equation, 

 

𝑅𝑝 = 𝑎 + 𝛽𝑀𝑘𝑡[𝑅𝑀𝑘𝑡−𝑅𝑓] + 𝛽𝑆𝑀𝐵[𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐵] + 𝛽𝐻𝑀𝐿[𝑅𝐻𝑀𝐿] + 𝛽𝑀𝑂𝑀[𝑅𝑀𝑂𝑀] + 휀 (3.19) 

 

where βMkt, βSMB, βHML, and βMOM are the corresponding coefficients for the Carhart 

(1997) four factors. Therefore, the R2 values of the linear regression will indicate how much 

of the return is dependent on these fundamental factors. We estimate a single regression 

model for each portfolio (30 regressions) using in-sample annual returns (110 observations). 

Since the estimation windows overlap, we use the Newey and West (1987) adjusted 

standard errors to correct for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. 

Given that the four factors explain a large part of the general return variation of the 

industry indices, the portfolios must exhibit significant losses during crashes of these factors. 

A crash is defined as the estimation period with the lowest mean daily return for one of the 

Carhart (1997) four factors. ‘Mkt-Rf’ crash corresponds to the period from January 2008 to 

December 2008 with mean return equals -0.15%. ‘SMB’ crash corresponds to the period 

from July 1972 to June 1973 with mean return equals -0.16%. ‘HML’ crash corresponds to 

the period from January 1999 to December 1999 with mean return equals -0.11%. ‘MOM’ 

crash corresponds to the period from January 2009 to December 2009 with mean return 
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equals -0.26%. As you can see the factor crashes are significant especially in the case of the 

momentum factor. Therefore, we test the ability of considered portfolio selection approaches 

to provide "crash protection". The "crash protection" can be provided in two forms. First, 

portfolio optimization can minimize the losses during the crash period. Second, the 

corresponding portfolio can quickly rebound after the crash. The year-to-year predictability of 

the Carhart (1997) factors is limited and their sample mean returns show strong reversion to 

the long-term mean value after large positive or negative realizations (see Figure 2 in Post et 

al. (2018)). If a factor crashes, then industries with low exposure to that factor will appear 

attractive, based on empirical probabilities estimated using crash period data. Including these 

industries in portfolio would then lower the portfolio’s expected return, due to the regression 

effect for the factors. Therefore, we analyse the portfolio annualized returns during and after 

corresponding crashes to see which “crash protection” robust portfolios can provide. 

 

3.5.1. ES portfolios 

 

Table 3.5 shows the results of linear regression (19) for ES portfolio returns against 

the Carhart (1997) four factors. We calculate regression coefficients, their p-values and 

adjusted R2. The analysis is presented for in-sample annualized returns of a non-robust 

portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint uncertainty with 

independent and dependent sets (3.1) and (3.10). We find that the proportion of robust ES 

portfolios variation explained by the Carhart model (1994) is lower relative to the non-robust 

portfolio. The joint uncertainty with dependent sets yields portfolios that invest more in Mkt-

Rf, SMB and MOM factors than other portfolios. 

 

[Insert Table 3.5 here] 

 

All ES portfolios yield significant and positive intercept coefficients. This is evidence 

that they can generate abnormal returns that cannot be explained by the four anomalies. The 

portfolio optimized using joint uncertainty with the dependent sets specification yields the 

highest intercept of 0.27 for α = 0.6 which corresponds to the highest mean excess return in 

Table 1. The adjusted R2 decreases from 0.68 for the non-robust portfolio to 0.59 for the 

robust portfolio under joint uncertainty with dependent sets and α = 0.6. This means that the 

proposed robust optimization approach reduces the systematic risk of the ES portfolio. The 

regression coefficients of Mkt-Rf increase from 0.73 for the non-robust portfolio to 0.84 for 

the robust portfolio under joint uncertainty with dependent sets and α = 0.6. This increase 

indicates that the corresponding robust portfolios track the market index more precisely. The 

reduction of tracking error is evidence that accounting for uncertainty in benchmark return 

probabilities is an important aspect of active fund management. The regression coefficient of 
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the SMB factor increases from a statistically insignificant 0.10 for the non-robust portfolio to a 

significant 0.45 for the robust portfolio under joint uncertainty with dependent sets and α = 

0.6. This increase means that a robust portfolio invests more in small-cap stocks. We also 

recognize that the coefficient for HML tends to decrease for dependent sets to a statistically 

insignificant 0.29 compared to 0.48 for other robust portfolios. This pattern indicates that the 

corresponding ES portfolios bet on growth stocks. Moreover, only these portfolios have 

significant and positive exposure to the MOM factor meaning that they depend more on 

winner stocks. This explains the large gains of corresponding robust portfolios since MOM 

outperforms other factors by mean and risk-adjusted return (Barroso & Santa-Clara, 2015). A 

higher correlation with MOM factors also explains why joint uncertainty with dependent sets 

yields higher portfolio turnover. Since the momentum effect is short-term, the superior returns 

of winners stocks revert to their long-term lower mean values within the next 12 months. 

Therefore, we need to rebalance the ES portfolios more frequently/significantly to exclude 

ex-winners and include new winners.26  

Table 3.6 shows the out-of-sample annualized returns of ES portfolios during and 

after the most severe Carhart (1997) factor crashes. Panel A shows the portfolio return in 

crash periods when the factors have the lowest mean daily return. Panel B shows the 

portfolio return in the next 6 months after the crash period. The analysis is presented for a 

non-robust portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint 

uncertainty with independent and dependent sets corresponding to equations (3.1) and 

(3.10). We find that robust ES portfolios provide the after-crash rebound by exploiting the 

mean-reverting properties of the factors. During the crashes, robust portfolios yield higher 

losses than non-robust ones. The joint uncertainty with dependent sets maximizes the after-

crash portfolio return for all factors but Mkt-Rf.  

 

[Insert Table 3.6 here] 

 

Panel A shows that the non-robust ES portfolio minimizes losses during all four 

crashes with mean losses of 9.2%. The most severe losses happen during the HML factor 

crash where most ES portfolios yield a negative return of more than 30 %. This is not 

surprising since most ES portfolios have a high correlation with the value factor. The joint 

uncertainty with dependent sets yield higher losses than the non-robust ES portfolio but 

lower than other robust portfolios. In particular, it reduces the losses during the HML factor 

crash threefold compared to other portfolios. The higher exposure of these portfolios to the 

SMB and MOM factor leads to higher losses during the corresponding factor crashes. MOM 

has more severe and frequent crashes than other factors (Barroso & Santa-Clara, 2015). In 

 
26 Chan et al. (1999) note that chasing momentum can generate high turnover and therefore requires a focus on 
managing trading costs. Lee and Swaminathan (2000) show that turnover of winners portfolio is positively 
correlated with the mean-reversion rate of the momentum returns. 
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particular, it has skewness and kurtosis of -1.60 and 29.85, respectively. Mkt-Rf, which is a 

risk premium of the benchmark portfolio, has skewness and kurtosis of -0.12 and 19.60, 

respectively. The necessary condition of SSD is that the minimum return of the active 

portfolio is higher than that of the benchmark. Therefore, we observe in Table 1 that more 

robustness among ES portfolios under joint uncertainty dependent sets results in a 

significantly lower likelihood of obtaining full dominance by SSD.27  

Panel B shows that the non-robust ES portfolio underperforms robust portfolios after 

the crashes with a mean return of -1.36%. The finite, convex, box sets, as well as joint 

uncertainty independent sets, yield moderate improvement with a mean return of less than 

3%. The joint uncertainty dependent sets maximize annualized return following factor 

crashes with a mean value of 25.11%. The highest returns are observed after SMB and HML 

factors crash, that is, 49.21% and 36.17%, respectively. We also observe that none of the ES 

portfolios provides protection against Mkt-Rf factor crash. 

 

3.5.2. SV portfolios 

 

Table 3.7 shows the results of linear regression (19) for SV portfolio returns against 

the Carhart (1997) four factors. We calculate regression coefficients, their p-values and 

adjusted R2. The analysis is presented for in-sample annualized returns of a non-robust 

portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint uncertainty with 

independent and dependent sets corresponding to equations (3.1) and (3.10). The results 

are similar to those of ES portfolios but with some notable differences. We find that robust 

SV portfolios generally have a higher correlation with common risk factors and higher 

exposure to the SMB factor than the non-robust portfolio. The joint uncertainty with 

dependent sets yields portfolios that have the highest correlation with Carhart (1997) model. 

They depend more on Mkt-Rf, SMB and MOM factors than other portfolios. 

 

[Insert Table 3.7 here] 

 

All SV portfolios yield significant and positive intercept coefficients. The portfolio 

optimized using joint uncertainty with dependent sets yields the highest intercept. This result 

demonstrates the ability of the portfolio to yield significant abnormal returns in excess over 

the four market anomalies. The increase of adjusted R2 is insignificant and it is less than 5%. 

The regression coefficients of Mkt-Rf increase from 0.67 for the non-robust portfolio to 0.78 

for the robust portfolio under joint uncertainty with dependent sets and α = 0.6. This increase 

indicates the strong comovement between robust SV portfolios and market index returns. 

 
27 A higher correlation with the SMB factor also corresponds to higher turnover and lower likelihood to observe 
SSD of the active portfolio. Unlike other factors, SMB is positively correlated with the MOM factor. SML has 
skewness and kurtosis of -0.76 and 25.65, respectively. 
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The regression coefficients of the SMB factor increase from statistically insignificant 0.05 for 

the non-robust portfolio to a significant 0.32 for the robust portfolio under joint uncertainty 

with dependent sets and α = 0.6. This increase means that the robust portfolio invests more 

in small-cap stocks. The coefficient for HML tends to decrease for dependent sets to 0.38 

compared to 0.48 for other robust portfolios. The coefficient, however, remains significant. 

This pattern indicates that the corresponding SV portfolios bet more on growth stocks. 

Moreover, only these portfolios have significant and positive exposure to the MOM factor 

meaning that they depend more on winner stocks.  

Table 3.8 shows out-of-sample annualized returns of SV portfolios during and after 

the most severe Carhart (1997) factor crashes. Panel A shows the portfolio return in crash 

periods when the factors have the lowest mean daily return. Panel B shows the portfolio 

return in the next 6 months after the crash period. The analysis is presented for a non-robust 

portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint uncertainty with 

independent and dependent sets (3.1) and (3.10). Similar to the ES approach, robust SV 

portfolios yield the highest returns after the crashes. During the crashes, robust portfolios 

yield higher losses than non-robust ones. The joint uncertainty with dependent sets 

maximizes the after-crash portfolio returns for SMB and HML crashes.  

 

[Insert Table 3.8 here] 

 

Panel A shows that the non-robust SV portfolio minimizes the losses during crash 

periods with a mean return of -10.36%. It provides significant protection against Mkt-Rf and 

SMB crashes. The losses of robust portfolios are higher by 3% on average. The joint 

uncertainty with dependent sets yields lower losses than other robust portfolios but does not 

outperform the non-robust SV portfolio. 

Panel B shows that the non-robust SV portfolio underperforms robust portfolios after 

the crashes with a mean return of -0.44%. The finite, convex, box sets, as well as joint 

uncertainty dependent sets, yield moderate improvement with a mean return of less than 2%. 

The joint uncertainty with dependent sets maximizes annualized return following factor 

crashes with a mean value of 5.55% at α = 0.6. The highest returns are observed after SMB 

and MOM factors crash, that is, 15.58% and 8.70%, respectively. 

 

3.5.3 OR portfolios 

 

Table 3.9 shows the results of linear regression (19) for OR portfolios returns against 

the Carhart (1997) four factors. We calculate regression coefficients, their p-values and 

adjusted R2. The analysis is presented for in-sample annualized returns of a non-robust 

portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint uncertainty with 
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independent and dependent sets corresponding to equations (3.1) and (3.10). We find that 

that robust OR portfolios generally have a higher correlation with common risk factors and 

higher exposure to the HML factor than non-robust one. Under the joint uncertainty with 

dependent sets, robust OR portfolios tracks the market index more closely. That is, the 

coefficient of Mkt-Rf tends to one while other coefficients values decrease. Their regression 

coefficients of HML and MOM are significant and identical.  

 

[Insert Table 3.9 here] 

 

All OR portfolios yield significant and positive intercept coefficients. More robustness 

among robust OR portfolios results in lower intercept values. We observe the tremendous 

increase of adjusted R2 from 0.45 for the non-robust portfolio to 0.93 for the robust portfolio 

under joint uncertainty with dependent sets and α = 0.6. In most cases, investors need a 

portfolio that is not only robust but also has the desired level of dependency on factor 

movement for managing the total portfolio risk. Therefore, the robust formulations that allow 

investors to control the factor exposure of OR portfolios are a perspective topic for further 

research (Kim et al., 2014B). 

More robustness among robust OR portfolios results in lower coefficients of SMB 

factor. They decrease from a significant 0.68 for joint uncertainty independent sets at α = 0.9 

to an insignificant 0.04 for joint uncertainty with dependent sets. This means that robust OR 

portfolios bet more on large stocks. A similar trend is observed for Mkt-Rf. We see the 

opposite trend for HML coefficients. They increase from an insignificant 0.02 for the non-

robust OR portfolio to a significant 0.50 for finite, convex, box and joint uncertainty with 

independent sets for α = 0.7. This means that robust OR portfolios invest more in value 

stocks. 

The non-robust OR portfolio maximizes the exposure to MOM. This comes as no 

surprise. By maximizing OR, we also maximize the expected return of the portfolio, that is, 

construct a momentum portfolio. We find that more robustness among robust OR portfolios 

results in lower coefficients of the MOM factor. This trend results in a lower turnover of the 

corresponding portfolio weights shown in Table 3. Under joint uncertainty with dependent 

sets, a robust OR portfolio has almost identical exposures to HML and MOM. These two 

factors have a significant negative correlation of -0.27. This is not surprising since 

momentum strategies buy past winners and sell past losers, while value strategies typically 

buy longer-term past losers and sell winners (Fama & French, 1996). Asness et al. (2013) 

show that a 50-50 combination of value and momentum diversifies away a variety of 
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exposures including aggregate market and liquidity risks.28 In particular, the value-

momentum strategy hedges crash risk, since the correlation between HML and MOM 

remains negative during the bear markets.29 This observation is reflected in the results of 

Table 3. That is, joint uncertainty with dependent sets significantly reduces the risk of OR 

portfolio and increases the risk-return ratios. Besides, lower crash risk increases the 

likelihood to observe that corresponding OR portfolios stochastically dominate the 

benchmark out of sample. 

Table 3.10 shows out-of-sample annualized returns of OR portfolios during and after 

the most severe Carhart (1997) factor crashes. Panel A shows the portfolio return in crash 

periods when the factors have the lowest mean daily return. Panel B shows the portfolio 

return in the next 6 months after the crash period. The analysis is presented for a non-robust 

portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint uncertainty with 

independent and dependent sets (3.1) and (3.10). Unlike LPM approaches, the robust OR 

portfolios reduce losses during the factor crashes. The joint uncertainty with dependent sets 

minimizes the portfolio losses providing the most significant protection against Mkt-Rf and 

MOM crashes. 

 

[Insert Table 3.10 here] 

 

Panel A shows that the non-robust OR portfolio has the highest losses during the 

crashes with a mean value of -20.15%. The finite/convex/box sets and joint uncertainty with 

independent sets reduce losses of OR portfolios by 5–7% on average. The joint uncertainty 

with dependent sets minimizes the losses to 2.77% on average for α = 0.7. Remarkably, for 

α = 0.8 it yields a positive return of 1.64% p.a. during Mkt-Rf crash compared to -80.82% of 

the non-robust portfolio. 

Panel B shows that the non-robust portfolio maximizes the after-crash return with a 

mean value of 22.03%. The robust portfolios reduce profits up to 11 times. The joint 

uncertainty with dependent sets is the only specification that yields positive returns after Mkt-

Rf crash for α = {0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. 

Here, we sum up by comparing the ES, SV and OR portfolios connection with the 

Carhart (1997) four factors. We find that robust OR portfolios optimized under joint 

uncertainty with depend sets have a significantly higher correlation with common factors than 

ES and SV portfolios. The adjusted R2 difference is more than 30% between robust OR and 

ES portfolios. Therefore, robust OR portfolios require more attention to controlling these 

 
28 Asness et al. (2013) use equal dollar allocation for value-momentum strategy. Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) 
argue that weighting should be based on equal risk allocation since MOM is riskier than HML. Thus, the 
regression coefficients are suitable weights since they account for the difference in the factors' volatilities.  
29 Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) find that MOM crashes tend to occur in times of market stress when the market 
has fallen and ex-ante measures of volatility are high, coupled with an abrupt rise in contemporaneous market 
returns. Conversely, for the HML factor, the correlation with Mkt-Rf is positive during these periods. 
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systematic risks (Kim et al., 2014B). Under joint uncertainty with dependent sets, all three 

approaches depend significantly on the momentum factor. The robust OR portfolio also has 

an identical dependence on the value factor that hedges its risks and improves the risk-

adjusted performance as shown in Table 3.3. We also observe that the robust OR portfolio 

minimizes losses in the period when factors crash but underperforms afterwards. Unlike OR, 

the robust ES and SV portfolios recover quickly in the next 6 months after the factor crashes. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we study the out-of-sample performance of robust portfolios. For our 

analysis, we consider three portfolio selection approaches: ES, SV, and OR. Compared to 

the more traditional mean-variance approach, they account for portfolio distribution 

asymmetry and are consistent with the more general stochastic dominance method. We 

have shown that the performance of the above approaches is significantly affected by 

uncertainty in the optimization inputs, specifically the probability distribution of returns. We 

applied the robust optimization approach in which, instead of assuming that there is an 

underlying probability distribution that is known exactly, one hedges against an uncertainty 

set of distributions. 

We propose an alternative specification of uncertainty set for ES, SV, and OR robust 

optimization problems, called ‘joint uncertainty’. It assumes that both the probability of base 

assets and threshold level (benchmark expected return) are subject to uncertainty. This 

approach is most appropriate for active fund management where our purpose is to track and 

enhance the benchmark. We considered two cases depending on whether the two 

uncertainty sets are dependent or independent and compare their effect on the out-of-sample 

performance with traditional uncertainty set specifications. We show that joint uncertainty 

with dependent sets yields the best performance for all three portfolio selection approaches. 

We also show that the robust optimization leads to significant improvement of out-of-sample 

performance for the U.S. industry and international investment strategies. 

Additionally, we find that robust portfolios have a different correlation with the Carhart 

(1997) four-factor model relative to a non-robust portfolio. In particular, we find that joint 

uncertainty with dependent sets can substantially increase the OR portfolios’ dependency on 

factor movement and therefore requires a focus on managing the total portfolio risk (Kim, et 

al., 2014B). We also show that using joint uncertainty with dependent sets results in an 

increase in regression coefficients of the momentum factor for ES and SV portfolios. Due to 

the high mean-reversion rate and high crash risk of MOM, the corresponding robust LPM 

portfolios can have higher turnover and lower chances to stochastically dominate the 

benchmark. The risk analysis also reveals that the performances of the robust OR portfolios 

are attributed to the combination of HML and MOM factors. Specifically, when the regression 
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coefficients of these factors are significant and identical, we see a substantial improvement 

across most performance metrics. These findings support earlier literature documenting that 

an optimal combination of value and momentum factors diversifies away a variety of 

exposures including aggregate market and liquidity risks (Asness et al., 2013; Daniel & 

Moskowitz, 2016). 

The robust portfolios provide protection against crash risks defined as the most 

severe crashes of the Carhart (1997) four factors. Under joint uncertainty with dependent 

sets, the robust ES and SV portfolios maximize the returns after crashes, while the robust 

OR portfolios minimize losses during the factor crashes.  
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Figure 3.1 The dynamics of in-sample annual active returns of ES portfolios over the period from January 1964 to June 2019.  
 

The plots are reported for 10 ES portfolio including non-robust portfolios, robust portfolio optimized using Finite/Polytopic/Box sets, joint uncertainty with independent (JUIS) and 
dependent (JUDS) sets with α = {0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. 
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Table 3.1 Out-of-sample performance of ES portfolios 
 

 mean std. dev semi-dev. skew 
CVaR 
95% 

CER IR SR OR # of assets turn 
CER 

inc. t.c. 
H1 25th H1 75th H2 25th H2 75th 

Non-robust 0.17 9.44 6.25 0.16 20.30 -0.26 0.02 0.03 1.05 9.50 0.71 -0.97 0.212 0.457 0.000 0.172 
Finite/Polytopic/Box uncertainty 

0.9 -0.14 10.57 7.11 0.35 20.86 -0.68 -0.01 -0.02 0.97 7.30 0.84 -1.52 0.219 0.490 0.000 0.235 
0.8 0.20 11.35 7.27 0.52 22.52 -0.42 0.02 0.03 1.05 6.59 0.92 -1.33 0.232 0.490 0.000 0.302 
0.7 0.37 11.67 7.27 0.62 22.17 -0.28 0.03 0.05 1.09 6.14 0.96 -1.24 0.221 0.505 0.010 0.306 
0.6 0.35 11.69 7.26 0.65 21.78 -0.30 0.03 0.05 1.08 6.01 0.97 -1.27 0.221 0.505 0.021 0.313 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 
0.9 0.03 10.65 6.90 0.44 20.08 -0.52 0.00 0.00 1.01 7.48 0.89 -1.41 0.237 0.500 0.000 0.268 
0.8 0.19 11.34 7.16 0.52 21.86 -0.43 0.02 0.03 1.05 6.35 1.00 -1.42 0.219 0.515 0.010 0.330 
0.7 0.42 11.81 7.11 0.73 20.98 -0.24 0.04 0.06 1.10 5.91 1.03 -1.26 0.263 0.515 0.031 0.344 
0.6 0.59 11.77 7.02 0.67 21.40 -0.06 0.05 0.08 1.15 5.73 1.05 -1.11 0.232 0.510 0.031 0.354 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 
0.9 0.74 9.35 5.44 0.65 16.31 0.33 0.08 0.14 1.24 9.52 0.86 -0.54 0.242 0.500 0.000 0.214 
0.8 2.05 9.41 4.52 0.84 12.88 1.64 0.22 0.45 1.81 8.70 1.08 0.54 0.242 0.515 0.021 0.343 
0.7 2.89 10.05 4.14 1.11 11.34 2.44 0.29 0.70 2.27 7.63 1.25 1.16 0.271 0.542 0.094 0.455 
0.6 3.69 10.91 4.02 1.35 12.12 3.17 0.34 0.92 2.71 7.10 1.34 1.79 0.211 0.552 0.152 0.485 

 

This table shows the out-of-sample sample performances of Expected Shortfall portfolios formed with industry indices (Kenneth French data library) with a one-year estimation window 
and a half-year holding period. The benchmark is the all-share index from the CRSP Sift database. The analysis evaluates annual active returns for the period from January 1965 to 
December 2019. The results are provided for a non-robust portfolio optimization and a robust portfolio optimization for five uncertainty sets types: box and finite/polytopic sets (Zhu et al., 
2009); joint uncertainty with dependent and independent sets described in Subsection 3.3.1. The uncertainty is defined by feasible sets (3.1) and (3.10) with α={0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. Shown 
are mean, standard and semi deviations (std. dev. and semi-dev.), skewness (skew), historical CVaR with a 95 % confidence level (CVaR95%), the certainty equivalent return (CER) for 
a standard logarithmic utility function, 𝑢(𝑥𝑖)=ln (100+𝑥𝑖) Information (IR), Sortino (SR), and Omega (OR) ratios of the corresponding active strategy X excess annual return to the 
benchmark Y. We report the average number of assets (# of assets) in the portfolios over the out-of-sample period. We use the turnover (turn) measure as a proxy of portfolio sensitivity 
to transaction costs. We also calculate the CER adjusted for proportional transaction cost of 50 basis points (CER inc. t.c.). Besides, we report the percentiles of the distribution of p-
values obtained from deploying the SSD test of Linton et al., (2005) in each out-of-sample period for two null hypotheses. H1: X SSD Y. H2: Y SSD X., where X is returns of the active 
portfolio and Y is returns of the benchmark index. 
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Table 3.2 Out-of-sample performance of SV portfolios 
 

 mean std. dev semi-dev. skew 
CVaR 
95% 

CER IR SR OR # of assets turn 
CER 

inc. t.c. 
H1 25th H1 75th H2 25th H2 75th 

Non-robust -0.42 10.56 7.35 0.13 23.35 -0.98 -0.04 -0.06 0.90 48.87 0.62 -1.59 0.192 0.449 0.000 0.204 

Finite/Polytopic/Box uncertainty 

0.9 0.04 11.49 7.51 0.46 23.23 -0.60 0.00 0.01 1.01 48.87 0.91 -1.49 0.204 0.521 0.000 0.309 

0.8 0.18 11.63 7.30 0.66 21.57 -0.46 0.02 0.02 1.04 48.87 0.96 -1.41 0.192 0.495 0.020 0.326 

0.7 0.23 11.79 7.34 0.70 21.31 -0.43 0.02 0.03 1.05 48.87 0.98 -1.40 0.202 0.485 0.021 0.344 

0.6 0.32 12.00 7.38 0.70 21.29 -0.36 0.03 0.04 1.07 48.87 1.01 -1.36 0.192 0.495 0.021 0.354 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 0.02 11.25 7.43 0.38 23.17 -0.59 0.00 0.00 1.00 48.87 0.90 -1.48 0.204 0.515 0.000 0.306 

0.8 0.30 11.52 7.23 0.59 21.70 -0.34 0.03 0.04 1.07 48.87 0.95 -1.28 0.219 0.510 0.010 0.309 

0.7 0.34 11.74 7.25 0.67 21.30 -0.31 0.03 0.05 1.08 48.87 0.98 -1.28 0.204 0.495 0.021 0.340 

0.6 0.35 12.02 7.35 0.71 21.34 -0.33 0.03 0.05 1.08 48.87 1.00 -1.33 0.192 0.495 0.021 0.344 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 -0.21 10.17 6.93 0.27 21.14 -0.72 -0.02 -0.03 0.95 48.87 0.79 -1.50 0.219 0.525 0.000 0.253 

0.8 -0.07 9.79 6.52 0.32 20.17 -0.54 -0.01 -0.01 0.98 48.87 0.78 -1.32 0.222 0.463 0.000 0.214 

0.7 0.46 9.57 5.88 0.45 18.12 0.02 0.05 0.08 1.14 48.87 0.80 -0.78 0.208 0.447 0.000 0.222 

0.6 1.02 9.59 5.37 0.64 16.26 0.58 0.11 0.19 1.33 48.87 0.88 -0.30 0.229 0.485 0.000 0.268 

 

This table shows the out-of-sample sample performances of Semi-Variance portfolios formed with industry indices (Kenneth French data library) with a one-year estimation window 
and a half-year holding period. The benchmark is the all-share index from the CRSP Sift database. The analysis evaluates annual, active returns for the period from January 1965 to 
December 2019. The results are provided for a non-robust portfolio optimization and a robust portfolio optimization for five uncertainty sets types: box and finite/polytopic sets (Zhu et 
al., 2009); joint uncertainty with dependent and independent sets described in Subsection 3.3.1. The uncertainty is defined by feasible sets (3.1) and (3.10) with α={0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. 
Shown are mean, standard and semi deviations (std. dev. and semi-dev.), skewness (skew), historical CVaR with a 95 % confidence level (CVaR95%), the certainty equivalent return 
(CER) for a standard logarithmic utility function, 𝑢(𝑥𝑖)=ln (100+𝑥𝑖) Information (IR), Sortino (SR), and Omega (OR) ratios of the corresponding active strategy X excess annual return to 
the benchmark Y. We report the average number of assets (# of assets) in the portfolios over the out-of-sample period. We use the turnover (turn) measure as a proxy of portfolio 
sensitivity to transaction costs. We also calculate the CER adjusted for proportional transaction cost of 50 basis points (CER inc. t.c.). Besides, we report the percentiles of the 
distribution of p-values obtained from deploying the SSD test of Linton et al., (2005) in each out-of-sample period for two null hypotheses. H1: X SSD Y. H2: Y SSD X., where X is 
returns of the active portfolio and Y is returns of the benchmark index.  
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Table 3.3 Out-of-sample performance of OR portfolios  
 

 mean std. dev semi-dev. skew 
CVaR 
95% 

CER IR SR OR # of assets turn 
CE 

inc. t.c. 
H1 25th H1 75th H2 25th H2 75th 

Non-robust 3.01 12.99 7.78 -0.43 26.28 2.13 0.23 0.39 1.90 4.23 1.47 0.64 0.000 0.354 0.165 0.457 

Finite/Polytopic/Box uncertainty 

0.9 1.98 12.91 6.79 0.63 20.37 1.21 0.15 0.29 1.51 5.01 1.33 -0.14 0.250 0.505 0.152 0.432 

0.8 0.79 13.20 7.41 0.93 20.76 -0.02 0.06 0.11 1.17 5.35 1.19 -1.20 0.239 0.500 0.074 0.357 

0.7 0.47 12.21 7.24 0.76 21.31 -0.23 0.04 0.06 1.11 5.50 1.08 -1.31 0.263 0.515 0.052 0.344 

0.6 0.66 11.99 7.00 0.76 21.19 -0.02 0.05 0.09 1.16 5.57 1.07 -1.08 0.263 0.521 0.031 0.354 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 1.87 12.93 6.79 0.71 20.20 1.09 0.14 0.28 1.47 5.02 1.34 -0.26 0.247 0.505 0.158 0.449 

0.8 0.83 13.20 7.40 0.92 20.72 0.03 0.06 0.11 1.19 5.34 1.20 -1.17 0.239 0.510 0.094 0.364 

0.7 0.52 12.20 7.25 0.73 21.31 -0.18 0.04 0.07 1.12 5.48 1.09 -1.26 0.263 0.521 0.052 0.316 

0.6 0.73 11.98 6.95 0.76 21.22 0.06 0.06 0.10 1.18 5.58 1.07 -1.01 0.263 0.521 0.031 0.354 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 2.26 5.70 2.14 1.01 6.94 2.11 0.40 1.05 3.18 15.39 1.25 0.83 0.158 0.490 0.179 0.495 

0.8 1.06 3.19 1.16 1.48 3.98 1.01 0.33 0.91 2.89 27.33 0.80 0.21 0.240 0.545 0.134 0.458 

0.7 0.58 1.96 0.94 0.75 3.35 0.57 0.30 0.62 2.55 34.33 0.54 0.02 0.258 0.577 0.031 0.374 

0.6 0.31 1.65 0.95 0.29 3.40 0.30 0.19 0.33 1.83 37.11 0.43 -0.14 0.258 0.535 0.000 0.250 

 

This table shows the out-of-sample sample performances of Omega ratio portfolios formed with industry indices (Kenneth French data library) with a one-year estimation window and a 
half-year holding period. The benchmark is the all-share index from the CRSP Sift database. The analysis evaluates annual, active returns for the period from January 1965 to 
December 2019. The results are provided for a non-robust portfolio optimization and a robust portfolio optimization for five uncertainty sets types: box and finite/polytopic sets (Kapsos, 
et al., 2014B); joint uncertainty with dependent and independent sets described in Section 3.3.2. The uncertainty is defined by feasible sets (3.1) and (3.10) with α={0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. 
Shown are mean, standard and semi deviations (std. dev. and semi-dev.), skewness (skew), historical CVaR with a 95 % confidence level (CVaR95%), the certainty equivalent return 
(CER) for a standard logarithmic utility function, 𝑢(𝑥𝑖)=ln (100+𝑥𝑖) Information (IR), Sortino (SR), and Omega (OR) ratios of the corresponding active strategy X excess annual return to 
the benchmark Y. We report the average number of assets (# of assets) in the portfolios over the out-of-sample period.  We use the turnover (turn) measure as a proxy of portfolio 
sensitivity to transaction costs. We also calculate the CER adjusted for proportional transaction cost of 50 basis points (CER inc. t.c.). Besides, we report the percentiles of the 
distribution of p-values obtained from deploying the SSD test of Linton et al., (2005) in each out-of-sample period for two null hypotheses. H1: X SSD Y. H2: Y SSD X, where X is 
returns of the active portfolio and Y is returns of the benchmark index. 
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Table 3.4 The out-of-sample performance for an international momentum strategy 
 

Panel A. ES portfolios 

 mean std. dev. semi-dev. skew 
CVaR 
95% 

CER IR SR OR # of assets turn 
CER 

inc. t.c. 
H1 25th H1 75th H2 25th H2 75th 

Non-robust 1.52 7.48 3.88 0.50 11.21 1.25 0.20 0.39 1.71 7.83 0.56 0.69 0.280 0.505 0.029 0.364 
Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 0.93 6.57 3.47 0.66 10.58 0.72 0.14 0.27 1.45 7.68 0.67 0.04 0.282 0.566 0.030 0.422 
0.8 1.31 6.35 3.05 0.73 9.08 1.12 0.21 0.43 1.77 6.86 0.78 0.33 0.300 0.573 0.040 0.465 
0.7 1.30 7.53 3.55 1.06 9.81 1.04 0.17 0.37 1.64 6.18 0.89 0.14 0.291 0.553 0.090 0.485 
0.6 1.03 7.57 3.96 1.02 12.44 0.77 0.14 0.26 1.47 6.13 0.96 -0.20 0.212 0.545 0.175 0.466 

Panel B. SV portfolios 

 mean std. dev. semi-dev. skew 
CVaR 
95% 

CER IR SR OR # of assets turn 
CE 

inc. t.c. 
H1 25th H1 75th H2 25th H2 75th 

Non-robust 1.01 7.80 4.04 0.88 9.74 0.73 0.13 0.25 1.41 18.00 0.56 0.16 0.300 0.530 0.040 0.386 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 
0.9 0.20 7.23 4.44 0.67 10.90 -0.05 0.03 0.04 1.07 18.00 0.67 -0.72 0.272 0.529 0.029 0.450 
0.8 0.89 7.01 3.65 0.86 9.90 0.66 0.13 0.24 1.41 18.00 0.65 0.00 0.290 0.545 0.029 0.440 
0.7 1.04 7.00 3.59 0.82 10.22 0.81 0.15 0.29 1.50 18.00 0.65 0.16 0.290 0.566 0.030 0.437 
0.6 1.26 6.96 3.58 0.67 11.06 1.03 0.18 0.35 1.65 18.00 0.65 0.38 0.291 0.545 0.020 0.406 

 

The table shows the out-of-sample sample performances of portfolios formed with 18 MSCI country indices obtained from Datastream database with a half-year estimation window and 
a half-year holding period. The benchmark is the MSCI World index. The analysis evaluates annual, active returns for the period from January 1980 to December 2019. The results for 
ES, SV and OR approaches are presented in Panels A, B, and C, respectively. The results are provided for the non-robust portfolio optimization and robust portfolio optimization for 
joint uncertainty with dependent sets. The uncertainty is defined by feasible sets (3.1) and (3.10) with α={0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. Shown are mean, standard and semi deviations (std. dev. 
and semi-dev.), skewness (skew), historical CVaR with a 95 % confidence level (CVaR95%), the certainty equivalent return (CER) for a standard logarithmic utility function, 𝑢(𝑥𝑖)=ln 

(100+𝑥𝑖) Information (IR), Sortino (SR), and Omega (OR) ratios of corresponding active strategy X excess annual return to the benchmark Y. We report the average number of assets 
(# of assets) in the portfolios over the out-of-sample period.  We use the turnover (turn) measure as a proxy of portfolio sensitivity to transaction costs. We also calculate the CER 
adjusted for proportional transaction cost of 50 basis points (CER inc. t.c.). Besides, we report the percentiles of the distribution of p-values obtained from deploying the SSD test of 
Linton et al., (2005) in each out-of-sample period for two null hypotheses. H1: X SSD Y. H2: Y SSD X, where X is returns of active portfolio and Y is returns of the benchmark index. 
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Table 3.4 The out-of-sample performance for an international momentum strategy 
 

Panel C. OR portfolios 

 mean std. dev. semi- dev. skew 
CVaR 
95% 

CER IR SR OR # of assets turn 
CE 

inc. t.c. 
H1 25th H1 75th H2 25th H2 75th 

Non-robust 0.74 14.45 9.26 0.15 26.51 -0.27 0.05 0.08 1.14 3.42 1.34 -1.607 0.020 0.388 0.222 0.525 
Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 0.58 2.93 1.67 0.55 5.84 0.54 0.20 0.35 1.85 10.62 0.48 0.053 0.260 0.563 0.071 0.466 
0.8 0.03 2.29 1.79 -1.29 6.94 0.00 0.01 0.02 1.04 12.32 0.34 -0.339 0.320 0.616 0.039 0.410 
0.7 -0.29 2.37 2.02 -1.01 6.65 -0.32 -0.12 -0.14 0.68 12.78 0.31 -0.630 0.320 0.600 0.039 0.434 
0.6 -0.22 2.31 1.96 -1.01 6.12 -0.25 -0.10 -0.11 0.75 12.91 0.30 -0.549 0.320 0.576 0.030 0.400 

 
The table shows the out-of-sample sample performances of portfolios formed with 18 MSCI country indices obtained from Datastream database with a half-year estimation window and 
a half-year holding period. The benchmark is the MSCI World index. The analysis evaluates annual, active returns for the period from January 1980 to December 2019. The results for 
ES, SV and OR approaches are presented in Panels A, B, and C, respectively. The results are provided for the non-robust portfolio optimization and robust portfolio optimization for 
joint uncertainty with dependent sets. The uncertainty is defined by feasible sets (3.1) and (3.10) with α={0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. Shown are mean, standard and semi deviations (std. dev. 
and semi-dev.), skewness (skew), historical CVaR with a 95 % confidence level (CVaR95%), the certainty equivalent return (CER) for a standard logarithmic utility function, 𝑢(𝑥𝑖)=ln 

(100+𝑥𝑖) Information (IR), Sortino (SR), and Omega (OR) ratios of corresponding active strategy X excess annual return to the benchmark Y. We report the average number of assets 
(# of assets) in the portfolios over the out-of-sample period.  We use the turnover (turn) measure as a proxy of portfolio sensitivity to transaction costs. We also calculate the CER 
adjusted for proportional transaction cost of 50 basis points (CER inc. t.c.). Besides, we report the percentiles of the distribution of p-values obtained from deploying the SSD test of 
Linton et al., (2005) in each out-of-sample period for two null hypotheses. H1: X SSD Y. H2: Y SSD X, where X is returns of active portfolio and Y is returns of the benchmark index. 
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Table 3.5 Regression coefficients and adjusted R2 for ES portfolios 
 

 intercept Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM Adj R2 

Non robust 0.10** 0.73** 0.10 0.38** 0.05 0.68 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.13) (0.00) (0.16)  

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 0.08** 0.69** 0.16* 0.42** 0.01 0.68 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.04) (0.00) (0.40)  

0.8 0.07** 0.70** 0.17* 0.46** 0.01 0.67 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) (0.00) (0.46)  

0.7 0.06** 0.70** 0.17* 0.47** 0.00 0.67 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.04) (0.00) (0.50)  

0.6 0.06** 0.70** 0.17* 0.48** -0.01 0.67 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) (0.00) (0.57)  

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 0.10** 0.73** 0.25** 0.42** 0.06 0.67 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.16)  

0.8 0.08** 0.74** 0.30** 0.47** 0.07 0.65 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.14)  

0.7 0.08** 0.70** 0.23* 0.48** 0.05 0.62 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.23)  

0.6 0.07** 0.68** 0.22* 0.47** 0.03 0.61 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.30)  

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 0.14** 0.79** 0.22** 0.36** 0.13* 0.70 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01)  

0.8 0.19** 0.80** 0.37** 0.36* 0.20** 0.62 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00)  

0.7 0.24** 0.81** 0.44** 0.31 0.23** 0.60 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.05) (0.00)  

0.6 0.27** 0.84** 0.45** 0.29 0.22* 0.59 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.06) (0.01)  

 

The table shows the factor exposure analysis for ES portfolios and their robust counterparts. We provide 
regression coefficients,their p-values (brackets) and adjusted R2. The analysis is presented for in-sample 
annualized returns of a non-robust portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint 
uncertainty with independent and dependent sets (3.1) and (3.10). As factors, we take the four common stock-
market factors of Carhart (1997): (1) general stock market return minus T-bill return (‘Mkt-Rf’), (2) small-caps 
return minus big-caps return (‘SMB’), (3) value-stocks return minus growth-stocks return (‘HML’) and (4) winner-
stocks return minus loser-stocks return (‘MOM’). From the four-factor model, portfolio returns can be expressed 
as a linear equation (19), 

𝑅𝑝 = 𝑎 + 𝛽𝑀𝑘𝑡[𝑅𝑀𝑘𝑡−𝑅𝑓] + 𝛽𝑆𝑀𝐵[𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐵] + 𝛽𝐻𝑀𝐿[𝑅𝐻𝑀𝐿] + 𝛽𝑀𝑂𝑀[𝑅𝑀𝑂𝑀] + 휀  

where βMkt, βSMB, βHML, and βMOM are corresponding coefficients for the Carhart (1997) four factors. 
Therefore, the adjusted R2 (Adj R2) values of the linear regression will indicate how much of the return is 
dependent on these fundamental factors. The p-values are calculated using standard errors corrected for 
autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity (Newey & West, 1987). 

* Significant with 95 % confidence level 
** Significant with 99 % confidence level 
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Table 3.6 ES portfolios performance during and after factor crashes 
 
 Panel A. At the crash 

Mean  Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM 

Non robust -4.62 10.30 -33.01 -9.49 -9.20 

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 -7.54 5.73 -35.84 -8.04 -11.42 

0.8 -13.46 5.48 -35.45 -7.04 -12.62 

0.7 -14.47 6.77 -35.45 -7.50 -12.67 

0.6 -15.82 7.22 -35.45 -8.70 -13.19 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 -8.27 2.66 -35.93 -7.60 -12.28 

0.8 -12.15 -1.61 -35.45 -9.15 -14.59 

0.7 -11.99 0.81 -35.45 -9.15 -13.95 

0.6 -16.43 0.81 -35.45 -9.15 -15.06 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 -7.50 0.99 -28.76 -10.36 -11.41 

0.8 -7.39 -0.10 -24.10 -9.75 -10.33 

0.7 -3.45 -6.63 -17.55 -13.03 -10.16 

0.6 -13.42 -8.97 -9.63 -10.08 -10.52 
 Panel B. After the crash 

Mean  Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM 

Non robust -9.49 1.09 -0.69 3.66 -1.36 

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 -7.63 -4.26 0.97 8.64 -0.57 

0.8 -5.16 -5.32 -0.63 11.58 0.12 

0.7 -5.11 -5.90 -0.79 13.95 0.54 

0.6 -4.88 -4.95 -0.53 14.80 1.11 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 -6.22 0.41 7.83 7.39 2.35 

0.8 -4.83 -3.25 3.66 15.41 2.75 

0.7 -4.83 -4.83 4.57 15.87 2.69 

0.6 -4.83 -4.83 -0.25 15.87 1.49 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 -10.36 2.79 18.10 3.01 3.39 

0.8 -9.75 18.71 19.19 14.79 10.74 

0.7 -13.03 31.76 26.45 28.61 18.45 

0.6 -10.08 49.20 36.17 25.14 25.11 

 

The table summarizes the effect of factor crashes on the out-of-sample performance of ES portfolios and their 
robust counterparts. Panel A show the annualized active return during the factors crash, while Panel B presents 
returns in the holding period following the corresponding crash. The analysis is presented for a non-robust 
portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint uncertainty with independent and 
dependent sets (3.1) and (3.10). As factors, we take the four common stock-market factors of Carhart (1997): (1) 
general stock market return minus T-bill return (‘Mkt-Rf’), (2) small-caps return minus big-caps return (‘SMB’), (3) 
value-stocks return minus growth-stocks return (‘HML’) and (4) winner-stocks return minus loser-stocks return 
(‘MOM’). A crash is defined as the estimation period with the lowest mean return for one of the Carhart (1997) 
four factors. Additionally, we calculate the mean return over all four factors crashes, as an aggregate crash 
measure. ‘Mkt-Rf’ crash corresponds to the period from January 2008 to December 2008, with after the crash 
period from January 2009 to June 2009. ‘SMB’ crash corresponds to the period from July 1972 to June 1973, with 
after the crash period from July 1973 to December 1973. ‘HML’ crash corresponds to the period from January 
1999 to December 1999, with after the crash period from January 2000 to June 2000. ‘MOM’ crash corresponds 
to the period from January 2009 to December 2009, with after the crash period from January 2010 to June 2010. 
For instance, the value -4.62% in the first row/column shows the annualized return of the non-robust ES portfolio 
period in period from January 2008 to December 2008, that is, during ‘Mkt-Rf’ crash.     
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Table 3.7 Regression coefficients and adjusted R2 for SV portfolios 
 

 intercept Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM Adj R2 

Non robust 0.08** 0.67** 0.05 0.42** 0.00 0.64 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.32) (0.00) (0.48)  

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 0.06** 0.69** 0.16 0.48** 0.00 0.66 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.05) (0.00) (0.48)  

0.8 0.06** 0.68** 0.16 (0.48)** -0.02 0.66 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.05) 0.00 (0.61)  

0.7 0.05** 0.66** 0.17* (0.48)** -0.03 0.65 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) 0.00 (0.70)  

0.6 0.05** 0.66** 0.17* (0.47)** -0.04 0.64 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) 0.00 (0.73)  

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 0.06** 0.69** 0.17* 0.47** 0.01 0.65 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.04) (0.00) (0.41))  

0.8 0.06** 0.69** 0.18* 0.48** 0.00 0.65 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.04) (0.00) (0.47)  

0.7 0.06** 0.68** 0.18* 0.48** 0.00 0.65 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) (0.00) (0.50)  

0.6 0.06** 0.66** 0.18* 0.47** -0.01 0.64 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) (0.00) (0.59)  

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 0.07 0.70** 0.14 0.44** 0.03 0.68 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.07) (0.00) (0.32)  

0.8 0.09 0.74** 0.18* 0.41** 0.09 0.70 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.07)  

0.7 0.12 0.75** 0.23** 0.39** 0.13** 0.70 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01)  

0.6 0.14 0.78** 0.32** 0.38** 0.19** 0.68 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)  

 
The table shows the factor exposure analysis for SV portfolios and their robust counterparts. We provide 
regression coefficients, their p-values (brackets) and adjusted R2. The analysis is presented for in-sample 
annualized returns of a non-robust portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint 
uncertainty with independent and dependent sets (3.1) and (3.10). As factors, we take the four common stock-
market factors of Carhart (1997): (1) general stock market return minus T-bill return (‘Mkt-Rf’), (2) small-caps 
return minus big-caps return (‘SMB’), (3) value-stocks return minus growth-stocks return (‘HML’) and (4) winner-
stocks return minus loser-stocks return (‘MOM’). From the four-factor model, portfolio returns can be expressed 
as a linear equation (19), 

𝑅𝑝 = 𝑎 + 𝛽𝑀𝑘𝑡[𝑅𝑀𝑘𝑡−𝑅𝑓] + 𝛽𝑆𝑀𝐵[𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐵] + 𝛽𝐻𝑀𝐿[𝑅𝐻𝑀𝐿] + 𝛽𝑀𝑂𝑀[𝑅𝑀𝑂𝑀] + 휀  

where βMkt, βSMB, βHML, and βMOM are corresponding coefficients for the Carhart (1997) four factors. Therefore, 
the adjusted R2 (Adj R2) values of the linear regression will indicate how much of the return is dependent on these 
fundamental factors. The p-values are calculated using standard errors corrected for autocorrelation and 
heteroscedasticity (Newey & West, 1987). 
* Significant with 95 % confidence level 
** Significant with 99 % confidence level 
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Table 3.8 SV portfolios performance during and after factor crashes 
 

 Panel A. At the crash  

 Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM Mean 

Non robust -4.31 11.28 -38.78 -9.63 -10.36 

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 -14.81 7.65 -35.45 -9.44 -13.02 

0.8 -16.43 7.82 -35.45 -9.23 -13.32 

0.7 -16.43 7.96 -35.45 -9.15 -13.27 

0.6 -16.43 7.98 -35.45 -9.15 -13.26 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 -13.96 5.91 -35.45 -8.94 -13.11 

0.8 -15.30 5.46 -35.45 -9.15 -13.61 

0.7 -16.43 5.86 -35.45 -9.15 -13.79 

0.6 -16.43 5.67 -35.45 -9.15 -13.84 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 -15.05 9.09 -36.99 -9.75 -13.17 

0.8 -10.14 6.09 -33.57 -9.38 -11.75 

0.7 -2.61 3.28 -31.22 -9.45 -10.00 

0.6 -4.08 0.45 -28.94 -9.55 -10.53 
 Panel B. After the crash  

 Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM Mean 

Non robust -8.49 1.68 -1.71 8.35 -0.04 

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 -5.29 -3.93 -2.61 10.36 -0.37 

0.8 -5.29 -4.69 -1.98 14.63 0.67 

0.7 -4.88 -4.82 -2.12 15.87 1.01 

0.6 -4.83 -3.50 -2.45 15.87 1.27 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 -5.29 -4.01 -1.95 9.79 -0.37 

0.8 -5.26 -4.56 -0.92 14.59 0.96 

0.7 -4.83 -4.83 -0.50 15.62 1.36 

0.6 -4.83 -4.33 -0.57 15.87 1.53 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 -7.08 1.94 0.19 7.05 0.52 

0.8 -8.98 3.61 3.77 6.95 1.34 

0.7 -9.12 8.35 6.52 7.81 3.39 

0.6 -9.44 14.58 8.38 8.70 5.55 

 
The table summarizes the effect of factor crashes on the out-of-sample performance of SV portfolios and their 
counterparts. Panel A show the annualized active return during the factors crash, while Panel B presents returns 
in the holding period following the corresponding crash. The analysis is presented for a non-robust portfolio and a 
robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint uncertainty with independent and dependent sets 
(3.1) and (3.10). As factors, we take the four common stock-market factors of Carhart (1997): (1) general stock 
market return minus T-bill return (‘Mkt-Rf’), (2) small-caps return minus big-caps return (‘SMB’), (3) value-stocks 
return minus growth-stocks return (‘HML’) and (4) winner-stocks return minus loser-stocks return (‘MOM’). A crash 
is defined as the estimation period with the lowest mean return for one of the Carhart (1997) four factors. 
Additionally, we calculate the mean return over all four factors crashes, as an aggregate crash measure. ‘Mkt-Rf’ 
crash corresponds to the period from January 2008 to December 2008, with after the crash period from January 
2009 to June 2009. ‘SMB’ crash corresponds to the period from July 1972 to June 1973, with after the crash 
period from July 1973 to December 1973. ‘HML’ crash corresponds to the period from January 1999 to December 
1999, with after the crash period from January 2000 to June 2000. ‘MOM’ crash corresponds to the period from 
January 2009 to December 2009, with after the crash period from January 2010 to June 2010. For instance, the 
value -4.31% in the first row/column shows the annualized return of the non-robust SV portfolio period in the 
period from January 2008 to December 2008, that is, during ‘Mkt-Rf’ crash. 
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Table 3.9 Regression coefficients and adjusted R2 for OR portfolios  
 

 interc
ept 

Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM 
Adj 

R2 

Non 
robust 

0.42** 1.02** 0.58** 0.02 0.39* 0.45 

 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.47) (0.01)  

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 0.19** 0.86** 0.67** 0.44* 0.30** 0.52 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.00)  

0.8 0.10** 0.78** 0.45** 0.49** 0.14* 0.63 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.02)  

0.7 0.08** 0.76** 0.24* 0.50** 0.06 0.61 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.19)  

0.6 0.07** 0.69** 0.22* 0.47** 0.04 0.60 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.29)  

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 0.19** 0.86** 0.68** 0.47* 0.31** 0.52 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.00)  

0.8 0.11** 0.79** 0.47** 0.48** 0.14* 0.64 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.02)  

0.7 0.08** 0.77** 0.27* 0.50** 0.07 0.61 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.00) (0.18)  

0.6 0.07** 0.69** 0.22* 0.47** 0.04 0.59 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.30)  

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 0.20** 1.13** 0.47** 0.28** 0.29** 0.76 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)  

0.8 0.12** 1.04** 0.24* 0.20** 0.20** 0.84 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.00) (0.00)  

0.7 0.09** 1.02** 0.12* 0.14** 0.13** 0.91 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.00)  

0.6 0.08** 1.01** 0.04 0.13** 0.10** 0.93 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.19) (0.00) (0.00)  

 

The table shows the factor exposure analysis for OR portfolios and their robust counterparts. We provide 
regression coefficients, their p-values (brackets) and adjusted R2. The analysis is presented for in-sample 
annualized returns of a non-robust portfolio and a robust portfolio under finite/convex/box sets as well as joint 
uncertainty with independent and dependent sets (3.1) and (3.10). As factors, we take the four common stock-
market factors of Carhart (1997): (1) general stock market return minus T-bill return (‘Mkt-Rf’), (2) small-caps 
return minus big-caps return (‘SMB’), (3) value-stocks return minus growth-stocks return (‘HML’) and (4) winner-
stocks return minus loser-stocks return (‘MOM’). From the four-factor model, portfolio returns can be expressed 
as a linear equation (19), 

𝑅𝑝 = 𝑎 + 𝛽𝑀𝑘𝑡[𝑅𝑀𝑘𝑡−𝑅𝑓] + 𝛽𝑆𝑀𝐵[𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐵] + 𝛽𝐻𝑀𝐿[𝑅𝐻𝑀𝐿] + 𝛽𝑀𝑂𝑀[𝑅𝑀𝑂𝑀] + 휀  

where βMkt, βSMB, βHML, and βMOM are corresponding coefficients for the Carhart (1997) four factors. Therefore, 
the adjusted R2 (Adj R2) values of the linear regression will indicate how much of the return is dependent on these 
fundamental factors. The p-values are calculated using standard errors corrected for autocorrelation and 
heteroscedasticity (Newey & West, 1987). 
* Significant with 95 % confidence level 
** Significant with 99 % confidence level 
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Table 3.10 OR portfolios performance during and after factor crashes  
 
 Panel A. At the crash  

 Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM Mean 

Non robust -80.82 -8.97 19.65 -10.47 -20.15 

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 -6.80 -6.78 -35.16 -9.15 -14.47 

0.8 -10.49 -3.21 -35.45 -9.15 -14.58 

0.7 -11.08 0.81 -35.45 -9.15 -13.72 

0.6 -16.43 1.46 -35.45 -9.15 -14.89 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 -7.54 -6.91 -35.16 -9.15 -14.69 

0.8 -10.47 -6.65 -35.45 -9.15 -15.43 

0.7 -11.08 0.81 -35.45 -9.15 -13.72 

0.6 -16.43 1.46 -35.45 -9.15 -14.89 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 -8.40 -9.38 0.03 -1.31 -4.77 

0.8 1.64 -5.11 -7.37 -0.54 -2.84 

0.7 0.61 -1.14 -9.77 -0.80 -2.77 

0.6 -0.10 0.01 -10.05 -1.59 -2.93 

 Panel B. After the crash  

 Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM Mean 

Non robust -10.47 25.39 46.22 27.00 22.03 

Finite/convex/box uncertainty 

0.9 -4.88 26.31 24.58 1.69 11.92 

0.8 -4.83 -2.01 24.00 15.87 8.26 

0.7 -4.83 -4.83 5.20 15.87 2.85 

0.6 -4.83 -4.83 -0.36 15.87 1.46 

Joint uncertainty independent sets 

0.9 -4.83 26.31 24.44 0.85 11.69 

0.8 -4.83 0.00 24.34 15.87 8.84 

0.7 -4.83 -4.83 5.20 15.87 2.85 

0.6 -4.83 -4.83 -0.36 15.87 1.46 

Joint uncertainty dependent sets 

0.9 -1.31 10.41 12.66 5.56 6.83 

0.8 1.23 11.52 7.22 0.80 5.19 

0.7 0.67 4.31 7.62 1.32 3.48 

0.6 1.34 3.10 8.22 1.36 3.50 

 

The table summarizes the effect of factor crashes on the out-of-sample performance of OR portfolios and their counterparts. 
Panel A show the annualized active return during the factors crash, while Panel B presents returns in the holding period 
following the corresponding crash. The analysis is presented for a non-robust portfolio and a robust portfolio under 
finite/convex/box sets as well as joint uncertainty with independent and dependent sets (3.1) and (3.10). As factors, we take the 
four common stock-market factors of Carhart (1997): (1) general stock market return minus T-bill return (‘Mkt-Rf’), (2) small-caps 
return minus big-caps return (‘SMB’), (3) value-stocks return minus growth-stocks return (‘HML’) and (4) winner-stocks return 
minus loser-stocks return (‘MOM’). A crash is defined as the estimation period with the lowest mean return for one of the Carhart 
(1997) four factors. Additionally, we calculate the mean return over all four factors crashes, as an aggregate crash measure. 
‘Mkt-Rf’ crash corresponds to the period from January 2008 to December 2008, with after the crash period from January 2009 to 
June 2009. ‘SMB’ crash corresponds to the period from July 1972 to June 1973, with after the crash period from July 1973 to 
December 1973.  ‘HML’ crash corresponds to the period from January 1999 to December 1999, with after the crash period from 
January 2000 to June 2000.  ‘MOM’ crash corresponds to the period from January 2009 to December 2009, with after the crash 
period from January 2010 to June 2010.  For instance, the value -80.82% in the first row/column shows the annualized return of 
the non-robust OR period in period from January 2008 to December 2008, that is, during ‘Mkt-Rf’ crash.    
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Appendix 3-A. 
 

Table 3.11 Descriptive statistics of the 49 industry portfolios and the benchmark CRSP market portfolio 

SIC Mean 
Std 
Dev 

Skew Kurt Autocorr  ARCH  
JB 
test 

SIC Mean 
Std 
Dev 

Skew Kurt Autocorr  ARCH  JB test 

Agric 0.048 1.39 0.35 16.78 0.000 0.000 0.001 Guns 0.057 1.37 -0.06 10.99 0.001 0.000 0.001 

Food 0.048 0.89 -0.41 17.96 0.000 0.000 0.001 Gold 0.047 2.26 0.41 9.99 0.057 0.000 0.001 

Soda 0.055 1.37 -0.29 14.30 0.000 0.000 0.001 Mines 0.048 1.58 0.02 14.37 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Beer 0.054 1.11 -0.06 10.01 0.000 0.000 0.001 Coal 0.046 2.29 0.00 11.28 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Smoke 0.064 1.36 -0.07 13.34 0.000 0.000 0.001 Oil 0.047 1.30 -0.17 17.22 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Toys 0.039 1.50 -0.27 9.47 0.000 0.000 0.001 Util 0.040 0.83 -0.01 25.23 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Fun 0.064 1.62 -0.28 13.63 0.000 0.000 0.001 Telcm 0.041 1.08 -0.07 16.64 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Books 0.042 1.17 -0.07 21.55 0.000 0.000 0.001 PerSv 0.033 1.30 -0.38 8.85 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Hshld 0.043 1.07 -0.80 25.41 0.000 0.000 0.001 BusSv 0.047 1.09 -0.52 12.05 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Clths 0.050 1.22 -0.27 13.08 0.000 0.000 0.001 Hardw 0.047 1.60 0.19 13.18 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Hlth 0.044 1.51 -0.20 12.87 0.000 0.000 0.001 Softw 0.046 2.33 0.64 14.22 0.000 0.000 0.001 

MedEq 0.055 1.16 -0.28 9.43 0.000 0.000 0.001 Chips 0.051 1.55 0.09 10.37 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Drugs 0.052 1.11 -0.33 13.73 0.000 0.000 0.001 LabEq 0.052 1.39 -0.20 9.47 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Chems 0.044 1.20 -0.38 13.86 0.000 0.000 0.001 Paper 0.043 1.08 -0.58 17.30 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Rubbr 0.049 1.14 -0.40 11.50 0.000 0.000 0.001 Boxes 0.047 1.23 -0.49 14.37 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Txtls 0.043 1.34 -0.11 22.71 0.000 0.000 0.001 Trans 0.044 1.21 -0.34 11.15 0.000 0.000 0.001 

BldMt 0.047 1.18 -0.33 13.48 0.000 0.000 0.001 Whlsl 0.047 1.05 -0.30 9.82 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Cnstr 0.049 1.53 -0.13 10.36 0.000 0.000 0.001 Rtail 0.051 1.12 -0.20 13.76 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Steel 0.033 1.57 -0.30 17.55 0.000 0.000 0.001 Meals 0.057 1.23 -0.19 9.90 0.000 0.000 0.001 

FabPr 0.035 1.50 -0.13 8.77 0.000 0.000 0.001 Banks 0.047 1.37 0.32 24.88 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Mach 0.046 1.26 -0.32 14.07 0.000 0.000 0.001 Insur 0.048 1.14 -0.01 18.99 0.000 0.000 0.001 

ElcEq 0.055 1.35 -0.24 12.07 0.000 0.000 0.001 RlEst 0.029 1.47 0.27 19.91 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Autos 0.038 1.41 -0.19 11.70 0.000 0.000 0.001 Fin 0.053 1.40 0.20 19.71 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Aero 0.056 1.32 -0.35 12.07 0.000 0.000 0.001 Other 0.026 1.42 -0.14 13.68 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Ships 0.049 1.46 -0.13 7.08 0.000 0.000 0.001 Bench 0.044 0.98 -0.52 18.33 0.000 0.000 0.001 

 

The table shows the descriptive statistics for the 49 industry indices and CRSP all stocks index (Bench). The data sample includes all daily return observations starting from the 
first trading day in January 1964 to the last trading day in December 2019. The statistics include the first four moments, mean return, standard deviation, skewness, and 
kurtosis. Autocorr and ARCH columns show the p-values of the Ljung–Box one-lag autocorrelation test applied to returns and squared returns, respectively. The normality 
hypothesis is rejected for all assets using the Jarque-Bera test with 99 % confidence, with p-values shown in the column JB test. 
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Appendix 3-B. Derivation of the LPM robust counterpart under joint 
uncertainty 

 

Theorem 1. The optimal solutions to the following two problems: 

min
λ∈Λ

max
𝑝∈𝑃𝛼,𝑡∈𝑇𝐿𝛼

𝐿𝑃𝑀𝜑
𝑝(𝑡;  𝑿) and min

𝜆∈Λ
max

𝑝∈ext(conv(𝑃𝛼))
𝐿𝑃𝑀𝜑

𝑝(𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥;  𝑿), where 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

max (ext(conv(𝑇𝐿𝛼)), are equal. 

We start with proof of necessity. Change the objective to minimize additional variable 

θ, which is subject to constraint 𝐿𝑃𝑀𝜑
𝑝(𝑡;  𝑿) ≤ 𝜃. Assume that 𝐿𝑃𝑀𝜑

𝑝(𝑡;  𝑿) = ∑ 𝑝𝑖[𝑡 −
𝑇
𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖]+
φ
≤ 𝜃 (constraint 8) for all 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝛼 and 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝐿𝛼 = {𝑝

𝑇𝑌 | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝛼}. This corresponds to 

absolute robust counterpart specification, where the solution must remain feasible for all 

elements of uncertainty sets. Let’s take any p* ∈ ext(conv(Pα)) and t* ∈ ext(conv(TLα)). Then 

there exist 𝑝1, … , 𝑝𝑇+1 ∈ 𝑃𝛼, 𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑇+1 ∈ 𝑇𝐿𝛼 and (𝜔1, … , 𝜔𝑇+1) ∈ ℝ+
𝑇+1 such that ∑ 𝜔𝑖 = 1

𝑇+1
𝑖=1 , 

𝑝∗ = ∑ 𝜔𝑗𝑝
𝑗𝑇+1

𝑗=1  and 𝑡∗ = ∑ 𝜔𝑗𝑝
𝑗𝑦𝑖

𝑇+1
𝑗=1 . Evaluating LPM at (p*; t*) yields 

𝐿𝑃𝑀𝜑
𝑝(𝑡; 𝑋) =∑𝑝𝑖

∗[𝑡∗ − 𝑥𝑖]+
φ

𝑇

𝑖=1

=∑∑𝜔𝑗𝑝𝑗
𝑖[𝑡∗ − 𝑥𝑖]+

φ

𝑇+1

𝑗=1

=

𝑇

𝑖=1

∑𝜔𝑗∑𝑝𝑗
𝑖[𝑡∗ − 𝑥𝑖]+

φ

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃

𝑇+1

𝑗=1

 

Since the ∑ 𝜔𝑗(… )
𝑗 ≤ 𝜃𝑇+1

𝑗=1  is satisfied if and only if  (… )𝑗 ≤ 𝜃 for all j = 1,…, T+1, the 

LPM constraint (13) can be reformulated  

∑𝑝𝑗
𝑖[𝑡∗ − 𝑥𝑖]+

φ

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑇 + 1 

Introducing auxiliary variable di and inserting threshold value 𝑡∗ = ∑ 𝜔𝑗 ∑ 𝑝𝑗
𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑇
𝑖=1

𝑇+1
𝑗=1  

yields 

∑𝑝𝑗
𝑖𝑑𝑖
𝜑

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑇 + 1 

𝑑𝑖 ≥ ∑𝜔𝑗∑𝑝𝑗
𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑇

𝑖=1

𝑇+1

𝑗=1

− 𝑥𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1, . . , 𝑇 

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1, . . , 𝑇 

These constraints are satisfied by the initial assumptions. Also, it is clear that it is 

sufficient to check that 𝑑𝑖 ≥ ∑ 𝑝𝑗
𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑇
𝑖=1 − 𝑥𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑇 + 1, and those above constraints 

become binding at threshold maximum value 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max
𝑗=1,…,𝑇+1

∑ 𝑝𝑗
𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑇
𝑖=1  

∑𝑝𝑗
𝑖𝑑𝑖
𝜑

𝑇

𝑖=1

≤ 𝜃, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑇 + 1 

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1, . . , 𝑇 

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1, . . , 𝑇 

The proof of sufficiency is analogous therefore it is avoided here. □ 
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The above case is general and does not assume any dependence between 

uncertainty sets 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝛼 and 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝐿𝛼. In reality, the active portfolio and benchmark usually 

consist of the same assets with the joint probability distribution p. Therefore, it is relevant to 

assume that if p* ∈ ext(conv(Pα)) realize the corresponding threshold level will be t∗ =

∑ pi
∗yi

T
i=1 ∈ ext(conv(𝑇𝐿𝛼)), where both ext(conv(Pα)) and ext(conv(TLα)) are finite sets. The 

corresponding formulation for a robust counterpart with dependent uncertainty sets (3.11) is 

provided in Subsection 3.2.1.  
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Appendix 3-C. Derivation of OR robust counterpart under box 
uncertainty 

 

The derivation is based on the corrigendum to Kapsos et al. (2014) paper. According 

to Kapsos et al. (2014), the robust (worst-case) counterpart of OR problem can be 

formulated as 

max
𝜆∈𝛬

min
𝑝∈𝑃𝛼

𝛿(𝜆𝑇(𝑅𝑇𝑝) − 𝑡) − (1 − 𝛿)𝒅𝑇𝑝 , (𝐶3.1) 

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 𝑡 − 𝜆
𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇,  

where we maximize the objective function with respect to portfolio weights λ and 

minimize it with respect to probility vectors. Vector d = {d1, d2, …, dT}
T ∈ ℝT is auxiliary 

variable as defined in Subsection 3.2.1. To find optimial solution we need to solve the 

problem (C3.1) for all values of δ ∈ [0, 1] The portfolio with the optimal Omega ratio is given 

by the solution that corresponds to the maximum Omega ratio. 

The box uncertainty is defined by the following set: 

{𝑝 = �̅� + 휀, 𝟏𝑇휀 = 0, 휀  ≤ 휀 ≤ 휀}, (C3.2) 

where �̅� is the expected probability vector (e.g., empirical approximate), ε is the 

deviation from the expectation. The lower bound 휀 =
1−𝛼

𝑇
 and the upper bound 휀 =

1−𝛼

𝑇
∗ (𝑇 −

1) are implied by the feasible probability set in (1). 

The objective function of problem (C1) becomes 

𝛿[(𝑅𝜆)𝑇�̅� + (𝑅𝜆)𝑇휀 − 𝑡] − (1 − 𝛿)(𝒅𝑇�̅� + 𝒅𝑇휀). (𝐶3.3) 

For fixed λ and d the optimization problem (C3.1) with the uncertainty set defined as 

in (C3.2) is minimized when 

min
𝜀
𝛿(𝑅𝜆)𝑇휀 − (1 − 𝛿)𝒅𝑇휀 (𝐶3.4) 

s. t.  𝟏𝑇휀 = 0  

휀  ≤ 휀 ≤ 휀. 

The Lagrangian of the above is  

𝐿(. ) = 𝛿(𝑅𝜆)𝑇휀 − (1 − 𝛿)𝒅𝑇휀 + 𝜇𝟏𝑇 − 𝝂1
𝑇(휀 − 휀) − 𝝂2

𝑇(휀 − 휀) 

= [𝛿𝑅𝜆 + (1 − 𝛿)𝒅 + 𝜇𝟏 − 𝝂1+𝝂2]
𝑇휀 + 𝝂1

𝑇휀 − 𝝂2
𝑇휀, (𝐶3.5) 

where 𝜇, 𝝂1, 𝝂2 ∈ ℝ × ℝ
𝑇 ×ℝ𝑇 are Lagrangian multipliers. 

Writing the above as a saddle point problem, we have 

min
𝜀

max
μ,𝝂𝟏≤0,𝝂𝟐≤0

[𝛿𝑅𝜆 + (1 − 𝛿)𝒅 + 𝜇𝟏 − 𝝂1+𝝂2]
𝑇휀 + 𝝂1

𝑇휀 − 𝝂2
𝑇휀] 

= {
max𝝂1

𝑇휀 − 𝝂2
𝑇휀   𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝛿𝑅𝜆 + (1 − 𝛿)𝒅 + 𝜇𝟏+𝝂2 = 𝝂1 

∞   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
(𝐶3.6) 

Under strong duality 

max
μ,𝝂𝟏≤0,𝝂𝟐≤0

{𝝂1
𝑇휀 − 𝝂2

𝑇휀 ∶  𝛿𝑅𝜆 + (1 − 𝛿)𝒅 + 𝜇𝟏+𝝂2 = 𝝂1} (𝐶3.7) 
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The optimization problem becomes 

max
𝜆,𝒅,𝜇,𝜐1≤0,𝜐2≤0

𝛿(𝜆𝑇(𝑅𝑇𝑝) − 𝑡) − (1 − 𝛿)𝑑𝑇𝑝 + 𝜐1
𝑇휀 − 𝜐2

𝑇휀 (C3.8) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  𝛿𝑅𝜆 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑑 + 𝜇𝟏 + 𝜐2 = 𝜐1;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 𝑡 − 𝜆
𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇,  

We can reformulate the problem (C3.8) according to robust counterpart (3.3) 

max
𝜃,𝜆,𝑢,𝑚,𝜐1≤0,𝜐2≤0

𝜃 (C3.8) 

𝑠. 𝑡.   𝛿(𝜆𝑇(𝑅𝑇𝑝) − 𝑡) − (1 − 𝛿)𝑑𝑇𝑝 + 𝜐1
𝑇휀 − 𝜐2

𝑇휀 ≥ 𝜃 

𝛿𝑅𝜆 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑑 +𝑚𝟏 + 𝜐2 = 𝜐1;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 𝑡 − 𝜆
𝑇𝑅𝑖, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇;  

𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇,  

This last problem has all its uncertainties in its constraints only. 
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Chapter 4. Copula-based Portfolio Optimization in High 

Dimensions 

 

4.1. Introduction 
 

After the 2008 financial crisis, the Gaussian approach to modelling dependence 

between multiple assets was widely criticized and identified as one of the key determinants 

for that crisis (Salmon, 2009; Donnelly & Embrechts, 2010). Specifically, the Gaussian 

copula ignores the asymmetric tail dependence that can arise due to increased correlations 

during bear markets (Longin & Solnik, 2001; Ang & Chen, 2002; Hong et al., 2007; Chollete 

et al., 2009). An alternative to the Gaussian model is the vine copula (Bedford & Cooke, 

2001, 2002; Aas, et al., 2009). The regular vine copula (R-vine) is an approach to model 

dependence between multiple variables, which has a hierarchical structure and consists of 

bivariate copula blocks, called pair-copula. Since each pair-copula can be parameterized 

differently such that each pair is allowed to have different strength and type of dependence, 

the R-vine copula has more flexibility in modelling high-dimensional non-exchangeable 

dependence and overcomes the limitations of more traditional elliptical and Archimedean 

copulas (Nikoloulopoulos et al., 2012). As a result, the R-vine copulas have become a 

popular dependence model in the financial literature (see Aas (2016) for a detailed review of 

vine copula applications in finance).30 In this study, we build upon this literature and assess 

whether the use of sparse vine copulas can enhance the performance of portfolios in high-

dimensional settings. 

However, we face a challenge as a drawback of high flexibility is an increase in the 

number of parameters. For example, in the case of n assets, we need to estimate n(n-1)/2 

parameters given that we have chosen only one-parameter pair-copulas. In the case of a 

large portfolio, the number of parameters is much higher than the number of assets and the 

number of observations in the available data set. This can give rise to estimation error 

especially in higher dimensions of dependence structure (Ane & Kharoubi, 2003). 

The curse of dimensionality in copula modelling is addressed in several studies 

(Krupskii & Joe, 2015; Nagler & Czado, 2016; Oh & Patton, 2017). However, this problem 

has attracted less attention in the context of portfolio selection where we use the copula to 

estimate inputs for an optimization problem. In particular, the copula-based inputs can be 

applied in scenario-based downside (tail) risk minimization; in this regard, they have shown 

superiority over the (historical) empirical distributions (Patton, 2004; Low et al., 2013; Al 

 
30 In particular, Weiß & Supper (2013) demonstrate the benefits of vine copula modelling for liquidity-adjusted 
Value-at-Risk forecasting. Low et al. (2013) show that using vine copula which allows asymmetric dependence 
between assets can yield significant out-of-sample performance improvements compared to strategies based on 
elliptical and Archimedean copulas. Stübinger et al. (2018) developed a multivariate statistical arbitrage strategy 
based on vine copulas and found its results to be superior compared to strategies based on elliptical copulas. 
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Janabi et al., 2017; Sahamkhadam et al., 2018). Earlier studies have shown that inaccurate 

estimates of input can, however, lead to suboptimal portfolio choice and poor out-of-sample 

performance (see DeMiguel et al. (2009) for a review). Martellini and Ziemann (2010) 

investigate estimators of high-dimensional comoments (covariance, coskewness and 

cokurtosis) matrices where the number of the estimated parameters is reduced significantly. 

They find that using these improved estimators yields superior out-of-sample performance for 

portfolio selection with higher-order moments. 

One strategy to mitigate estimation error and overfitting is to reduce the number of 

parameters to be estimated in vine copula. When the estimated parameter of pair-copula has 

negligible absolute value, we can replace that pair-copula with independence copula, which 

implies a parameter value of zero. A vine copula model is called sparse when a large number 

of pair-copulas are the independence copulas. There are several approaches based on 

statistical testing of copulas that allow defining the optimal sparsity level of vine copula 

(Brechmann et al., 2012; Nagler et al., 2019). They can be classified into two sub-groups — 

truncated and thresholded vine copulas. In this paper, we investigate the ability of these 

sparse vine copula approaches to improve portfolio performance, especially in higher 

dimensions when the parametrization and possible estimation error are the highest. 

Our work is most relevant to Low et al. (2013), Brechmann and Czado (2013) and 

Sahamkhadam, Stephan, and Östermark (2021) who conducted a study on a vine copula-

based portfolio optimization. To the best of our knowledge, our study is first one that 

investigates and compare various sparse vine copulas in the context of portfolio construction. 

Low et al. (2013) examine the use of vine copula models to estimate asset interdependence 

for portfolios comprising up to 12 assets. They restricted their study to a specific case of a 

vine copula known as a canonical one where all pair-copulas are of the Clayton family. We 

consider a more general regular vine copulas with mixed pair-copulas including sparse 

copulas applied to portfolio with up to 100 constituents (equity indices). Brechmann and 

Czado (2013) and Sahamkhadam et al. (2021) study the copula-based portfolios with up to 

50 portfolio constituents (individual stocks). Brechmann and Czado (2013) limit their 

empirical analysis to portfolio weights dynamics and efficient frontiers. Here, the portfolio 

performance is assessed using 12 performance metrics both excluding and including 

transaction costs. Sahamkhadam, Stephan, and Östermark (2021) apply the truncated 

regular vine copulas to the Black-Litterman model. In this study, we investigate various 

sparse vine copulas (both thresholded and truncated) and demonstrate their benefits over 

the fully parametrized vine copula.  

We use the minimum Conditional Value-at-Risk portfolio (CVaR) for our analysis. 

Unlike the variance-based approach, CVaR allows one to account for the asymmetric 

probability distribution, specifically, the asymmetric tail dependence observed in the equity 

market (Longin & Solnik, 2001; Ang & Chen, 2002; Hong et al., 2007; Chollete et al., 2009). 
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Several studies have shown empirically the advantages of using extreme risk measures 

instead of variance in asset allocation (Bertsimas et al., 2004; Boubaker & Sghaier, 2013; Al 

Janabi et al., 2017; Allen et al., 2020). The out-of-sample performance of minimum CVaR 

portfolios in the U.S. equity market from July 1995 to June 2020 is detailed.  

As anticipated, the results show that for increased portfolio constituents and copula 

parameters, relative to observations, the estimation error offsets the diversification benefits 

and portfolio performance deteriorates. We provide novel evidence, however, that sparse 

vine copulas enhance the out-of-sample performance of these large portfolios. We observe 

significant improvement across multiple performance metrics including the mean return, tail 

risk, risk-adjusted return and average turnover. For 49 indices, the best performing sparse 

copula, truncated using the Vuong test increases, the Sharpe ratio of the full R-vine portfolio 

by 29%. For 100 indices, the best performing copula, thresholded based on the modified 

Bayesian information criterion, enhances the mean of the full R-vine portfolio by 22%. The 

Ledoit and Wolf (2008) test results show that the Sharpe ratio improvements are statistically 

significant. Sparse vine copulas also substantially reduce the turnover requirements by up to 

43%. This improvement is more pronounced for truncation-based sparse copulas, which 

yield a higher level of sparsity than thresholding. Additionally, we find that using Regular vine 

copulas improves the performance compared to Gaussian copula that is in line with earlier 

studies. When applied to small portfolios comprising 12 indices, the sparse vine copulas 

perform on par or worse than the full R-vine model. The subperiod analysis reveals that R-

Vine and sparse copulas’ superiority is more pronounced in the period of low market 

volatility, while during highly volatile periods their performance does not significantly differ 

from that associated with a Gaussian copula. Robustness checking using a larger estimation 

sample shows that the large portfolios are still subject to estimation error and sparse copulas 

significantly improve the results, especially after accounting for transaction costs. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 details the methods used in modelling 

the dependence structure and marginals, and the explanation of the approach for portfolio 

selection. Section 4.3 describes the datasets. Section 4.4 presents and discusses the 

empirical results of our study and we conclude in Section 4.5. 

 

4.2 Methodology 
 

We use a two-stage portfolio construction approach which is the standard in the 

financial literature. The first stage happens at time t when the portfolio manager obtains new 

information and forecasts the distribution of assets returns for the next period t+1. Second, 

they choose or rebalance portfolio weights such that they optimize the objective function.  

For the first stage, we use the subsample to estimate the probabilities of the assets 

returns. We use the rolling window W (120 months or 240 months) at time t to estimate 
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parameters of joint probability distribution and then simulate 10,000 scenarios of assets 

returns at the end of the t+1 (see Algorithm in Appendix 4-A1). Then we use this simulated 

forecast as an input for the portfolio optimization model where the objective is to minimize the 

Conditional Value-at-Risk which corresponds to the idea of minimizing lower tail risk. We use 

optimal portfolio weights to calculate the out-of-sample portfolio return at t+1. Therefore, the 

calculated target weights are continually updated in each period as they are dependent upon 

maximizing the investor’s utility function based on the asset returns forecast. 

 

4.2.1. Joint probability distribution based on Regular vine copula 

 

The cumulative distribution function of a multivariate random vector which is the input 

for portfolio optimization can be decomposed into marginal distribution functions and a 

copula that describes the dependence structure (Sklar, 1973). The copula approach allows 

specifying marginal distributions and dependence structure (as represented by the copula 

function) separately from each other. Thus, copulas provide  for the creation of multivariate 

distributions that have the flexibility required of risk management models and overcomes the 

limitations of the traditional multivariate models such as the joint Gaussian distribution and 

multivariate time series models. 

According to Sklar’s theorem, a joint probability distribution of n continuous variables 

F(R), where R is a vector {R1, R2, …, Rn}, can be represented using marginal probability 

functions Fd(Rd) with d = 1, 2, …, n and copula (dependence) function C: 

𝐹(𝑹) = 𝐶(𝐹1(𝑅1), 𝐹2(𝑅2),… , 𝐹𝑛(𝑅𝑛)). (4.1) 

A copula is also a joint distribution C(u) with marginals ui ∈ u, i = 1, 2, …, d which are 

uniform on the unit interval [0,1]. The above Sklar's theorem version is written using a 

cumulative function. Taking the partial derivative of the above equation with respect to each 

variable Rd, d=1, 2, …, n, we obtain: 

𝑓(𝑹) =∏𝑓𝒅(𝑅𝑑)𝑐(𝐹1(𝑅1), 𝐹2(𝑅2), … , 𝐹𝑛(𝑅𝑛))

𝒏

𝒅=𝟏

, (4.2) 

where f(R) is the joint probability density function (pdf), fd(Rd) is the marginal pdf and c 

is the copula density function. 

In Equations 1–2, only one copula function C is used to construct the joint distribution, 

which means only one copula family is considered for the whole set of marginal distributions 

Fd(Rd) with d = 1, 2, …, n. Drawing upon the approach of Joe (1996) to decompose the joint 

density function into the product of conditional pair-copula densities, Bedford and Cooke 

(2001, 2002) propose a graphical representation of the pair-copula construction in the form of 

a sequence of (n-1) connected trees including Regular vine structure. More properties and 

statistical inference of vine copulas are developed in Dissmann et al. (2013) and Czado 

(2019). 
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Each pair-copula in the vine structure can be specified using different bivariate copula 

families. Two main copula categories are the elliptical and Archimedean copula families. 

Examples of the elliptical families are Gaussian and Student-t. They capture no tail 

dependence and symmetric tail dependence, respectively. Using Archimedean copulas can 

provide more flexibility in modelling asymmetric dependence. In this study, we consider 

Clayton Archimedean copula, which implies lower tail dependence, and its rotated versions. 

When rotating Clayton by 180 degrees, one can model upper tail dependence, while rotation 

by 90 and 270 degrees allows for the modelling of negative dependence.  

In the vine approach, the pair-copula construction is defined in the form of nested 

trees Ti, i = 1, …, n-1. Each tree Ti has n+1-i nodes and n-i edges representing pair-copula 

densities, with a total of d(d-1)/2 edges. Let 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑖 be the edge between two nodes j(e) and 

k(e) in tree Ti and 𝑐𝑗(𝑒),𝑘(𝑒)|𝐷𝑒 is the corresponding pair-copula conditioned on set De. Let 

𝑹𝐷𝑒 = {𝑅𝑖|𝑖 ∈ 𝐷𝑒} be the variables in the conditioning set De, and 𝐹𝑗(𝑒)|𝐷𝑒 and  𝐹𝑘(𝑒)|𝐷𝑒 are 

conditional marginal distributions of 𝑅𝑗(𝑒)|𝑹𝐷𝑒 and 𝑅𝑘(𝑒)|𝑹𝐷𝑒, respectively. As in Aas et al. 

(2009), it is assumed here that 𝑐𝑗(𝑒),𝑘(𝑒)|𝐷𝑒 is independent of the conditioning variables.31 

Then, the joint density function (Equation 2) based on an n-dimensional R-vine is: 

 

𝑓(𝑹) =∏𝑓𝑑(𝑅𝑑)

𝑛

𝑑=1

∏∏𝑐𝑗(𝑒),𝑘(𝑒)|𝐷𝑒 (𝐹𝑗(𝑒)|𝐷𝑒(𝑅𝑗(𝑒)|𝑹𝐷𝑒),  𝐹𝑘(𝑒)|𝐷𝑒(𝑅𝑘(𝑒)|𝑹𝐷𝑒))

𝑒∈𝐸𝑖

𝑛−1

𝑖=1

. (4.3) 

 

Conditional distribution functions are computed using a formula of Joe (1996): 

 

𝐹(𝑅|𝝊) =
𝜕𝐶𝑅𝜐𝑗|𝝊−𝑗 (𝐹(𝑅|𝝊−𝑗), 𝐹(𝜐𝑗|𝝊−𝑗))

𝜕𝐹(𝜐𝑗|𝝊−𝑗)
= ℎ (𝐹(𝑅|𝝊−𝑗), 𝐹(𝜐𝑗|𝝊−𝑗)) , (4.4) 

where υ− j denotes the vector υ excluding the component υ j. Developed by Dissmann 

et al. (2013), the algorithm for sequential selection and estimation of R-vine copula is 

provided in Appendix 4-A2. 

The number of parameters in an R-vine copula model increases exponentially with 

the dimension, which poses challenges in high-dimensional portfolios. To mitigate the 

computational burden and possible estimation errors, we apply the sparse vine copula where 

several methods are employed to reduce the number of parameters where a significant 

portion of pair-copulas are set to independence ones. For the first approach, we also include 

the independence pair-copula in the selection by performing a preliminary independence test 

 
31 The conditional bivariate copula depends on the conditioning variables in D(e) but indirectly, through the 
conditional marginal distributions which are copula’s arguments. This simplification (therefore, the method is 
called simplified pair-copula construction) was shown to be a good approximation, even when the true model 
implies the direct dependence of pair-copulas on the conditioning set De (Haff et al., 2010). 
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based on Kendall’s tau as described in Genest and Favre (2007). If this test indicates 

independence, no further steps are taken and the independence copula is chosen.  

The second method called truncation was suggested by Brechmann et al. (2012), 

where a truncated R-vine copula at level K means that all pair-copulas with conditioning set 

equal to or larger than K are replaced by independence copulas. Truncation is a reasonable 

approach when we use sequential estimation since we choose the copulas with high 

dependence in the first trees, hence, the transformed variables for the latter trees will often 

be independent. The appropriate truncation level K is identified using the likelihood-ratio 

based test proposed by Vuong (1989). We use Akaike and Schwarz correction for the test 

statistic to penalize the model for the number of parameters in the R-vine copula. The 

detailed algorithm for R-vine truncation is provided in Table 1 in Brechmann et al. (2012).  

Nagler et al. (2019) proposed an alternative method to estimate the sparse vine 

copula using the modified Schwarz (Bayesian) criterion:32  

𝑚𝐵𝐼𝐶 = −2Λ(𝑐) + 𝑖̂ ln(𝑛) − 2∑[𝜍̂𝑖ln(𝜑0
𝑖 ) + (𝑛 − 𝑖 − 𝜍̂𝑖)ln(1 − 𝜑0

𝑖 )]

𝑛−1

𝑖=1

, (4.5) 

where 𝜍̂𝑖 represents the number of independent pair-copulas in the ith tree, 𝑖 ̂ is the 

number of non-zero parameters in the specified R-Vine copula. Λ(𝑐) = ∑ ln(𝑐(𝒖t))
𝑇
𝑡=1  is the 

log-likelihood calculated for T observations and 𝜑0
𝑖  is the probability of not having an 

independence copula in a tree i. They used the modified criterion to find the optimal 

truncation level K. Besides, they used another method, called thresholding, where the pair-

copula is set to be the independence copula if Kendall's tau between the corresponding two 

variables is below a specified hyper-parameter value. A more detailed description of the 

threshold and truncation implementation is provided in Section 5 of Nagler et al. (2019).33 

 

4.2.2. Marginal probability distribution  

 

The choice of the marginal functions Fd(Rd) with d = 1, 2, …, n must reflect the 

statistical properties of the individual indices returns series. Since indices' returns exhibit 

significant deviation from normality, we select the skewed Student-t distribution which allows 

capturing asymmetry and heavy tails by marginals. We use the univariate skewed Student-t 

setup of Hansen (1994) with constant unconditional mean and variance:34 

 
32 Akaike criterion usually leads to a large R-vine model which contradicts sparsity need. Standard Schwarz 
criterion assumes that the number of parameters grows significantly slowly with sample size which should be 
seen critically in a high-dimensional context. Another drawback is that the Schwarz criterion is derived under the 
assumption that all models are equally likely, therefore, we can expect that only half of the pair-copulas will be 
independence ones which is not a sparse model. The modified Schwarz criterion addresses these issues (see 
Nagler et al. (2019)). 
33 To estimate R-vine copulas and simulate joint samples we use the R packages VineCopula (Nagler et al., 
2020) and rvinecopulib (Nagler & Vatter, 2019). 
34 The skewed Student-t distribution was shown to be a reasonable approach for financial return marginals 
modelling (Jondeau & Rockinger, 2003; Patton, 2004; Low, et al., 2013). The simplifying assumption of variance 
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𝑅𝑑,𝑡 = 𝜇𝑑,𝑡 +√𝜎𝑑,𝑡𝑧𝑑,𝑡, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 =  1, … , 𝑛,  

𝜎𝑑,𝑡 = 𝜔𝑑 , (4.6) 

𝑧𝑑,𝑡~𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡 (𝜗𝑑 , 𝜆𝑑),  

where 𝜇𝑑,𝑡 is the mean return, 𝜎𝑑,𝑡 is the variance equls 𝜔𝑑, 𝜗𝑑 is the degrees of 

freedom, 𝜆𝑑 is the shape parameters that controls the asymmetry of the distribution. The 

skewed Student-t density is given by 

𝑔(𝑧|𝜗, 𝜆)

{
 
 

 
 
𝑏𝑐 (1 +

1

𝜗 − 2
(
𝑏𝑧 + 𝑎

1 −  𝜆
)
2

)

−
𝜗+2
2

  𝑧 < −
𝑎

𝑏

𝑏𝑐 (1 +
1

𝜗 − 2
(
𝑏𝑧 + 𝑎

1 +  𝜆
)
2

)

−
𝜗+2
2

  𝑧 ≥ −
𝑎

𝑏

(4.7) 

the constants a, b, and c are defined as 

𝑎 = 4𝜆𝑐 (
𝜗 − 2

𝜗 − 1
) , 𝑏2 = 1 + 3𝜆2 − 𝑎2, 𝑐 =

Г (
𝜗 + 1
2

)

√𝜋(𝜗 − 2)Г (
𝜗
2
)

(4.8) 

Using a skewed marginal distribution gives greater confidence that any asymmetry 

found in the dependence structure truly reflects dependence and cannot be attributed to poor 

modelling of the marginals. During bear markets, we are likely to observe a higher incidence 

of large negative returns than of large positive returns (of similar magnitude) in a booming 

market. Thus, we expect this observation to be captured by a negative λ (indicating a left-

skewed density). 

First, skewed Student-t models are fitted to each index return series and standardized 

residuals zd,t are formed. The dependency among these residuals is then modelled using an 

R-vine copula (see algorithm 3.1 in Dissmann et al. (2013)) after a transformation of zd,t to 

marginally uniform data using a probability integral transformation. We simulate the R-vine 

copula sample 𝒖 = {𝑢𝑑 ∈ [0, 1]; 𝑑 = 1,… , 𝑛}, where ud are uniform on the unit interval [0,1]. 

See the algorithms for simulation of an R-Vine specification in Appendix 4-A1.35 We then 

apply inverse skewed Student-t distribution with calibrated parameters values 𝑔−1(𝒖|�̂�,  �̂�) to 

obtain the joint return distribution forecast which we use as an input for portfolio optimization. 

 
homoscedasticity was made as previous studies identified that incorporating asymmetries into the dependence 
and marginal have a greater impact on the portfolio selection process (e.g., Peiro, 1999; Harvey, et al., 2010). 
Moreover, the focus of this study is the modelling of high-dimensional dependence and estimation error in the R-
vine copula rather than finding the "best" marginal probability specification. 
35 Sampling from R-vine specifications can be performed using the inverse probability integral transform e.g., in 
the bivariate case, let C be the copula under consideration and let v1 and v2 be two independent uniform samples. 
Using the inverse of the function in Equation 4, u = (u1, u2)′ given by 

𝑢1 = 𝑣1 and 𝑢2 = 𝐹2|1
−1(𝑣2|𝑢1), 

is a sample from copula C with uniform margins. 
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4.2.3. Optimal portfolio selection 

 

Given that our primary focus is on lower tail dependence, it makes sense to select an 

optimization strategy that has a meaningful extreme downside risk emphasis. Accordingly, 

we choose to minimize CVaR in preference to Value-at-Risk (VaR), as the former metric is 

considered to be a coherent risk measure (Uryasev, 2000). It is suitable for an investor who 

is focused on minimizing downside risk and is indifferent (or might even prefer) upside 

variance. Furthermore, it generates an efficient frontier that incorporates non-normality. 

Thus, if asset returns exhibit asymmetric dependence, more emphasis will be placed on 

reducing this risk in comparison to Markowitz portfolios that assume quadratic utility and 

ignore all higher moments of the returns distribution. Optimizing portfolios to reduce CVaR is 

a linear programming exercise and leads to lower values of VaR. Rockafellar & Uryasev 

(2000) present CVaR in integral form as shown below: 

𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅𝛽(𝑤) =
1

1 − 𝛽
∫ 𝑓(𝑤, 𝑟)𝑝(𝑟)𝑑𝑟
𝑓(𝑤,𝑟)≥𝛼𝛽(𝑤)

(4.9) 

where a loss function is presented by f(w, r) and the probability that return r occurs is 

p(r). β represents the threshold value, usually set at 0.99 or 0.95, while α represents VaR 

(quantile threshold). Besides, they show that, when Monte Carlo integration is used, a 

suitable approximation to minimize CVaR for a given level of return is: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛
(𝑤,𝛼 )

𝐹𝛼(𝑤, 𝛽) =𝛼 +
1

𝑞(1 − 𝛽)
∑[−𝑤𝑇𝑟𝑘 − 𝛼]

𝑞

𝑘=1

, (4.10) 

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜: 𝜇(𝑤) = 𝑅; (4.11) 

𝑤𝑇𝟏 = 1, (4.12) 

q represents the number of samples generated by Monte Carlo simulation, 1 is a 

vector of ones, and rk is the kth vector of simulated returns. The vector of portfolio weights, w, 

is extracted from the optimization procedure to generate the portfolio that minimizes CVaR 

for a given R which can be the mean return of the market benchmark (All stocks CRSP 

value-weighted index). We do not impose short-selling constraints since forecasting models 

incorporating asymmetric (non-Gaussian) dependence produce significant gains only for the 

investor with no short-sales constraints such as hedge funds (Patton, 2004; Low, et al., 

2013). As we consider the investor who is averse to extreme downside losses, we set β to 

0.99 — analogous to an investor who wishes to minimize losses at the 99% level of CVaR, 

as assumed in Low et al. (2013). 
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4.2.4. Evaluation methods 

 

For the out-of-sample analysis, we consider a range of widely used performance 

metrics. We calculate standard deviation, semi-deviation, modified VaR and CVaR values for 

95% and 99% confidence levels. The standard deviation shows the dispersion of the portfolio 

returns around the mean return. The semi-deviation shows the downside risk below the 

mean return and unlike standard deviation, accounts for asymmetry of the distribution. 

Modified VaR is the Cornish-Fisher asymptotic expansion for the quantile of a non-gaussian 

distribution which accounts for higher moments (Favre & Galeano, 2002) and it is equal to: 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑅 = 𝜇 − (𝑧 +
1

6
(𝑧2 − 1)𝑆 +

1

24
(𝑧3 − 3𝑧)𝐾 −

1

36
(2𝑧3 − 5𝑧)𝑆2)√𝜎, (4.14) 

where 𝜇 is the mean return, z is the (1 - β)’s quantile of standard normal doistribution, 

𝜎 is the varaince, S is the skewness, and K is the excess kurtosis. Since Cavenaile and 

Lejeune (2012) have shown that confidence levels below 95.84% should not be used to 

calculate modified VaR so that investors' risk preference for kurtosis is maintained, we 

provide modified VaR values only for β = 99% confidence level. CVaR 95% and 99% are 

defined as in equation 10 with β set to 0.95 and 0.99, respectively. 

Also, we report a mean return and a range of risk-adjusted return measures. The 

Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the total standard deviation 

(second-order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of 

mean return to the Modified VaR99%. Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture 

portfolio performance relative to extreme downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, 

respectively. Besides, terminal wealth (TW) is modelled as the final portfolio value assuming 

an initial investment of $100 at the start of the out-of-sample period for each strategy. To 

gauge the feasibility of implementing each strategy, we also calculate the average turnover 

requirement and the effect of transaction costs on each portfolio. The average turnover is 

calculated as the average sum of the absolute value of the trades across the n available 

assets following DeMiguel et al. (2009): 

𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 =
1

𝑇 − 1
∑∑|𝑤𝑖,𝑡+1 −𝑤𝑖,𝑡+|

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑇

𝑡=1

, (4.14) 

where 𝑤𝑖,𝑡+1 is the optimal portfolio weight of asset i for period t+1 and 𝑤𝑖,𝑡+ is the 

portfolio weight of asset i before rebalancing at time t+1. Additionally, we model terminal 

wealth and return-risk ratios net of transaction costs. These measures provide an economic 

interpretation of the turnover metric; they show how the proportional transaction costs 

generated by the portfolio turnover affect the returns from any given strategy. To fix ideas, let 

pc be the proportional transaction cost. When a portfolio is rebalanced, the total proportional 
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cost is given by 𝑝𝑐 ∑ |𝑤𝑖,𝑡+1 −𝑤𝑖,𝑡+|
𝑁
𝑖=1 . The evolution of wealth net of transaction costs (NW) 

for portfolio ω is given by 

𝑁𝑊𝑡+1 = 𝑁𝑊𝑡(1 + 𝑹𝒕
T𝒘)[1 − 𝑝𝑐∑|𝑤𝑖,𝑡+1 −𝑤𝑖,𝑡+|

𝑁

𝑖=1

] , (4.15) 

where Rt is a vector of realized returns in period t. Therefore, the TW net of 

transaction costs will be equal to: 

𝑇𝑊 = 𝑁𝑊1 (∑(1 + 𝑹𝒕
T𝒘)[1 − 𝑝𝑐∑|𝑤𝑖,𝑡+1 −𝑤𝑖,𝑡+|

𝑁

𝑖=1

]

𝑇

𝑡=1

) . (4.16) 

Specifically, we model TW by hypothetically investing $100 (NW1) at the start of the 

out-of-sample periods for each portfolio management strategy. The return net of transaction 

costs, RNTCt+1, for any strategy at time t +1 is then given by 

𝑅𝑁𝑇𝐶𝑡+1 =
𝑁𝑊𝑡+1

𝑁𝑊𝑡
− 1. (4.17) 

We then calculate all considered return-risk ratios using the returns net of transaction 

costs, RNTC. We apply moderate proportional transaction costs of 20 basis points (bps) per 

transaction, as assumed in Carroll et al. (2017).  

 

4.3. Data description 
 

We perform our analysis for two equity indices datasets that constitute the full US 

market. In this case, forming portfolios using individual security returns would be 

computationally expensive. Furthermore, there are other drawbacks that are specific to 

individual stocks — issues of size bias, selection bias, short-sales restrictions, idiosyncratic 

risk, higher transaction costs and illiquidity. Using equity indices help to minimize these 

drawbacks. 

The first data set consists of monthly returns on 49 US industry indices defined by the 

SIC code.36 Industry indices are value-weighted portfolios formed by assigning each NYSE, 

AMEX, and NASDAQ stock from CRSP to an industry portfolio according to its 4-digit SIC 

code. We also use a data set consisting of monthly returns on 100 US portfolios formed 

using companies’ size and book to market values. Both data sets are sourced from Kenneth 

French’s website. Indices formed on size and book-to-market are value-weighted portfolios, 

which are constructed at the end of each June and they are the intersections of 10 portfolios 

formed on size (market equity) and 10 portfolios formed on the ratio of book equity to market 

equity.  

The out-of-sample period extends from July 1995 to June 2020, yielding 300 

observations. The preceding window of 120 observations is used for the parametrization 

 
36 Kim and Mulvey (2009) pointed out that an effective security segmentation scheme is to group stocks at an 
industry level as it is defined in a straightforward way and has small misclassification errors. 
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process for the portfolio optimization, which corresponds to periods from July 1985 to June 

1995. For robustness checking, we also consider a longer preceding estimation window of 

240 monthly observations from July 1975 to June 1995. 

Additionally, we implement our strategies using portfolios of 12 industry indices 

previously investigated in Low et al. (2013). This specification allows us to distinguish 

between small and large portfolios, where for higher dimensional portfolios the number of 

vine copula parameters is significantly larger than the estimation window size and therefore, 

they are expected to be more sensitive to estimation error.37  

For most of the indices, the marginal distributions of returns are asymmetric 

(negatively skewed) and leptokurtic, and we reject the null hypotheses for the Jarque-Bera 

test of normality at the 1% level for all indices. Besides, all indices exhibit asymmetric 

correlation where the average difference between lower and upper tail (Ang & Chen, 2002) 

exceedance correlation is 0.47 for industry indices and 0.40 for sorted portfolios. The 

exceedance correlation differences, however, are statistically significant in approximately 20 

per cent of indices according to results of the Hong et al. (2007) asymmetry tests. Therefore, 

we allow six types of pair-copulas for R-Vine estimation where only Clayton and survival 

Clayton bivariate copulas can model asymmetric tail dependence. 

 

4.4. Empirical results 
 

We study the use of multivariate probability models incorporating asymmetries within 

the dependence structure and marginals in portfolio asset returns distribution. We then 

optimize our portfolios to minimize CVaR. This out-of-sample analysis is performed in a one-

month investor horizon from July 1995 to June 2020. Our data set consists of 12 and 49 

industry indices which are analysed in Subsections 4.4.1–4.4.2, respectively. We conduct an 

out-of-sample analysis with 100 portfolios formed using companies’ size and book to market 

values in Subsection 4.4.3. 

As a benchmark, we use a fully parametrized (Full) R-Vine copula where pair-copulas 

can be of Gaussian, Student-t, Clayton and three rotated Clayton copula types (no 

independence copula). Also, we investigate the R-vine copula thresholded using the the 

independence copula test (Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike 

correction (VuongA) and Schwarz correction (VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on 

modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and truncated R-vine copula based on modified 

Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc). All marginals for these portfolios are modelled using a skewed 

Student-t distribution with constant unconditional mean and variance. As the Indep, VuongA, 

VuongS, MSThresh and MSTrunc models have in common the incorporation of 

 
37 The minimum number of vine copula parameters for 12 assets is 66, for 49 assets is 1176, for 100 assets is 
4950. 
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independence pair-copulas, we will refer to them collectively as sparse vine models. Indep 

and MSThresh are sparse copulas based on thresholding, while VuongA, VuongS and 

MSTrunc are truncation-based sparse copulas. Additionally, we include a portfolio optimized 

using multivariate Gaussian sample input (MVN), which is the standard benchmark in 

portfolio management literature.  

Figure 4.1 demonstrates the differences between Full and Indep models structure. 

Specifically, we select the R-Vine structures and estimate their parameters for the 12 

industry indices. Figure 2 shows the Tree 6 out of 11 trees in the structure. We can see that 

the correlations between all nodes in the Full model are non-zero but their absolute values 

are lower than 0.1 (Fig. 4.1a). The Indep model replaces the pair-copulas with independence 

ones when absolute correlation values are below 0.1. Therefore, we see that four out of six 

edges are labelled with zero correlation (Fig. 4.1b). 

 

[Insert Figure 4.1 here] 

 

The sparsity of a vine copula model is characterized by the number of independence 

copulas. Table 4.1 shows the proportion of independence copulas in the sparse vine models. 

The level of sparsity is increasing with the number of constituents in the portfolio and 

decreasing with the size of the estimation window. 

 

[Insert Table 4.1 here] 

 

This is reasonable because the accuracy of parameter estimates decline with a 

number of dimensions (especially in higher trees) and, therefore, we need a long time series 

to obtain reliable estimates. The only exception is Thresh models applied to large portfolios 

of 49 and 100 indices. All models produce a level of sparsity higher than 50 per cent. The 

VuongS and MSTrunc methods lead to the highest level of sparsity among all models, while 

MSThresh produce models with the smallest number of independence copulas. 

 

4.4.1. 12 industry indices 

 

Following Low et al. (2013), we calculate copula-based portfolios using 12 industry 

indices as base assets. Low et al. (2013) showed that this portfolio benefits from estimating 

dependence using vine copula and outperforms portfolio optimized using Gaussian copula. 

We extend this study by adding five sparse vine copula specifications to the analysis. In the 

context of our study, a portfolio consisting of 12 assets is considered a small one. The 

number of copula parameters in this case (66 parameters) is smaller than the number of 
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observations in the estimation window (120 months). Therefore, we expect that this portfolio 

will not require significant adjustment for estimation risk, which is reflected in its level of 

sparsity relative to larger portfolios. Table 4.2 reports the out-of-sample performance 

measures for the 12-indices portfolios. 

 

[Insert Table 4.2 here] 

 

The fully parametrized R-Vine (Full) copula, set up without independence pair-

copulas, yields highest mean, terminal wealth (TW), Sharpe, Sortino and Mean/CVaR95%, 

outperforming MVN across all considered performance metrics. In particular, it enhances the 

MVN average return by 51 bps per annum that increases the TW to $1479.18. The most 

significant improvements are observed for tail risk measures and tail risk-adjusted return 

ratios. In particular, modified VaR 99% is reduced by near 10%, while modified Sharpe ratio 

is increased by 16%. This demonstrates the benefits of the R-Vine copula for modelling lower 

tail asymmetric dependence structure. This result is in line with Low et al. (2013) and other 

studies which demonstrate the superiority of vine copulas over Gaussian ones. 

The class of sparse vine copulas is not capable of surpassing the performance of the 

Full approach. Most sparse copulas (except Indep) reduce the riskiness of the portfolio, 

especially those which are based on truncation. Their expected returns, however, decrease 

as well resulting in lower or similar risk-adjusted return values relative to Full. This results 

support our initial idea that the estimation error is small in the case of 12 indices and hence 

the application of sparse copulas is of low value. 

To assess the economic significance of the obtained results, we include transaction 

costs in the performance evaluation. The results are reported in Table 4.3. Using the 

proportional transaction costs of 20 bps, we observe a substantial decrease of all 

performance metrics. In particular, the TW of the portfolio falls by around 42 per cent in the 

case of the Full copula. 

 

[Insert Table 4.3 here] 

 

Due to higher turnover compared to the other strategies, Full does not yield the 

previously observed outperformance. The sparse vine copulas reduce the rebalancing 

requirement for the minimum CVaR portfolio. MSTrunc produces the lowest value of average 

turnover, reducing the Full’s turnover by 29%. However, there is no strategy that dominates 

across all performance metrics after including transaction costs. MVN exhibits the second-

lowest turnover requirements, but still underperforms in terms of tail risk-adjusted return 

ratios. 
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4.4.2. 49 industry indices 

 

Now we consider the investment universe comprising 49 industry indices. The 

resulting copula models require a minimum of 1176 parameters to be estimated. Given 120 

observations in the estimation window, we can expect a high error in these parameters’ 

estimates and, therefore, a poor portfolio performance. Table 4.4 reports the out-of-sample 

performance measures for the 49-indices portfolios. 

 

[Insert Table 4.4 here] 

 

In keeping wuth the case of 12 indices, the Full copula improves the performance of 

MVN, enhancing its mean return by 198 bps per annum. Besides, Full has lower volatility and 

extreme risks than MVN. Hence, Full increases the risk-adjusted return measure, where the 

59% increase of Sharpe ratio is statistically significant (Ledoit & Wolf, 2008). The sparse vine 

copulas provide further performance improvements. The best performing model, VuongA, 

enhances the mean return of the portfolio optimized using a fully parametrized vine copula by 

138 bps per annum. The VuongA strategy has the lowest deviations and CVaR95% values, 

while it maximizes all the risk-adjusted return ratios. VuongA increases the Full’s Sharpe 

ratio by 29% also shown to be statistically significant. Indep minimizes the modified VaR 99% 

and CVaR 99% values. 

Table 4.5 reports the effect of transaction costs on the out-of-sample performance of 

the 49-indices portfolios. The average turnover is over twice higher that found for the case of 

12 industries. This results in an almost four times decrease in the TW of the Full portfolio, 

which has the highest rebalancing requirements. We observe a decrease of similar 

magnitude for other performance metrics of Full. However, it still outperforms MVN which has 

the third-highest turnover of 2.10. 

 

[Insert Table 4.5 here] 

 

The sparse vine copulas substantially reduce the rebalancing requirement and, 

hence, the transaction costs of Full. The truncated copulas have the lowest average turnover 

that we can attribute to a higher level of sparsity compared to threshold copulas. VuongS and 

MSTrunc minimize the rebalancing requirements to 1.39. This results in less than twice the 

decrease of performance metrics. Therefore, VuongS and MSTrunc yield more than twice 

higher Sharpe ratios compared to Full, a statistically significant increase. VuongA is still the 

best performing approach with the second-lowest turnover value and a Sharpe ratio that is 

three times higher than Full. Therefore, we can conclude that estimation error is significant in 
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the case of the 49-indices portfolios. The sparse vine copulas address this estimation risk 

and substantively improve the performance, especially after adjusting for transaction costs. 

 

4.4.3. 100 indices sorted on size and value factors 

 

In this subsection, we extend the investment universe to 100 equity indices sorted on 

size and book-to-market value factors. The resulting copula models require a minimum of 

4950 parameters to be estimated. Hence, we can expect an even higher error in the 

parameters’ estimates than in the case of 49 indices. Table 4.6 reports the out-of-sample 

performance measures for the 100-indices portfolios. 

 

[Insert Table 4.6 here] 

 

The first difference with industries is that MVN yields a higher mean return than Full 

by around 182 bps per annum. This results in a higher MVN's terminal wealth of $4838.28. 

MVN is, however, much riskier than Full, especially in terms of tail risk measures. 

Specifically, modified VaR and CVaR99 of MVN are higher than those of Full by 5% and 6%, 

respectively. Therefore, Full outperforms MVN in terms of the risk-adjusted return ratios, 

showing the advantage of the non-Gaussian copulas for tail risk minimization. The sparse 

vine copulas provide further improvements. The best performing model, MSTresh, enhances 

the mean return of portfolio optimized using the fully parametrized vine copula by 256 bps 

per annum. The MSTresh strategy has the lowest modified VaR and CVaR99% values, while 

it also maximizes all the risk-adjusted return ratios. MSTresh yields a 22% increase to 

Sharpe ratio relative to Full that is statistically significant improvement. VuongA and MSTrunc 

have the lowest standard and semi deviations. 

Table 4.7 reports the effect of transaction costs on out-of-sample performance of the 

100-indices portfolios. The Full’ portfolio requires the highest turnover of 6.789 that leads to a 

large TW decrease of almost 60 times. Besides, due to high rebalancing requirements, the 

Full's risk-adjusted return ratios are negative. MVN, having a turnover of 4.97, outperforms 

Full after adjusting for transaction cost.  

 

[Insert Table 4.7 here] 

 

Besides, MVN outperforms the sparse copulas which are based on thresholding and 

have a higher turnover than MVN. On the other hand, the truncation-based sparse copulas 

reduce the average turnover and return the results superior to MVN. MSTrunc has the lowest 

turnover of 3.85 and it maximizes the TW and risk-adjusted return ratios. Specifically, it 

enhances the Full’ TW and Mean/CVaR95% by $382 and 6.86, respectively, after adjusting 
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for transaction costs. This result is in line with earlier findings showing the importance of 

addressing estimation error in a non-Gaussian dependence structure for portfolio 

management (Martellini & Ziemann, 2010). They find that that it is only when improved 

estimators of coskewness and cokurtosis are used that portfolio selection with higher-order 

moments dominates MVN from an out-of-sample perspective. 

 

4.4.4. Further analysis of high-dimensional copula-based portfolios 

 

While the results in Subsections 4.4.2-4.4.3 provide a good picture of overall 

performance from 1995 to 2020, observing sub-periods allows us to confirm if the advantage 

of copula-based portfolios is consistently observed for the large portfolios in shorter periods. 

Furthermore, shorter investment periods that include bear markets give a detailed view of 

portfolio performance during volatile times. 

For the subperiod analysis, we consider the two subperiods of high and low market 

volatility. As a proxy for volatility, we use the VIX (CBOE Volatility) index, which represents 

the market's expectation of monthly forward-looking volatility. The VIX index is widely used 

as an indicator of market risk and investors’ sentiments in industry and the financial literature. 

The ‘High VIX’ years are identified as the top quintile of VIX distribution — that is the 6 years 

that exhibit the highest volatility. The ‘Low VIX’ periods include 6 years in the bottom quantile 

of VIX index distribution. Table 4.8 reports the subperiod performance for the 49-indices 

portfolios. 

 

[Insert Table 4.8 here] 

 

Panel A corresponds to the high VIX subperiod. Here, we can see that all portfolios 

return losses. Therefore, we do not calculate the risk-adjusted return ratios since they do not 

allow us to compare the strategies (Israelsen, 2005). MVN yields the lowest losses but has 

the highest deviations, modified VaR99% and CVaR95%. MSTrunc has the highest 

CVaR99% value. However, the mean return and standard deviation differences between Full 

and other approaches are not statistically significant.This underperformance comes as no 

entire surprise since the considered models do not account for change of market volatility 

regime. Number of studies show that ignoring regime-switching in portfolio selection leads to 

significant costs for an investor (Guidolin & Timmermann, 2007; Chollete, et al., 2009; 

Paolella, et al., 2019).  

Panel B reports results for the low market volatility subperiod, consequently, the 

standard deviations of portfolios are more than twice lower compared to Panel A. Generally, 

we see a similar pattern to that in Table 4 which is, however, more pronounced. Full 

enhances the MV mean by 748 bps per annum. Besides, it returns a less risky portfolio, 
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reducing CVaR99% of MVN by more than half. The class of sparse copulas provides further 

improvement. VuongS enhances the Full’s mean by 350 bps per annum. VuongA has the 

lowest values of all risk measures and it maximizes all risk-adjusted return ratios. In 

particular, using VuongS, we find a statistically significant 23.6% increase in the Sharpe ratio 

relative to the R-Vine Copula. Therefore, we can conclude that vine copulas outperformance 

is most evident during low volatility periods. 

Table 4.9 shows the subperiod out-of-sample analysis for 100-indices portfolios. 

Panel A reveals that there is no model which dominates across all performance metrics 

during the high VIX subperiod. In keeping with the case of 49 indices, the mean return and 

standard deviation differences between Full and other approaches are not statistically 

significant. 

 

[Insert Table 4.9 here] 

 

Panel B reports the performance of 100-indices portfolios during the low market 

volatility period. Again, the results are similar to those in Table 6 but they are more 

pronounced. MVN yields a higher average return than Full but underperforms in terms of risk 

and risk-adjusted return measures. Specifically, Full returns almost twice lower CVaR99% as 

well as twice higher Mean/CVaR99% than MVN does. The sparse vine copulas provide 

further improvement. Indep enhances the Full’s mean return by 407 bps per annum, 

maximizing the TW of the portfolio. MSTrunc provides the highest risk reduction and, thus, 

maximized all risk-adjusted return ratios. All sparse copulas but MSThresh yield a statistically 

significant increase of Full’s Sharpe ratio.  

We use 10 years (120 months) as an estimation window in the previous subsections. 

Here we test the copula-based portfolios optimized using a longer estimation window of 240 

months, which is usually not available for most equities. More data hypothetically must 

improve the copula parameters estimates, and, consequently, improve the performance of 

the Full portfolio. Table 4.10 reports results for portfolios constructed using 240 monthly 

observations. We provide results for Full and truncation based copulas since the last ones 

yield the best performance in the previous subsections. The results provided are both 

excluding and including the transaction costs.  

 

[Insert Table 4.10 here] 

 

Generally, we do not observe significant improvement compared to the 120-

observations sample. Our reasoning is that the R-Vine copula requires a large sample for 

accurate estimation of its parameter, but marginal models which include only four parameters 

can be estimated accurately using a smaller sample. The Full copula of large portfolios 
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requires an estimation of at least 1176 and 4950 parameters so even 240 observations is not 

a large enough sample. The marginal models estimated with a longer sample do not focus 

on recent return dynamics and are likely to include structural breaks.38 This effect is more 

pronounced for small portfolios where we have a moderate number of R-Vine copula 

parameters. The results in Appendix 4-B show that the Full model yields the best portfolio 

performance when the marginals are estimated using 120 observations, while the copula is 

estimated using 240 observations. 

Panel A shows results for the 49-indices portfolios. The sparse vine copula 

outperforms the Full across all performance metrics. VuongA enhances the Full’s average 

return by 243 bps per annum, while also increasing its Sharpe and modified Sharpe ratios by 

around 50%. VuongS has lowest modified VaR99% and CVaR99%, and it maximizes 

Mean/CVaR99% ratio. Besides, sparse copulas substantially reduce the rebalancing 

requirements. They return nearly nine times higher Sharpe ratio than Full does. Panel B 

shows results for the 100-indices portfolios. VuongS maximizes mean, Sharpe and modified 

Sharpe ratios, while VuongS returns the best performance in terms of CVaR99% and 

Mean/CVaR99%. After adjusting for transaction costs, the sparse copulas outperformance is 

even more pronounced. Here, we can conclude that an even longer sample does not provide 

enough estimation accuracy to improve the Full portfolio performance, especially after 

adjusting for transaction costs.  

 

4.5 Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we study the Regular-vine copulas in the context of CVaR portfolio 

optimization. A regular vine copula is a flexible approach for modelling dependence between 

portfolio constituents. The significant drawback which comes with flexibility is the number of 

parameters that increase exponentially with the number of assets in the portfolio. It can 

cause significant estimation error in high dimensions when parameters outnumber the 

observation in the sample. Specifically, we investigate how the estimation error of a high 

dimensional dependence structure can affect the portfolio out-of-sample performance. For 

this purpose, we consider two datasets of equity indices as portfolio constituents and analyze 

several competing strategies over 25 years using a broad range of metrics.  

One strategy to mitigate estimation error is to reduce the number of parameters by 

replacing part of the pair-copulas with independence ones. The sparse vine copula is a 

dependence model where a significant part of pair-copulas is set to be independence ones. 

 
38 It is in line with the evidence that strategies based on a short sample of a security's own past returns deliver 
substantial abnormal returns, known as time series momentum effect (Moskowitz & Grinblatt, 1999; Moskowitz et 
al., 2012). Additionally, it is in line with the findings of the literature documenting that option-implied estimators 
provide more accurate forecasts of parameters such as mean return and variance than estimators based on 
historical time series (Poon & Granger, 2003; Kostakis et al., 2011; DeMiguel et al., 2015) since the former ones 
rely on current option prices. 
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We found that these models significantly improve the out-of-sample performance, primarily 

for a large portfolio, which supports the idea that high-dimensional structure is subject to 

significant estimation error. The resulting portfolios have a higher mean and risk-adjusted 

return, and lower risk and average turnover. For 49 industries, the VuoungA copula 

enhances the average return by 138 bps per annum compared to Full. For 100 size/value 

sorted portfolios, MSThresh enhance average return by 257 bps per annum. MSTrunc 

reduces the average turnover of these portfolios by 39.5% and 43.3%, respectively. When 

applied to small portfolios, the sparse vine copulas perform on par or worse than the Full 

model. At the same time, Full outperforms the multivariate normal model in most cases. 

Further, the subperiod analysis reveals that the advantages of Full and sparse copulas are 

more significant when we observe the lowest VIX values. The double increase of sample size 

does not lead to improvement of the large portfolios’ performance while sparse copulas 

continue to improve the results of Full.  

We conclude with four promising areas for further research. First, we limit our 

analysis to the equity market. It is interesting to see how the R-vine copulas perform when 

applied to asset allocation with multiple asset classes. Second, the set of pair-copulas 

considered in this study can be extended to include nonparametric copulas, which yield more 

flexibility in modelling dependence (Nagler & Czado, 2016). Third, the sparse vine copula is 

not the only approach to address estimation error in multidimensional dependence structure. 

Factor copula is an interesting alternative to evade the curse of dimensionality that can be 

analysed in the context of portfolio construction and compared with sparse vine copulas 

(Krupskii & Joe, 2015; Oh & Patton, 2017). Fourth, given the weak performance of copula-

based portfolios during highly volatile periods, explicit modelling of market volatility states is 

an interesting topic for further research. Specifically, dependence structure can be modelled 

using regime-switching copulas that can potentially improve portfolio performance (Chollete, 

et al., 2009; Fink, et al., 2017). 
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(a) Full model 

 

(a) Indep model 

 

Figure 4.1 The Regular Vine copula structure estimated for 12 industry indices. 
 
Fig. 1a shows the Tree 6 of the Full model structure. Fig. 1b shows the Tree 6 of the Indep model structure. The 
blue nodes {j, k; D} consist of conditioned nodes j and k, and conditioning set D(e). The edges between nodes are 
labelled by corresponding correlation values. 1 – Nondurables, 2 – Durables, 3 –Manufacturing, 4 – Energy, 5 – 
Chemicals, 6 – Business Equipment, 7 – Telecommunications, 8 – Utilities, 9 – Shops, 10 – Healthcare, 11 – 
Finance, 12 – Others.      
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Table 4.1 Level of sparsity for different sized portfolios and estimation windows  
 

Copula 
120 months 240 months 

12 49 100 12 49 100 

Indep 0.56 0.82 0.86 0.42 0.76 0.82 

VuongA 0.68 0.87 0.89 0.52 0.74 0.79 

VuongS 0.73 0.92 0.95 0.66 0.89 0.92 

MSThresh 0.66 0.58 0.62 0.59 0.67 0.73 

MSTrunc 0.71 0.92 0.96 0.65 0.90 0.93 

 
This table reports the level of sparsity for models which incorporate independence pair-copulas (sparse vine 
models) applied to 12, 49 and 100 equity portfolios. The level of sparsity is measured as the proportion of 
independence pair-copulas in the R-vine copula. The models presented in this table are R-vine copula with 
independence copula test (Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) 
and Schwarz correction (VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and 
truncated R-vine copula based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc).  
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Table 4.2 Out-of-sample performance of copula-based portfolio strategies (12 industry 
indices) 

 
 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Mean 0.96 0.92 0.96 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.82 

TW 1479.18 1298.36 1457.96 1214.46 1285.44 1308.33 995.21 

St. dev. 3.44 3.47 3.50 3.34 3.36 3.41 3.34 

Semi.dev. 2.57 2.60 2.62 2.48 2.50 2.53 2.49 

Modified VaR99% 7.90 8.74 8.44 7.49 7.62 7.44 7.52 

CVaR 95 % 7.14 7.57 7.40 6.88 6.90 6.82 6.98 

CVaR 99 % 9.88 11.31 10.38 9.04 9.56 9.32 8.97 

Sharpe ratio 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.19 

LW08 p-value  0.656 0.704 0.595 0.698 0.558 0.138 

Sortino ratio 0.30 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.26 

Modified Sharpe 12.16 10.51 11.36 11.90 11.96 12.35 10.97 

Mean/CVaR 95% 13.47 12.14 12.96 12.95 13.20 13.48 11.82 

Mean/CVaR 99% 9.73 8.12 9.24 9.86 9.53 9.86 9.19 

 
This table reports average (Mean) return and a range of performance measures for the portfolio management 
strategies out-of-sample. The portfolio constituents are 12 industry indices. Terminal wealth (TW) is modelled as 
the final portfolio value assuming an initial investment of $100 at the start of the out-of-sample period for each 
strategy. The standard deviation shows the dispersion of the portfolio returns around the mean return. The semi-
deviation shows the downside risk below the mean return and unlike standard deviation, accounts for asymmetry 
of the distribution. Modified VaR99% is the Cornish-Fisher asymptotic expansion for the 99% percentile of a non-
gaussian returns distribution which accounts for higher moments (skewness and kurtosis). CVarR95% and 
CVaR99% are tail risk measures and they are calculated using Equation (9) where β is set to 0.95 and 0.99, 
respectively. The Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the total standard deviation (second-
order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the 
Modified VaR99% . Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture portfolio performance relative to extreme 
downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. The mean return, risk measures, Modified Sharpe and 
Mean/CVaR are multiplied by 100. The models presented in this table are the R-vine copula with only non-
independence pair-copulas (Full), multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution (MVN), R-vine copula with 
independence copula test (Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) 
and Schwarz correction (VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and 
truncated R-vine copula based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc). 
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Table 4.3 Effects of transaction costs on out-of-sample performance of copula-based 
portfolio strategies (12 industry indices) 

 
 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Average Turnover 0.90 0.68 0.88 0.75 0.71 0.84 0.63 

TW 862.70 864.80 857.60 771.85 839.72 790.53 680.28 

Sharpe ratio 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.15 

  0.958 0.773 0.819 0.943 0.654 0.388 

Sortino ratio 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.21 

Modified Sharpe 9.64 8.82 9.02 9.67 9.88 9.83 9.11 

Mean/CVaR 95% 10.93 10.34 10.54 10.73 11.13 11.00 9.99 

Mean/CVaR 99% 7.73 6.84 7.36 8.04 7.92 7.85 7.66 

 
This table shows the portfolio performance after including the proportional transaction costs of 20 basis points. 
The portfolio constituents are 12 industry indices. The turnover required to implement each strategy is also 
reported and can be interpreted as the average percentage of portfolio wealth traded in each period. Terminal 
wealth (TW) is modelled as the final portfolio value assuming an initial investment of $100 at the start of the out-
of-sample period for each strategy. The Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the total 
standard deviation (second-order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean 
excess return to the Modified VaR99% . Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture portfolio performance 
relative to extreme downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. The Modified Sharpe and Mean/CVaR 
are multiplied by 100. The models presented in this table are the R-vine copula with only non-independence pair-
copulas (Full), multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution (MVN), R-vine copula with independence copula test 
(Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) and Schwarz correction 
(VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and truncated R-vine copula 
based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc). 
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Table 4.4 Out-of-sample performance of copula-based portfolio strategies (49 industry 
indices) 

 
 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Mean 0.79 0.62 0.83 0.90 0.81 0.78 0.82 

TW 852.20 487.01 991.11 1235.35 944.12 854.16 972.45 

St. dev. 3.70 4.26 3.56 3.43 3.46 3.48 3.45 

Semi.dev. 2.73 3.12 2.70 2.60 2.64 2.65 2.63 

Modified VaR99% 9.28 10.22 9.24 9.37 9.71 9.50 9.61 

CVaR 95 % 8.08 9.19 7.85 7.68 7.97 7.85 7.73 

CVaR 99 % 11.14 12.36 10.88 10.92 11.13 11.05 10.92 

Sharpe ratio 0.16 0.10 0.18 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.18 

LW08 p-value  0.090 0.354 0.098 0.492 0.656 0.450 

Sortino ratio 0.22 0.14 0.24 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.24 

Modified Sharpe 8.46 6.06 8.99 9.61 8.35 8.20 8.54 

Mean/CVaR 95% 9.72 6.74 10.58 11.73 10.19 9.92 10.62 

Mean/CVaR 99% 7.05 5.02 7.64 8.24 7.29 7.04 7.52 

 
This table reports average (Mean) return and a range of performance measures for the portfolio management 
strategies out-of-sample. The portfolio constituents are 49 industry indices. Terminal wealth (TW) is modelled as 
the final portfolio value assuming an initial investment of $100 at the start of the out-of-sample period for each 
strategy. The standard deviation shows the dispersion of the portfolio returns around the mean return. The semi-
deviation shows the downside risk below the mean return and unlike standard deviation, accounts for asymmetry 
of the distribution. Modified VaR99% is the Cornish-Fisher asymptotic expansion for the 99% percentile of a non-
gaussian returns distribution which accounts for higher moments (skewness and kurtosis). CVarR95% and 
CVaR99% are tail risk measures and they are calculated using Equation (9) where β is set to 0.95 and 0.99, 
respectively. The Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the total standard deviation (second-
order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the 
Modified VaR99% . Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture portfolio performance relative to extreme 
downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. The mean return, risk measures, Modified Sharpe and 
Mean/CVaR are multiplied by 100. The models presented in this table are the R-vine copula with only non-
independence pair-copulas (Full), multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution (MVN), R-vine copula with 
independence copula test (Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) 
and Schwarz correction (VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and 
truncated R-vine copula based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc). 
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Table 4.5 Effects of transaction costs on out-of-sample performance of copula-based 
portfolio strategies (49 industry indices) 

 
 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Average Turnover 2.29 2.10 1.93 1.47 1.39 2.13 1.39 

TW 214.77 137.84 311.44 512.11 409.92 236.78 422.95 

Sharpe ratio 0.04 0.00 0.07 0.12 0.10 0.05 0.10 

LW08 p-value  0.262 0.104 0.003 0.034 0.606 0.034 

Sortino ratio 0.05 0.00 0.10 0.16 0.13 0.06 0.14 

Modified Sharpe 3.34 1.86 4.60 6.27 5.34 3.52 5.48 

Mean/CVaR 95% 3.99 2.14 5.63 7.87 6.67 4.44 7.00 

Mean/CVaR 99% 2.51 1.45 3.68 4.96 4.24 2.76 4.44 

 
This table shows the portfolio performance after including the proportional transaction costs of 20 basis points. 
The portfolio constituents are 49 industry indices. The turnover required to implement each strategy is also 
reported and can be interpreted as the average percentage of portfolio wealth traded in each period. Terminal 
wealth (TW) is modelled as the final portfolio value assuming an initial investment of $100 at the start of the out-
of-sample period for each strategy. The Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the total 
standard deviation (second-order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean 
excess return to the Modified VaR99% . Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture portfolio performance 
relative to extreme downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. The Modified Sharpe and Mean/CVaR 
are multiplied by 100. The models presented in this table are the R-vine copula with only non-independence pair-
copulas (Full), multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution (MVN), R-vine copula with independence copula test 
(Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) and Schwarz correction 
(VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and truncated R-vine copula 
based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc). 
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Table 4.6 Out-of-sample performance of copula-based portfolio strategies (100 indices 
sorted on size and value factors) 

 
 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Mean 1.30 1.46 1.38 1.34 1.29 1.52 1.37 

TW 3504.00 4838.28 4493.26 3996.94 3495.65 6685.14 4439.77 

St. dev. 4.66 5.46 4.49 4.37 4.38 4.56 4.35 

Semi.dev. 3.46 4.13 3.33 3.28 3.31 3.36 3.29 

Modified VaR99% 10.38 14.88 10.06 10.71 11.07 9.97 11.08 

CVaR 95 % 9.42 11.78 9.54 9.88 10.11 9.46 9.70 

CVaR 99 % 12.63 18.67 11.99 12.54 12.60 11.48 13.44 

Sharpe ratio 0.24 0.23 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.29 0.27 

LW08 p-value  0.818 0.437 0.497 0.723 0.072 0.418 

Sortino ratio 0.32 0.31 0.36 0.35 0.33 0.40 0.36 

Modified Sharpe 12.57 9.79 13.73 12.49 11.67 15.23 12.37 

Mean/CVaR 95% 13.85 12.36 14.48 13.53 12.78 16.06 14.14 

Mean/CVaR 99% 10.33 7.80 11.52 10.66 10.25 13.22 10.20 

 
This table reports a range of performance measures for the portfolio management strategies out-of-sample. The 
portfolio constituents are 100 indices sorted on size and value factors. Terminal wealth (TW) is modelled as the 
final portfolio value assuming an initial investment of $100 at the start of the out-of-sample period for each 
strategy. The standard deviation shows the dispersion of the portfolio returns around the mean return. The semi-
deviation shows the downside risk below the mean return and unlike standard deviation, accounts for asymmetry 
of the distribution. Modified VaR99% is the Cornish-Fisher asymptotic expansion for the 99% percentile of a non-
gaussian returns distribution which accounts for higher moments (skewness and kurtosis). CVarR95% and 
CVaR99% are tail risk measures and they are calculated using Equation (9) where β is set to 0.95 and 0.99, 
respectively. The Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the total standard deviation (second-
order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the 
Modified VaR99% . Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture portfolio performance relative to extreme 
downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. The mean return, risk measures, Modified Sharpe and 
Mean/CVaR are multiplied by 100. The models presented in this table are the R-vine copula with only non-
independence pair-copulas (Full), multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution (MVN), R-vine copula with 
independence copula test (Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) 
and Schwarz correction (VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and 
truncated R-vine copula based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc). 
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Table 4.7 Effects of transaction costs on out-of-sample performance of copula-based 
portfolio strategies (100 indices sorted on size and value factors) 

 
 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Average Turnover 6.79 4.97 5.43 4.12 3.87 6.27 3.85 

TW 58.63 244.52 171.30 336.14 341.48 153.22 440.57 

Sharpe ratio -0.06 0.05 0.02 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.09 

LW08 p-value  0.066 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.012 0.000 

Sortino ratio -0.07 0.07 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.02 0.13 

Modified Sharpe -0.62 2.84 2.54 4.41 4.33 2.21 5.07 

Mean/CVaR 95% -0.77 3.81 2.92 5.06 5.01 2.58 6.09 

Mean/CVaR 99% -0.52 2.28 2.17 3.82 3.84 1.93 4.21 

 
This table shows the portfolio performance after including the proportional transaction costs of 20 basis points. 
The portfolio constituents are 100 indices sorted on size and value factors. The turnover required to implement 
each strategy is also reported and can be interpreted as the average percentage of portfolio wealth traded in 
each period. Terminal wealth (TW) is modelled as the final portfolio value assuming an initial investment of $100 
at the start of the out-of-sample period for each strategy. The Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess 
return to the total standard deviation (second-order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is 
the ratio of mean excess return to the Modified VaR99% . Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture 
portfolio performance relative to extreme downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. The Modified 
Sharpe and Mean/CVaR are multiplied by 100. The models presented in this table are the R-vine copula with 
only non-independence pair-copulas (Full), multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution (MVN), R-vine copula with 
independence copula test (Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) 
and Schwarz correction (VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and 
truncated R-vine copula based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc) 

.
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Table 4.8 Subperiod out-of-sample performance of copula-based portfolio strategies (49 
industry indices) 

 

Panel A. High VIX 

 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Mean -1.51 -1.09 -1.64 -1.22 -1.20 -1.43 -1.19 

TW 37.11 46.59 34.62 44.56 44.79 39.22 45.35 

St. dev. 5.16 5.91 4.80 4.86 5.05 4.86 4.88 

Semi.dev. 3.53 3.98 3.30 3.42 3.50 3.41 3.46 

Modified VaR99% 13.09 13.74 12.10 12.55 12.81 12.44 12.85 

CVaR 95 % 12.46 13.24 11.70 11.97 12.34 12.26 12.02 

CVaR 99 % 14.45 14.12 12.99 14.58 14.96 14.39 15.44 

Panel B. Low VIX 

 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Mean 1.68 1.06 1.89 1.94 1.97 1.87 1.89 

TW 267.41 182.85 302.71 311.06 317.73 298.22 302.02 

St. dev. 2.46 3.12 2.49 2.33 2.41 2.38 2.33 

Semi.dev. 1.78 2.24 1.81 1.69 1.83 1.75 1.75 

Modified VaR99% 4.15 8.06 4.26 3.60 4.92 4.02 4.20 

CVaR 95 % 4.11 6.05 4.33 3.65 4.41 3.60 3.98 

CVaR 99 % 4.17 10.87 5.09 3.85 5.62 4.99 4.34 

Sharpe ratio 0.61 0.28 0.68 0.75 0.74 0.70 0.73 

LW08 p-value  0.001 0.190 0.030 0.054 0.132 0.065 

Sortino ratio 0.84 0.39 0.94 1.03 0.97 0.96 0.97 

Modified Sharpe 40.53 13.14 44.40 53.80 40.14 46.37 44.88 

Mean/CVaR 95% 40.89 17.50 43.73 53.10 44.80 51.79 47.33 

Mean/CVaR 99% 40.34 9.74 37.17 50.25 35.12 37.40 43.44 

 
This table shows the portfolio performance in subperiods of high (Panel A) and low (Panel B) market volatility (VIX 
index). The portfolio constituents are 49 industry indices. ‘High VIX’ denotes the annual subperiods constituting 
the top quintile of VIX values distribution (i.e., the 75 months with the highest volatility out of the entire 300 
months out-of-sample period) and ‘Low VIX’ denotes the annual subperiods constituting the bottom quintile of VIX 
values distribution (i.e., the 75 months with the lowest volatility). Terminal wealth (TW) is modelled as the final 
portfolio value assuming an initial investment of $100 at the start of the out-of-sample period for each strategy. 
The standard deviation shows the dispersion of the portfolio returns around the mean return. The semi-deviation 
shows the downside risk below the mean return and unlike standard deviation, accounts for asymmetry of the 
distribution. Modified VaR99% is the Cornish-Fisher asymptotic expansion for the 99% percentile of a non-
gaussian returns distribution which accounts for higher moments (skewness and kurtosis). CVarR95% and 
CVaR99% are tail risk measures and they are calculated using Equation (9) where β is set to 0.95 and 0.99, 
respectively. The Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the total standard deviation (second-
order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the 
Modified VaR99% . Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture portfolio performance relative to extreme 
downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. The mean return, risk measures, Modified Sharpe and 
Mean/CVaR are multiplied by 100. The models presented in this table are the R-vine copula with only non-
independence pair-copulas (Full), multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution (MVN), R-vine copula with 
independence copula test (Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) 
and Schwarz correction (VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSThresh), and 
truncated R-vine copula based on modified Schwarz criterion (MSTrunc). In Panel A, we conduct the t-test for 
mean returns and the chi-squared test for variance, where the null is that Full has the same value of these 
moments as other approaches. All the moments' differences are statistically insignificant.  
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Table 4.9 Subperiod out-of-sample performance of copula-based portfolio strategies (100 
indices sorted on size and value factors) 
 

Panel A. High VIX 

 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Mean -1.25 -1.01 -1.35 -1.06 -1.06 -1.13 -0.93 

TW 34.33 41.12 32.03 39.17 39.08 37.94 43.02 

St. dev. 5.78 5.70 5.64 5.96 6.14 5.65 6.08 

Semi.dev. 3.97 4.20 3.88 4.19 4.31 3.89 4.27 

Modified VaR99% 13.23 13.89 12.98 13.84 14.19 12.60 14.04 

CVaR 95 % 12.18 12.50 11.66 12.23 12.52 11.43 13.07 

CVaR 99 % 15.76 13.17 12.92 14.38 13.22 11.50 15.18 

Panel B. Low VIX 

 Full MVN Indep VuongA VuongS MSThresh MSTrunc 

Mean 2.52 2.86 2.99 2.87 2.63 2.78 2.81 

TW 627.8447 780.4506 891.3481 819.7858 689.329 762.9484 785.7054 

St. dev. 2.74 4.02 2.31 2.15 2.13 2.63 2.01 

Semi.dev. 2.05 2.84 1.74 1.48 1.54 1.92 1.40 

Modified VaR99% 4.30 6.30 2.79 1.53 2.01 3.28 1.35 

CVaR 95 % 3.72 5.78 2.31 1.34 1.46 2.76 0.94 

CVaR 99 % 4.09 8.93 3.20 1.70 2.54 3.21 1.50 

Sharpe ratio 0.85 0.67 1.22 1.25 1.15 0.99 1.31 

LW08 p-value  0.033 0.002 0.006 0.002 0.139 0.001 

Sortino ratio 1.14 0.94 1.62 1.82 1.60 1.36 1.87 

Modified Sharpe 58.53 45.34 107.05 187.27 131.02 84.73 207.19 

Mean/CVaR 95% 61.48 31.96 93.42 168.57 103.47 86.73 187.42 

Mean/CVaR 99% 61.48 31.96 93.42 168.57 103.47 86.73 187.42 

 
This table shows the portfolio performance in subperiods of high (Panel A) and low (Panel B) market volatility (VIX 
index). The portfolio constituents are 100 indices sorted on size and value factors. ‘High VIX’ denotes the annual 
subperiods constituting the top quintile of VIX values distribution (i.e., the 75 months with the highest volatility out 
of the entire 300 months out-of-sample period) and ‘Low VIX’ denotes the annual subperiods constituting the 
bottom quintile of VIX values distribution (i.e., the 75 months with the lowest volatility). Terminal wealth (TW) is 
modelled as the final portfolio value assuming an initial investment of $100 at the start of the out-of-sample period 
for each strategy. The standard deviation shows the dispersion of the portfolio returns around the mean return. 
The semi-deviation shows the downside risk below the mean return and unlike standard deviation, accounts for 
asymmetry of the distribution. Modified VaR99% is the Cornish-Fisher asymptotic expansion for the 99% 
percentile of a non-gaussian returns distribution which accounts for higher moments (skewness and kurtosis). 
CVarR95% and CVaR99% are tail risk measures and they are calculated using Equation (9) where β is set to 
0.95 and 0.99, respectively. The Sharpe (Sortino) ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the total standard 
deviation (second-order lower partial moment) of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean excess 
return to the Modified VaR99% . Mean/CVaR95% and Mean/CVaR99% capture portfolio performance relative to 
extreme downside risk at the 95% and 99% levels, respectively. The mean return, risk measures, Modified 
Sharpe and Mean/CVaR are multiplied by 100. The models presented in this table are the R-vine copula with only 
non-independence pair-copulas (Full), multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution (MVN), R-vine copula with 
independence copula test (Indep), truncated R-vine copula based on Vuong test with Akaike correction (VuongA) 
and Schwarz correction (VuongS), thresholded R-vine based on modified Schwarz criterion (Thresh), and 
truncated R-vine copula based on modified Schwarz criterion (Trunc). In Panel A, we conduct the t-test for mean 
returns and the chi-squared test for variance, where the null is that Full has the same value of these moments as 
other approaches. All the moments' differences are statistically insignificant.  
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Table 4.10 Out-of-sample performance of copula-based portfolio strategies with alternative 
estimation window size 

 

 Panel A. 49 indices Panel B. 100 indices 

 Full VuongA VuongS MSTrunc Full VuongA VuongS MSTrunc 

Mean 0.64 0.84 0.78 0.80 1.19 1.28 1.33 1.30 

Modified VaR99% 9.60 8.73 8.11 8.78 9.21 9.64 9.93 10.23 

CVaR 99 % 12.03 10.69 9.71 10.74 11.42 10.81 11.66 12.48 

Sharpe ratio 0.13 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.26 

LW08 p-value  0.079 0.177 0.182  0.688 0.591 0.739 

Modified Sharpe 6.67 9.65 9.61 9.09 12.96 13.26 13.42 12.67 

Mean/CVaR 99% 5.33 7.89 8.02 7.43 10.45 11.83 11.42 10.38 

Average Turnover 2.03 1.75 1.49 1.45 5.86 4.48 3.92 3.87 

Sharpe ratio inc tc 0.01 0.09 0.09 0.09 -0.04 0.05 0.08 0.08 

LW08 p-value  0.031 0.040 0.037  0.009 0.001 0.001 

Modified Sharpe inc tc 2.33 5.42 5.73 5.60 0.06 3.54 5.05 4.68 

Mean/CVaR 99% inc tc 1.87 4.47 4.82 4.61 0.05 3.20 4.40 3.90 

 
This table reports a range of performance measures for the portfolio management strategies out-of-sample. The 
portfolio constituents are 49 industry indices (Panel A) and 100 indices sorted on size and value factors (Panel B). 
Modified VaR99% is the Cornish-Fisher asymptotic expansion for the 99% percentile of a non-gaussian returns 
distribution which accounts for higher moments (skewness and kurtosis). CVaR99% are tail risk measures and 
they are calculated using Equation (9) where β is set to 0.99. The Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean excess return 
to the total standard deviation of the portfolio. Modified Sharpe ratio is the ratio of mean excess return to the 
Modified VaR99%. Mean/CVaR99% capture portfolio performance relative to extreme downside risk at the 95% 
and 99% levels, respectively. We report Sharpe, Modified Sharpe and Mean/CVaR 99% ratios both excluding and 
including the transaction costs of 20 bps. The mean return, risk measures, Modified Sharpe and Mean/CVaR are 
multiplied by 100. 

 
* indicate that corresponding copula in the row yields Sharpe ratio which is different from the Sharpe ratio of Full 
model at least with a 90 % confidence level based on Ledoit & Wolf (2008) test. 
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Appendix 4-A. Regular Vine copula simulation and estimation 
 

An efficient way of storing the indices of the pair-copulas required in Eq. 3 was 

proposed by Morales-Nápoles (2011) and explored in more detail in Dissmann et al. (2013). 

It involves the specification of a lower triangular matrix M = (mi,j = 1, . . ., n) ∈ {0, . . ., n}n×n 

with mi,i = n - i + 1. That is, the diagonal entries of M are the numbers 1, . . ., n in decreasing 

order. In this matrix, according to a rather technical condition, each row from the bottom up 

represents a tree, where the conditioned set is identified by a diagonal entry and by the 

corresponding column entry of the row under consideration, while the conditioning set is 

given by the column entries below this row. Corresponding copula types and parameters can 

conveniently be stored in matrices T and P, respectively. For more details on matrix 

specification of vine copulas see Dissmann et al. (2013). 
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Appendix 4-A1. Algorithm. Simulation of an R-Vine specification 

(Algorithm 2.2 in Dissman et al. (2013)) 

Input: R-Vine specification in matrix form, M, T, P, where mk,k = n-k+1, k = 1, …, n 

Output: Random observations (x1, …, xn) from R-Vine specification 

1: Let u1, …, un be independent uniform samples. 

2: Allocate 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = (𝑣𝑖,𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡|𝑖, 𝑘 = 1,… , 𝑛) 

3: Allocate 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = (𝑣𝑖,𝑘
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡|𝑖, 𝑘 = 1,… , 𝑛) 

4: Set (𝑣𝑛,1
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 , 𝑣𝑛,2

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 , … , 𝑣𝑛,𝑛
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡) = (𝑢1, 𝑢2, … , 𝑢3) 

5: Let 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (𝒎𝑖,𝑘|𝑖, 𝑘 = 1,… , 𝑛) with 𝒎𝑖,𝑘 = max {𝑚𝑖,𝑘 , … ,𝑚𝑛,𝑘} for all k = 1, …, 

n-1 and i = k, …, n 

6: 𝑥1 = 𝑣𝑛,𝑛
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 

7:for k = n-1,…,1 do {Iteration over the columns of M} 

8: for i = k+1, …, n do {Iteration over the rows M} 

9:  if 𝒎𝑖,𝑘 = 𝑚𝑖,𝑘 then 

10:      Set 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
(2)
= 𝑣𝑖,(𝑛−𝒎𝑖,𝑘+1)

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡  

11:  else  

12:       Set 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
(2)
= 𝑣𝑖,(𝑛−𝒎𝑖,𝑘+1)

𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡  

13:   end if 

14:   Set 𝑣𝑛,𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = ℎ−1(𝑣𝑛,𝑘

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 , 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
(2)|𝑡𝑖,𝑘, 𝑝𝑖,𝑘) using Equation (4) 

15:   end for 

16:   𝑥𝑛−𝑘+1 = 𝑣𝑛,𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 

17:   for i = n, …, k+1 do {Iterations over the rows of M} 

18:     Set 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
(1)
= 𝑣𝑖,𝑘

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 

19:     Set 𝑣𝑖−1,𝑘
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = ℎ(𝑧𝑖,𝑘

(1), 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
(2)
|𝑡𝑖,𝑘 , 𝑝𝑖,𝑘) and 𝑣𝑖−1,𝑘

𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = ℎ(𝑧𝑖,𝑘
(2), 𝑧𝑖,𝑘

(1)
|𝑡𝑖,𝑘, 𝑝𝑖,𝑘) 

20:   end for 

21: end for 

22: return Return sample (𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛) 
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Appendix 4-A2. Algorithm. Sequential method to select an R-vine model based 

on Kendall’s tau39 

Input: Data (xl1, …, xld), l = 1, …, N (realizations of i.i.d. random vectors). 

Output: R-vine copula specification in matrix form, M, T, P, where mk,k = n-k+1, k = 1, 

…, n 

1: Calculate the empirical Kendall’s tau �̂�𝑗,𝑘 for all possible variable pairs {j,k}, 1 ≤

𝑗 < 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 

2: Select the spanning tree that maximizes the sum of absolute Kendall’s taus, i.e., 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∑ |�̂�𝑗,𝑘|

𝑒={𝑗,𝑘} 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

 

3: For each edge {j,k} in the selected spanning tree, select a copula using the 

Akaike information criterion and estimate the corresponding parameters with the 

Maximum likelihood method. For the case 'Regular Vine copula with independence test', 

we include independence copula in the selection by performing a preliminary 

independence test with 5% significance level based on Kendall's tau as described in 

Genest & Favre (2007). If this test indicates independence, no further steps are taken and 

the independence copula is chosen. Then transform �̂�𝑗|𝑘(𝑥𝑙𝑗|𝑥𝑙𝑘) and �̂�𝑘|𝑗(𝑥𝑙𝑘|𝑥𝑙𝑗), 𝑙 =

1,… ,𝑁, using the fitted copula �̂�𝑗𝑘 (Eq. 4). 

4: for i = 2, …, n-1 do (Iterations over the trees) 

5: Calculate the empirical Kendall’s tau �̂�𝑗,𝑘|𝐷 for all conditional variable pairs 

{j,k|D} that can be a part of tree Ti, i.e., ensure that two nodes in Ti are only connected by 

an edge if these nodes share a common node in tree Ti-1. 

6: Among these edges, select the spanning tree that maximizes the sum of 

absolute empirical Kendall’s taus, i.e., 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∑ |�̂�𝑗,𝑘|𝐷|

𝑒={𝑗,𝑘} 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

 

7: For each edge {j,k|D} in the selected tree, select the conditional copula and 

estimate the corresponding parameters as described in Step 3. Then transform 

�̂�𝑗|𝑘∪𝐷(𝑥𝑙𝑗|𝑥𝑙𝑘, 𝒙𝑙𝐷) and �̂�𝑘|𝑗∪𝐷(𝑥𝑙𝑘|𝑥𝑙𝑗, 𝒙𝑙𝐷), 𝑙 = 1,… ,𝑁, using the fitted copula �̂�𝑗𝑘|𝐷 (Eq. 4). 

8: end for 

 
39 Rank correlations and tail dependence are unaffected by changes in the marginal distributions and they are 
functions only of the copula. Pearson linear correlation contains information on the copula but it is also affected by 
the marginal distribution. We use Kendall’s tau as a measure of dependence, since it measures dependence 
independently of the assumed distribution and hence, is especially useful when combining different (non-
Gaussian) copula families. 
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Appendix 4-B. Analysis of alternative estimation window size  
 

Table 4.11 Out-of-sample performance of copula-based portfolio strategies when 
dependence structure and marginal estimated with samples of different lengths. 

 

Metric M240/C120 M120/C120 M240/C240 M120/C240 

Mean 0.87 0.94 1.01 1.05 

CVaR 95% 8.11 7.32 7.60 6.78 

CVaR 99% 11.25 10.41 10.58 9.60 

Sharpe ratio 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.24 

Sortino ratio 0.25 0.29 0.30 0.33 

Mean/CVaR 95% 10.75 12.84 13.32 15.56 

Mean/CVaR 99% 7.75 9.03 9.57 10.98 

TW exc. transaction cost 1111.26 1381.57 1688.30 1915.53 

Average turnover 0.96 0.88 0.81 0.86 

TW inc. transaction cost 832.42 862.70 1039.48 1479.09 

 

This table reports the portfolio's performance constructed using a Small set (12 indices) of industry portfolios. We 
use 120 and 240 observations to estimate both marginals and copulas, that is, M120/C120 and M240/C240 
columns in Table, respectively. The M240/C120 column shows the performances when we use 240 observations 
to estimate marginals and 120 observations to estimate copulas. The M120/C240 column shows the 
performances we use 120 observations to estimate marginals and 240 observations to estimate copulas. The 
results include mean, risk, risk-adjusted returns and economic performance measures as described in Tables 1–
10. The mean return, CVaR and Mean/CVaR is multiplied by 100. The model presented in this table is the R-vine 
copula with only non-independence pair-copulas (Full). 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

 

In this thesis, I study the problem of optimal portfolio choice under incomplete 

probability information. When historical data samples are not sufficient or data samples are 

unstable, estimation errors arise in the optimization inputs which impairs the performance of 

portfolios. In each chapter, I investigate a new alternative approach that addresses 

estimation error in portfolio selection under the lower-partial moments and stochastic 

dominance criteria. These three approaches are based on using option-implied data, robust 

optimization, and sparse multivariate copula models, respectively. The empirical applications 

show that the proposed methods yield significant improvement for portfolios across various 

performance metrics.  

 

5.1 Thesis summary and contributions 
 

Chapter 1 examines a financial modelling approach to equity sector rotation using 

Exchange Traded Funds. This application is particularly attractive since ETF avoid 

drawbacks of individual stocks such as high idiosyncratic risk and transaction costs. The 

cross-section is limited to nine diverse sector ETF. Moreover, the liquid ETF option market 

provides forward-looking information about the return distribution. To achieve significant out-

of-sample outperformance, we combine a range of techniques and methods including option-

implied probability, parametric stochastic models, risk transformation, multivariate copula, 

stochastic dominance, robust winsorised estimators, Monte Carlo simulation. 

The empirical analysis shows that the proposed financial modelling approach beats 

the passive benchmark and simpler approaches in terms of a range of performance 

measures out of sample. Option-implied probabilities estimated using the Heston stochastic 

volatility model provide the best portfolio performance, showing superiority over equal 

diversification, option-implied Black-Scholes-Merton model and a historical GARCH model, 

even after adjusting for transaction costs. Relative to the S&P 500 index, our portfolio 

increases the average out-of-sample return by over seven percentage points per annum, 

using monthly rebalancing and without short selling. Winsorizing improves the performance 

of the Heston-based portfolio, increasing its terminal wealth. The outperformance of Heston-

based portfolios is more pronounced in crisis periods and high volatility states. We also found 

that using non-Gaussian multivariate copulas adds limited benefit for portfolio choice from 

the sector ETF. 

The results show that a financial modelling approach can outperform heuristic 

approaches, at least in our benign environment with a narrow cross-section, availability of 

exchange-traded options and low transactions costs, provided that insights and methods 

from Finance, Decision Science, Econometrics and Optimization are properly integrated. 
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Given the low cost of ETF, a modest rebalancing frequency and the publicly available data 

that we use, our strategy is applicable in a real-world environment and may be of interest to a 

wide range of investors and institutions. 

In Chapter 3, I investigate the problem of active fund management under uncertainty. 

When the point estimate of the probability vector cannot be accurately specified, an investor 

is interested in selecting a portfolio that is robust to this uncertainty. Robust optimization 

explicitly addresses this issue by seeking a portfolio that is optimal for the uncertainty set of 

probability estimates. In this study, the active portfolio is constructed using three LPM-based 

approaches (ES, SV, and OR). The main contribution of this chapter is a proposed ‘joint 

uncertainty’ specification for robust optimization where the probability of the active fund 

constituents and the threshold level (benchmark mean) are both subject to uncertainty. I 

consider two cases of joint uncertainty depending on whether the two uncertainty sets are 

dependent (JUDS) or independent (JUIS). Since the benchmark and active portfolio usually 

consists of the same assets, dependence between uncertainty sets is a more reasonable 

specification. 

For the empirical application, I consider an investment universe consisting of U.S. 

industry indices. As a robustness check, the analysis is extended to country equity indices 

(international momentum). The empirical analysis is divided into two sections. First, the out-

of-sample performance analysis for the base case shows the superiority of JUDS 

specification over the non-robust, JUIS and traditional uncertainty sets (finite, polytopic, box) 

specifications. Minimum ES and SV portfolios optimized under JUDS significantly enhance 

the risk-adjusted return values. After adjusting for transaction costs of 50 basis points, the 

outperformance remains significant despite the increased portfolio turnover. The maximum 

OR portfolio optimized under JUDS minimizes the portfolio's risks and maximizes its 

Information, Sortino and Omega ratios. Besides, these portfolios have a lower turnover and 

higher chances to stochastically dominate the benchmark portfolio (the CRSP all stocks 

value-weighted index). The portfolios optimized under JUDS also yield improvements in 

performance when applied to international investment strategies. 

Second, I conducted the regression analysis of portfolio in-sample returns where the 

regressors are the Carhart (1997) four factors (market risk premium, size, value and 

momentum). The results show that using JUDS can double the adjusted R2 values for OR 

portfolios making them more exposed to systematic risk. The decision-maker can account for 

this issue explicitly by adopting constrained robust optimization proposed by Kim et al. 

(2014b). Additionally, I find that JUDS OR portfolios have significant and almost identical 

coefficients of HML and MOM. Since these factors are weakly correlated, their equally-

weighted combination reduces various exposures including aggregate market and liquidity 

risks (Asness et al., 2013; Daniel & Moskowitz, 2016). This property coincides with the 

observed risk reduction in robust OR portfolio’s out-of-sample performance. I have also 
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found that using the JUDS approach significantly increases the dependence of robust ES 

and SV portfolios on the momentum effect. Due to the high mean-reversion rate and high 

crash risk of the MOM factor, the corresponding robust LPM portfolios can have higher 

turnover and lower chances to stochastically dominate the benchmark than their non-robust 

counterpart. Besides, robust portfolios have different exposure to the Carhart (1997) four 

factors crashes. Specifically, when JUDS is applied, the robust ES and SV approach 

maximize the portfolio's returns in the periods following the crashes, while the robust OR 

portfolios minimize losses during the factor crash periods. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the application of high-dimensional vine copula models 

to CVaR portfolio optimization. As the number of assets in the portfolio increases and the 

number of copula parameters becomes larger than the estimation window size, we face the 

risk of overfitting. This study addresses this issue by using sparse vine copulas to model 

interdependence in portfolios comprising up to 100 assets. The vine copula is called sparse 

when most pair-copulas in the vine structure are the independent copula. This study 

considers two subclasses of sparse vine copulas, known as truncated and thresholded 

copulas. I contribute to the literature by empirically investigating and comparing the various 

sparse vine copula methods in the context of high dimensional portfolio optimization.  

The out-of-sample analysis demonstrates the superiority of sparse copulas over the 

fully parametrized R-Vine as well as the traditional Gaussian copula. In particular, when the 

number of copula parameters is larger than the number of observations in a sample (120 

months), sparse vine copulas significantly outperform the full R-vine copula even after 

adjusting for transaction costs. In the case of 49 portfolios (1176 parameters), I find a 29% 

increase in the Sharp ratio relative to a fully parametrized R-vine copula. For 100 portfolios 

(4950 parameters), the Sharpe ratio is enhanced by 22%. For both portfolios, this increase in 

the Sharpe ratio is statistically significant (Ledoit & Wolf, 2008). Additionally, sparse vine 

copulas reduce the out-of-sample semi-deviation, VaR and CVaR values. 

According to the obtained results, truncated vine copulas are preferable, since they 

not only improve risk-return performance but also reduce the portfolios’ turnover by 36–43%. 

When applied to small portfolios comprising 12 indices, the sparse vine copulas perform on 

par or worse than the full R-vine model. Besides, it is found that the fully parametrized R-

Vine yields superior performance compared to the Gaussian copula which is in line with 

earlier studies. The subperiod analysis reveals that R-Vine and sparse copulas' superiority is 

more pronounced in the periods of low market volatility proxied by the VIX index. Robustness 

tests show the base case results are not qualitatively affected by an increase of estimation 

window size. 
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5.2 Further work 
 

In this section, I outline potential areas for future research. Second-order stochastic 

dominance (SSD), which is used in the first essay, implies utility functions that can represent 

unrealistic preferences over higher-order moment risks (Fang & Post, 2021). For instance, to 

avoid unrealistic negative skewness preferences, the suggested forward-looking approach 

can be applied directly to portfolio optimization with third-order SD constraints (Post & Kopa, 

2017). Using this approach can improve discriminatory power compared to SSD and 

construct enhanced portfolios with less downside risk and more upside potential than the 

benchmark. 

The sparse vine copulas investigated in the third essay are not the only approach that 

addresses estimation error in high-dimensional dependence structure. Non-Gaussian factor 

models as introduced in Oh and Patton (2017) or Krupskii and Joe (2015) have gained 

widespread attention and are employed for their parsimony with respect to parameters, 

especially in finance applications. Therefore, comparing sparse vine and factor copulas in the 

context of portfolio optimization is a promising topic for further research. 

The number and diversity of assets in the portfolio is another direction that could be 

addressed in future work. In the first paper, the investment universe can be extended to a 

larger number of base assets, for example, individual stocks. Besides, it would be interesting 

to see how the R-vine and sparse vine copulas perform when applied to asset allocation with 

multiple asset classes. Since large investment companies might hold thousands of assets, 

we face the problem of how to estimate ultra-high dimensional dependence structure. In this 

context, Müller and Czado (2019) study multidimensional vine copulas estimated using a 

novel divide-and-conquer approach inspired by the Graphical Lasso. They show with an 

example of 2,131 stocks that a pure Gaussian fitting is too restrictive for financial data, and 

can be improved significantly by using ultra-high dimensional vine copulas. The application of 

this approach to the portfolio selection problem is an interesting topic for further research. 
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